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Introduction

One central thesis of this volume is that the starting point of any
reasonable deliberation about our national security is the recognition
that we face two profound commitments: protecting our homeland and
safeguarding our rights. Those who, in effect, seek to suspend major
parts of the Constitution and its Bill of Rights until we win the war
against terrorism must realize that this is a long-term war and, hence,
provisions that might apply for a very short period, during a dire state
of emergency, cannot be applied here. To live for any length of time
without the rule of law that makes us what we are is not an option, nor
should it be. Equally fallacious are the notions that nothing changed
on September 11, 2001, and that the fear of future attacks is merely used
by the government to keep the people fearful and willing to yield ever
increasing power to the state. There is room for much deliberation as to
exactly what must be done and whether there is a need for some limited
trade-offs. But the starting point for such an assessment is that we are
committed to being both free and secure. True patriots thus realize that
one must protect the nation from all enemies, foreign and domestic, and
that the essence of what it means to be patriotic is to protect our
Constitution and its Bill of Rights with all of our might.
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Discussions of matters concerning public affairs are often couched
in terms acquired from our legal culture. The implicit assumption is
that each side (rarely is there room for more) will state its position like
lawyers in court, in the starkest possible terms, drawing on whatever
arguments they can marshal, even if these greatly distort the facts and
vastly misrepresent the other side. Truth and justice are supposed to
arise out of such confrontations between two extreme presentations.
I am not confident that this is the best way to run a court system, but
surely it is a poor way to form public policies and to debate their merits.
But this is the way much of the exceedingly divisive debate over civil
rights versus public safety has been conducted.

On the one side, civil libertarians, liberals, and some conservatives (Bob
Barr, for instance) make strong, uncompromising cases for liberty. In effect,
they severely criticize practically any suggestions made in the name of
shoring up our safety, including the antiterrorism measures urged upon
the country by the 1996 Downing Commission, as unnecessary invasions
of our freedoms. These advocates consider the government (a.k.a. Big
Brother), not terror, to be the greatest threat to the preservation of liberty.
Senator Patrick Leahy said in November 2001 that “We don’t protect
ourselves by bending or even shredding our Constitution.”1 And in a
New York Times op-ed article that same month he claimed that the presi-
dent “is eroding the very values and principles he seeks to protect, includ-
ing the rule of law.”2 The public is almost daily exposed to a publication
bemoaning “the death of privacy”3 and the rise of the “surveillance society.”4

On the other side, the political right characterizes the ACLU and its
sister organizations, all of which are generally liberal, as undermining the
moral fabric of the country, destroying its social order, and inviting ter-
rorism. Jerry Falwell pointed a finger at “the pagans, and the abortion-
ists, and the feminists, and the gays and the lesbians who are actively
trying to make that [sic] an alternative lifestyle, the ACLU, People for
the American Way, all of them who have tried to secularize America.”5

Attorney General Ashcroft said, “[T]o those who scare peace-loving
people with phantoms of lost liberty, my message is this: your tactics
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only aid terrorists, for they erode our national unity and diminish our
resolve.”6 Harvard professor Ruth Wisse wrote in Commentary that her
fellow faculty members’ concerns after September 11, 2001 centered
solely around the potential that the new legislation might intrude upon
their freedoms and privacy. She went on to write, “I pray that my life
will never depend on the intervention of these moral eunuchs, who have
extended a canopy of olive branches over whichever anti-American
tyrant chooses to tear the world apart.”7

Eschewing this vitriolic and polarizing approach, this book takes it
for granted that we must shore up our protection from terrorist attacks,
especially as these are likely to increase in severity, and that we must
vigilantly protect our rights and our free way of life. Only when we have
failed to do this will we have done the terrorists’ job for them. It holds
then that extremism in the defense of either security or liberty is not a virtue.
Moreover, although to some extent we can reconcile these two claims
that we now face, there is a basic tension between them that must be ac-
knowledged and resolved.

A July 18, 2004 Washington Post editorial titled “More Patriot Act
Games,” put it well, and in so doing summarized the approach in this
volume, when it pointed to the tendency to polarize the debate about the
PATRIOT Act instead of dealing differently with its various components.
The editorial stated: “. . . public debate over the law’s fate has fallen vic-
tim to election-year demagoguery. Critics talk about it as though it were
a comprehensive menace, while President Bush and Attorney General
John D. Ashcroft often treat skepticism of it as softness in the war on
terror.”The editorial called instead for an examination of each part of the
act on its own merit (or demerit). This is exactly what here is attempted.

Freedom and Security: A Communitarian Perspective

The arguments I advance here draw on a social, philosophical position,
known as responsive communitarianism (it is also known as new, or polit-
ical; not to be confused with Asian communitarians or the academic
communitarianism of the 1980s). I sometimes serve as a voice for this
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school.8 However, there are differences among responsive communitar-
ians and I should make it clear that I write along this line of thinking
but strictly as I see it.

A key tenet of responsive communitarianism is that a good society is
based on a carefully crafted balance between liberty and social order, and
a combination of particularistic (communal) and societywide values and
bonds. This school stresses the responsibilities that people have to their
families, kin, communities, and societies. These exist above and beyond
the universal rights that all individuals command, which is a main focus
of liberalism. Communitarianism has clear parallels in the Constitution
and our legal tradition and in a number of court cases that have affected
the way we live and govern.

Particularly relevant for the issues at hand is the Fourth Amendment.
It is not phrased in terms as absolute as the First Amendment. It does
not state that Congress “shall make no law allowing search and seizure”
or anything remotely like it. It states that there be no unreasonable
searches. It is one of only two rights-defining amendments that recog-
nize, on the face of it, the importance of taking into account the public
interest. Indeed, the courts have long recognized that our right to pri-
vacy must be weighed against our need for public safety (and public
health). It highlights how unreasonable it is to argue that we should not
sacrifice our rights for our security. In fact, it demonstrates that this is a
highly misleading way of framing of the issue, just as it would be mis-
leading for someone to argue that we should sacrifice our security to
protect our rights. There is a whole range of security enhancing meas-
ures that public authorities can take, measures that are reasonable and
that do not violate any rights. No one has a right to never be searched,
stopped, fingerprinted, and so on, and hence they cannot lose it.

But what, then, is reasonable? The law—which often draws on this
concept—views this standard as that which an average person, a mem-
ber of the community, would consider reasonable. There can be no
doubt that Americans have an altered sense of that which is reasonable
since September 11, 2001. This does not mean that they threw the Bill
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of Rights out the window. Data presented in Chapter 1 will show that
this is hardly the case. However, many Americans do now find some
new security measures reasonable that they may well have not embraced
before the attacks on September 11. By and large, polling indicates that
Americans favor a carefully crafted balance between the two competing
claims of security and freedom. Moreover, when the government has
deviated from this balance here and resorted to measures that the pub-
lic has not considered acceptable, public opinion has forced it to retreat
and either withdraw or recast most of these measures as we shall see.

The Constitution has always been a living document and it has been
adapted to the changing needs of the times. This is evident if one recalls
that until the ACLU started to defend those accused of subversion dur-
ing the 1920s, the First Amendment was hardly a steely protector of free
speech. More dramatically, if we were to rely on the unchanging text
of the Constitution, then of course we would have no right to privacy,
which the Constitution does not even mention; indeed, privacy as a
constitutional right, has been fashioned as recently as 1965. If we can
create a whole new right out of the penumbra of the Constitution—as
the right to privacy was fashioned—then we can surely refashion this
and other rights. Such new interpretations are called for not because the
nation experienced the most devastating attack on our homeland in its
history, but because there are strong reasons to expect that the country
will face in the future more and worse attacks.

Unfortunately, societies do not have finely tuned, reliable guidance
mechanisms.9 They have a tendency to oversteer in one direction or
the other. Fortunately, in democratic societies, this oversteering is cor-
rectable, often although far from always, before we go off the track
too far and for too long. Viewed in this way, the Hoover FBI initiated
a much needed drive to professionalize the work of law enforcement
authorities that were corrupt, partisan, and riddled with nepotism and
favoritism in the wake of the Prohibition. However, by 1970 the FBI
had infiltrated all kinds of civil rights and politically legitimate but
dissenting groups. (As a peacenik, I was on the target list.)10 It conducted
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numerous inappropriate wiretaps and other acts of surveillance. J. Edgar
Hoover became accountable to no one, as presidents and Congress
members feared him because of files that he kept on their personal lives
and because he succeeded in building a public myth around himself. In
response, the Church Commission introduced numerous limitations on
what the FBI could do, and the FBI issued several internal memos that
further tied the hands of law enforcement agents.11 By the end of the
1990s, not rocking the boat, not going near the line that separated
the clearly legal from the gray areas was considered a wise way to
advance within the organization, with some notable exceptions.12

Then came September 11, 2001, and we learned that a major reason
why it occurred was that the FBI lacked various powers, its agents feared
to act, the Department of Justice kept it on a fairly tight leash, and a
fire wall existed between it and the CIA. The USA PATRIOT Act and
several other measures that followed, as we shall see, removed many of
these restraints. These acts corrected previous overcorrections to prior
misconduct. In the process, authorities went too far in the other direction
and they are being corrected yet again.To illustrate, following public out-
cry led by the ACLU and similar organizations, the Justice Department
made important clarifications about the originally vague nature of
military tribunals to try suspected terrorists. Similarly, Operation TIPS
(Terrorist Information and Prevention System), which encouraged
Americans to spy on one another, had such frightening implications
that it was quickly scrapped. Also scrapped due to privacy concerns was
the Computer Assisted Passenger Prescreening System (CAPPS II),
which would have allowed government officials to collect personal in-
formation about airline passengers in order to identify who may pose as
a security risk. Surely, more adjustment will be needed in the future and
will in effect take place daily, but we are groping for that middle ground
rather than allowing extremists from either side to push us off the road.
In the words of Laura Murphy, head of the Washington, D.C. office of
the ACLU, “We’re not asking for wholesale repeal of the PATRIOT
Act . . . we’re saying fix it.”
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The preceding general thesis is examined in some detail in
Chapter 2. It provides an overview of the various new security meas-
ures that officials have introduced and the ways that they have been
modified over the years that have passed since the hurried enactment
of the USA PATRIOT Act in the aftermath of September 11, 2001.
Chapter 3 zeros in on six measures and examines them much more
closely. It concludes that often the issue is not that a given measure
violates rights or that it protects rights to the point that security is
undermined, but rather that the heart of the matter is how well the
application of the new security measures is supervised, overseen, and
accounted for.

The discussion then turns, in Chapter 4, to still another specific set
of new security measures: those that concern defense from bioterrorism.
Here, the questions about to what extent rights can be compromised for
national security concerns focus on matters surrounding involuntary
isolation or quarantining of people and obligatory vaccinations. The
new measures that have been taken, and those that should be taken, to
defend the public from attacks with biological agents have a unique fea-
ture that makes them of special interest to a communitarian. The reason
is that most of the other measures are of little value if there are no new
attacks. However, many of the improvements suggested to protect pub-
lic health by preventing and coping with biological and chemical attacks
would serve the nation well even if never used to fight terrorists. For
instance, such measures could also deal with the spread of an infectious
disease such as SARS, the flu, or AIDS. That is, these measures pro-
mote the public health, a major common good, even if they will con-
tribute nothing to national security.

Chapter 5 examines the possibility of issuing national ID cards in an
effort to bolster homeland security. Due to the many acts of identity theft
and the still graver threats posed by terrorists who are able to operate on
U.S. soil through the use of fake driver’s licenses, visas and passports,
there is a strong need to develop more reliable means of identification.
I argue here that the government, in cooperation with private industry,
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should offer voluntary identification cards that would expedite entry into
controlled areas such as airports or even the United States itself.

My analysis in Chapter 6—drawing on the works of many before
me—focuses on ways to enhance our security by acting in lands other
than our own. In this chapter, I suggest that the neo-conservative rush
to democratize nations the world over is an unattainable goal. A much
more modest agenda is called for. The implication is not that we should
cease to promote human rights, liberty, and democracy in other nations,
but rather that we should realize that there are severe limits on how
much progress can be made by such promotion. There cannot be a
Marshal Plan for major parts of the world, most of which have different
social, economic, and political conditions than Germany and Japan had
after World War II. We can, however, set into motion forces that in the
longer run will move various nations toward regimes that both respect
human rights and are less threatening to our security.

One may well disagree about this or that detail of public policy with
regard to domestic and foreign affairs as spelled out in the following
pages. However, Americans should share the commitment to find a
middle course, a third way, between those who are committed to shore
up our liberties but who are blind to the needs of public safety, and those
who in the name of security never met a right that they were not will-
ing to curtail to give authorities an ever freer hand. A third way between
those who are all too confident that they can remake the world in the
mold of America and those who want to withdraw from the world and
give up on efforts to make the globe a more hospitable place than it is.
Charting the middle course may make for less drama than the clash
of uncompromising extremist positions, but it is both where reasonable
deliberations and moral considerations direct us. It is also the middle
ground in which we can find the best ways to keep us free and secure.
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1

How Liberty Is Lost

In the wake of numerous changes made in U.S. law and that of many other
countries following the September 11 terrorist attack, civil libertarians,
libertarians, and many others have raised concerns that the nations in-
volved are sacrificing their liberty to enhance their safety. Civil libertarian
organizations such as the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) have
described the government’s penchant toward obtaining new powers after
September 11, 2001, as an “insatiable appetite,” characterized by govern-
ment secrecy, a lack of transparency, rejection of equality under the law,
and “a disdain and outright removal of checks and balances.”1 Articles in
the popular press express similar sentiments. Writing in the American
Prospect, Wendy Kaminer expressed the fear that by giving the “FBI
unchecked domestic spying powers and instead of focusing on preventing
terrorism, it will revert to doing what it does best—monitoring, harass-
ing, and intimidating political dissidents and thousands of harmless im-
migrants.”2 In short, it has been argued that in order to protect ourselves
from terrorists, democracy may be endangered, if not lost.

The question, “Under what conditions is democracy undermined?”
has been the topic of considerable previous deliberations, especially by
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those who have studied the fall of the Weimar Republic and the rise of
the Nazis in Germany. However, in past decades, much more focus was
placed on the question of how to help democracy grow in countries that
have had little previous experience with this form of governance (for
instance, some former communist nations and a fair number of devel-
oping nations), rather than on how democracy might be lost. Given the
recent events and claims, the latter question deserves revisiting. This
question is particularly germane because if it were true that in order to
survive future waves of terrorist attacks (including ones using weapons
of mass destruction) we must turn our free societies into garrison states,
many members of free societies might well be reluctant to accept such a
trade-off.

Fortunately, the empirical basis for such a study of the conditions under
which democracy is actually lost is very limited because democracy—once
firmly established—has almost never been lost due to internal develop-
ments (as distinct from occupation by an invading force). Democracy
seems to be an odd plant: it has been very difficult for it to take root, es-
pecially in parts of the world where it has not been “naturally” found, but
where various efforts have been made to seed it. Once it buds, it often
faces great difficulties and frequently dies on the vine, or at least suffers
numerous setbacks before it grows properly. But after it firmly takes
root, it tends to withstand numerous challenges well and is rarely lost.
Indeed, only one example of democracy lost comes to mind—the
already-mentioned Weimar Republic—and it is arguable whether
democracy was even well established there. Other cases in point may be
found in Latin America.

Before the discussion proceeds, a word on definition. If one defines
“democracy” very lightly, such as the holding of regular elections, one
finds that none of the preceding statements hold true. Elections are held
all over the world, including in nations in which there is only one polit-
ical party, one candidate, a legislature that rubber-stamps whatever the
government proposes, a press controlled by the government, and indi-
vidual rights that are not respected. Such “democracies” come and go, at
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the whim of the military or some other power elite. Democracy, here, is
taken to mean a polity in which there are regular, institutionalized
changes in power, in line with the preferences of the people freely
expressed. It entails a whole fabric of institutions: two or more political
parties, some measure of checks and balances among the various
branches of the government (although, of course, these may differ from
the U.S. setup), courts that effectively protect individual rights, and a
free press. While some scholars draw important conceptual distinctions
between liberal (rights-based) polities and democratic ones, and others
focus on the definition of liberty, here we treat all of these as key ele-
ments of a democratic polity. To remind the reader of this fact, I use the
phrase “constitutional democracy;” our democracy is ensconced in a
framework of rights that are not subject to majority rule.

The Slippery Slope Hypothesis

The civil libertarian’s narrative about how democracies are lost is basi-
cally as follows. First, the government, in the name of national security
or some other such cause, trims some rights, which raises little alarm
at the time (e.g., the massive detention of Japanese Americans during
World War II). Then a few other rights are curtailed (e.g., the FBI spies
on civil rights groups and peace activists during the 1960s). Soon, more
rights are lost and gradually the entire institutional structure on which
democracy rests tumbles down the slope with nobody able to stop it.

If one fully embraces this argument, one cannot in good conscience sup-
port any significant adjustments in the ways we interpret the Constitution,
its Bill of Rights, the powers allotted to public authorities, and other key
features of a democratic polity. If one fears setting foot on the slope
because he may end up on his backside at the lower end of the slope,
there is only one alternative: to remain frozen at the top, opposed to all
changes. When Katie Corrigan, legislative counsel with the ACLU’s
Washington office, testified before Congress, she noted that the ACLU
has supported some post-September 11, 2001, changes, including the
fortification of cockpit doors, matching baggage with passengers, and
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limiting the number of carry-on bags passengers may bring on planes,4

a rather limited list.
By contrast, I argue that one is able to make notches in the slope. In

other words, before setting foot on it, one needs to mark how far he is
willing to go and what is unacceptable in order to avoid slipping to a
place one is not willing and ought not to go.5 A detailed examination of
the changes introduced after September 11, 2001 in the United States
shows that some of them are reasonable (e.g., roving wire tapes) and
others are quite unacceptable (e.g., the military tribunals as originally
conceived).6 The distinction between these changes suggests that rather
than refusing to adjust, we need to examine more closely the various
new measures that are being advanced. Indeed, very few would seek
to leave the Constitution as originally formulated, according to which
non-Europeans do not count as full persons, there is no right to privacy,
and free speech is much less protected than post-1920 interpretations
(led by the ACLU to its credit) made it. In short, changes in the ways
we view individual rights do not signify the end of a democratic form
of government. Indeed, as I shall try to highlight in the next section,
the relationship runs the other way around: when democratic institutions
and policies do not provide an adequate response to new challenges, they are
undermined.

The Weimar Hypothesis

There is an immense literature on the question of what led to the col-
lapse of the Weimar Republic and the rise of Nazi Germany, all of which
contain numerous different interpretations of that part of history.7 It is
well beyond the scope of this study to try to sort out these differences.
For the purposes at hand, it suffices to cull out one hypothesis, which
can be further examined in light of recent developments and data. The
hypothesis is that the Weimar Republic lost its legitimacy and opened
the door to a tyrannical government due to its woefully insufficient re-
sponses to major public needs.
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Following the defeat of Germany in World War I, the people’s pride
was already shaken. People felt threatened when defeat in the war was
followed by massive unemployment and runaway hyperinflation, leading
to what historian Peter Fritzsche calls “extraordinary hardship[s]”8 and
“disastrous economic and political conditions.”9 The Weimar Republic’s
response was weakened by its difficulties in forming coalitions among
its “superabundance of political parties,”10 corruption, and scandals.11 The
“growing number and severity of the problems confronting the German
nation were largely due to the inefficiency of the government,”12 finds
Theodore Abel, who also lists “discontent within the existing social
order”13 as the first factor contributing to the rise of the Nazi movement.
He notes that discontent was expressed by people blaming the government
for their problems.14 Overall, “the Weimar system has enormous weak-
nesses,” posits Kurt Sontheimer.15

Other scholars, for instance Sheri Berman, point to similar reasons
the republic collapsed. She argues that although the Weimar Republic
had an active civil society, its weak political institutions and structures
sharpened divisions in German society and “obstructed meaningful
participation in public life.”16 Likewise, Arthur van Riel and Arthur
Schram note that the elected national assembly was unable to respond
effectively to economic challenges and that “any struggle for political
reform was viewed as a threat to the delicate equilibrium of political and
economic interests.”17 Other historians have made similar observations.
The inefficiency of democracy and the difficulty of forming a coalition
have been highlighted by Fritz Stern, who also argued that “as the econ-
omy faltered and the government was unable to react to the economic
and political problems, voters turned their back on the Weimar
Republic.”18 As a result of the lack of responsiveness, “too many
Germans did not regard it as a legitimate regime,” writes
E. J. Feuchtwanger in From Weimar to Hitler19 (although he notes the
other numerous factors that contributed to the republic’s demise). Thus,
according to these as well as still other scholars, the Weimar Republic
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did not respond effectively—both economically and politically—to its
citizens’ major needs in the face of crises, and thus it lost its legitimacy.20

Thus, there is good reason to believe that inaction in the face of
threats, not excessive action, killed the Weimar Republic. In short, when
democracies do not work, they open themselves to tyrannies.

Post-September 11 Lessons

Did our constitutional democracy lose support after September 11, 2001;
and if it did, due to what factors? The data cited next suggest that during
the immediate period after the attack, when the public was most con-
cerned about its safety (fearing additional attacks from sleeper terrorist
cells on short order), people were most willing to support a strong gov-
ernment, including one that would set aside many basic individual rights.

However, in the subsequent period, as the government did take
numerous and varying measures to enhance public safety and no new
attacks occurred, the public gradually restored its commitment to the
rights centered, democratic regime. And as the government vigorously
enacted measures to protect the public, the public’s support for consti-
tutional democracy was reaffirmed. That is, the U.S. experience in the
months following September 11, 2001, helps support the suggested
hypothesis by providing a case with a profile opposite that of the
Weimar one. When the government reacted firmly to a major challenge,
support for constitutional democracy was sustained rather than undermined.

The Rise and Fall of Public Fears

To put the hypothesis that is being explored here in semiformal terms,
it might be said that we seek to assess whether the size of a challenge
(in this instance the September 11 terrorist attacks) minus the impact of
new measures undertaken to enhance public safety will correlate with
the extent to which the public will support a rights-based, constitutional
democracy. For the purposes at hand, no distinction is made as to whether
the public’s concerns are realistic, overblown, or underestimating the
danger. (We know from crime studies that the public’s fear of crime and
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the actual level of crimes do not necessarily go hand in hand.) The rea-
son for this approach is that democracy will be endangered if the public’s
fears rise above a certain level, regardless of whether or not these con-
cerns are realistic. The same holds for safety measures. If putting armed
guards in airports adds little to public safety but helps to reassure the
public, then armed guards will serve to reduce anxiety and help under-
gird public support for our form of government.

Airline Traffic: Behavioral Data

A reasonable measure of the initial scope of the public’s safety concerns
and the extent to which it declined after September 11, 2001, is pro-
vided by statistics on domestic airline traffic within the United States.
This examination is based on behavioral data that is considered more
reliable than attitudinal data, to which I will have to turn shortly. Airline
traffic fell precipitously in the period immediately following the attack,
and very gradually it recovered.

Prior to September 11, 2001, airlines were experiencing a slight increase
of a little less than one percent in airline travelers over the year 2000; in
August 2001, passengers boarding flights increased by 3.1 percent over
the previous year (a year-high 56.4 million passengers boarded U.S. car-
riers for domestic flights in August 2001; 54.5 million did so in August
2000).21 In September 2001 (which includes the 10 days before the
attack), enplanements dropped 34 percent from September 2000 (when
46.4 million passengers boarded planes, compared to the 30.5 million
who did so during the month of the attacks, when airports across the
country were shut down).21

Traffic began a slow but steady increase during the remainder of the
year, although enplanements remained considerably less than what they
were during the same months in the year 2000. In October, 2001 air
carriers experienced 21 percent fewer enplanements over the previous
year (a decrease from 51 million to 40.3 million). As the highly traveled
holiday months approached, the drop in enplanements continued to
recede. In November 2001 there were 18 percent fewer enplanements than
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during the same month in the previous year (a decrease from 50 million
to 41 million) and December 2001 saw a 13 percent decrease over the
2000 holiday season (from 47 million to 41 million).22 By 2004, airline
travel had returned to its pre-September 11, 2001 levels.

The first two months of the year 2002 followed the same pattern,
showing people slowly but steadily returning to air travel. January 2002
enplanements were down 13.0 percent compared to 2001 (a decrease
from 44 million to 38.1 million), and February 2002 saw 9 percent fewer
enplanements compared to February, 2001 (a decrease from 43 million
to 39 million).23

In short, as numerous new airline safety measures were introduced, a
potential attack (by a so-called shoe-bomber) was successfully foiled, and
no others took place, the public’s confidence in airline travel was gradually
being restored.

Commitment to Constitutional Democracy: Attitudes

One can see a baseline of sorts in the following data on perceptions
about personal freedoms (Table 1). A year before the September 11 attacks,
54 percent of Americans were not concerned that the government threatens
their own personal rights and freedoms; while two months after the attacks,
the figure rose to 67 percent, encompassing two-thirds of all Americans.24

(By that time several measures to enhance safety had been introduced
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Table 1 Governmental Threats to Personal Rights and Freedoms

Do you think the government threatens your own personal rights and freedoms, or not?

YES NO DON’T KNOW
November 2001 30 67 3
June 2000a 46 54 —b

Source: National Public Radio/Kaiser/Kennedy School Poll on Civil Liberties, October 31–
November 12, 2001.
aNational Public Radio/Kaiser/Kennedy School of Government.
bLess than one percent.



and public fears began to subside. Regrettably, no data is available for
the same question immediately after the attack.)

When people were asked explicitly, “Would you be willing to give up
some of the liberties we have in this country in order for the government
to crack down on terrorism, or not?,” their responses tell the same story.
Shortly after the bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma
City in April 1995, a hefty majority (59 percent) favored giving up some
liberties. After a month, the numbers began to subside to 52 percent, only
to zoom to about 66 percent of Americans following September 11, 2001.25

The same sentiments are revealed in another poll that asked, “What
concerns you most right now? That the government will fail to enact
strong, new antiterrorism laws, or that the government will enact new
antiterrorism laws which excessively restrict the average person’s civil
liberties?” While 44 percent were concerned that the government would
enact laws that restrict civil liberties in 1995, about one-third (34 percent)
expressed such reservations in September 2001.26

The willingness of people to give up rights in order to fight terror-
ism, and their perception of whether or not they will need to give up
some of their own rights, is also tied to their level of fear. As Table 2
shows, a clear majority (59 percent) of Americans were willing to give
up some liberties after what was, in retrospect, a small attack, the bomb-
ing of the federal building in Oklahoma City in April 1995. When the
same question was asked a mere month later, people already had begun
to calm down, and their willingness to support reductions of liberty
declined to 52 percent. After the 2001 attacks on America, two-thirds
of Americans were willing to sacrifice some liberty to fight terrorism.
(When the question was worded differently, the percentage was even
higher—78 percent.)

Questions about “necessity” instead of willingness to give up liberties
(Table 3) reveal a similar pattern. More than six in ten Americans
agreed that it was necessary to give up some rights immediately after
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September 11, 2001. Two months later, the number fell to a bit more
than five out of ten Americans.

Asked about specific measures, the picture is consistent: as fear
subsides, support for safety, even at the cost of liberty, remained high
(following warnings about more attacks, including ones with dirty bombs
and bioterror agents, were standard diet), fears declined over time and
so did public support for all of the ten specific measures the public was
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Table 2 Willingness to Give up Civil Liberties

NOT DON’T KNOW/
DATE QUESTION WILLING WILLING NO OPINION
April Would you be willing to give up
1995a some of the liberties we have in this

country in order for the government
to crack down on terrorism, or not? 59 24 10

May Would you be willing to give up
1995a some of the liberties we have in this

country in order for the government
to crack down on terrorism, or not? 52 41 7

August Would you be willing to give up
1996b some civil liberties if that were

necessary to curb terrorism in this
country, or not? 58 23 6

September Would you be willing to give up 
2001a some of the liberties we have in this

country in order for the government
to crack down on terrorism, or not? 66 24 7

January– You are now more willing to give up
March certain freedoms to improve safety
2002c and security than you were before

September 11th. 78 22 —

Source: aABC News/Washington Post Poll, September 11 2001.
bLos Angeles Times Poll, August 3–August 6, 1996. This poll was conducted a few weeks after the
explosion of TWA flight 800 and the bombing at Centennial Olympic Park during the 1996
Summer Olympics in Atlanta.The poll also contained the response “it depends,” chosen by 13 percent
of respondents (which is not included in Table 2).
cGallup Poll, January 28–March 22, 2002. Responses to the question included “strongly agree”
(29.5 percent), “agree” (48.8 percent), “disagree” (13.6 percent), and “strongly disagree” (8.1 percent).



asked about. Indeed, on seven out of the ten measures, more than two-
thirds of Americans were initially willing to sacrifice the specific rights
listed.

When the same issue was raised in a different manner, the results
were similar. Table 5 shows that the percentage of Americans who held
that the government went too far in restricting civil liberties to fight
terrorism remained consistently small, and the percentage of those who
believed that the government did not go far enough declined somewhat
as America experienced no new attacks and numerous new safety meas-
ures were introduced.

In response to overarching questions (such as, “Overall, how confi-
dent do you feel that U.S. law enforcement will use its expanded
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Table 3 Necessity to Give up Liberties

NOT DON’T
DATE QUESTION NECESSARY NECESSARY KNOW
September In order to curb terrorism in this
2001a country, do you think it will be

necessary for the average person
to give up some liberties or not? 61 33 6

November In order to curb terrorism in this
2001b country do you think it will be

necessary for the average person
to give up some rights and liberties,
or do you think we can curb
terrorism without the average 
person giving up rights and liberties? 51* 46* 3

November Do you think you will have to give
2001b up some of your OWN rights and

liberties in order to curb terrorism,
or not? 58** 39** 3

Source: aLos Angeles Times Poll, September 13–14, 2002.
bNational Public Radio/Kaiser/Kennedy School Poll on Civil Liberties, October 31, 2001–
November 12, 2001.
Notes: *Responses include “necessary for the average person to give up some rights and liberties”
and “we can curb terrorism without the average person giving up rights and liberties.”
**Responses include “yes” and “no”.
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Table 4 Law Enforcement and Civil Liberties

Here are some increased powers of investigation that law enforcement agencies might use when dealing
with people suspected of terrorist activity, which would also affect our civil liberties. For each, please say
if you would favor or oppose it.

NOT SURE/
DECLINE TO

FAVOR OPPOSE ANSWER
Expanded undercover activities to Sept. 2001 93 5 1
penetrate groups under suspicion March 2002 88 10 2

Stronger documents and physical Sept. 2001 93 6 1
security checks March 2002 89 9 2

Stronger document and physical Sept. 2001 92 7 1
security checks for access to March 2002 89 10 1
government and private buildings

Use of facial-recognition technology Sept. 2001 86 11 2
to scan for suspected terrorists at March 2002 81 17 2
various locations and public events

Issuance of a secure I.D. technique Sept. 2001 84 11 4
for persons to access government March 2002 78 16 6
and business computer systems,
to avoid disruptions

Closer monitoring of banking and Sept. 2001 81 17 2
credit card transactions, to trace March 2002 72 25 2
funding sources

Adoption of a national I.D. system Sept. 2001 68 28 4
for all U.S. citizens March 2002 59 37 5

Expanded camera surveillance on Sept. 2001 63 35 2
streets and in public places March 2002 58 40 2

Law enforcement monitoring of Sept. 2001 63 32 5
Internet discussions in chat rooms March 2002 55 41 4
and other forums

Expanded government monitoring Sept. 2001 54 41 4
of cell phones and e-mail, to intercept March 2002 44 51 4
communications

Source: Harris Poll, March 13–19, 2002 and Harris Poll, September 19–24, 2001.



surveillance powers in what you would see as a proper way, under the
circumstances of terrorist threats?”), we see the beginning of a shift.
There is a decline in those who are very confident law enforcement will
use such powers properly, which is much less problematic than a signif-
icant increase in those who are not confident at all would be. While in
March, the percentage of people who felt “very confident” fell to almost
one-third of what it was in September (from 34 percent to 12 percent),
those who were “not confident at all” increased by a mere two percent-
age points (from 4 percent to 6 percent), well within the margin of error
for such polls.27

All in all, as far as one can rely on attitudinal data that varies accord-
ing to how the question is phrased, the data support the thesis that the
higher the fear, the greater the willingness to curtail liberty to protect
safety. And that as new safety measures are introduced, and no new
attacks occur—when the government’s response seems effective—fear
subsides and support for democracy beings to increase again. The fact
that the support for strong anti-terrorist measures remains high reflects
the fact that all of the data was collected within a short period after
of the attack and under frequent warnings about immanent attacks, new
threats, and so on. The thesis would lead one to expect that if the panic
subsides some more, the proportion of those supporting a curtailment
of rights will further decline. This may seem obvious but it surely is not
so obvious to those who hold that democracy is lost by introducing new
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Table 5 Government Excess in Restricting Civil Liberties

Based on what the Bush Administration has done so far and is proposing to do in response to terrorism, do
you think they are going too far in restricting civil liberties in this country, not far enough, or are handling this
situation just about right?

TOO FAR NOT FAR ENOUGH JUST ABOUT RIGHT DON’T KNOW
September 2001 12 23 59 6
November 2001 11 14 72 3
February 2002 8 17 72 3

Source: Newsweek Poll, 31 January–1 February 2002.



safety measures that entail some curtailment of rights. These are core
elements of what protects the public and reassures it.28

Some critics argue that the frequent alarms are meant to keep the
public mobilized in support of the war against terrorism. Actually, more
and more people are critical of the numerous changes in status from
yellow to orange and back again. Indeed, in the period in which there
were numerous alarms, public support for security measures declined.
That is, it seems that the public measures its safety less by changes in
color codes and more by the number of Americans killed by terrorists in
the homeland. There have not been any thus far since the September 11
terrorist attacks; and as long as that continues, the public is expected to feel
safer and more concerned with rights than with new security measures.

Crime Rates and Liberty

Beyond the scope of this presentation is another relevant source of data:
the correlation between public support for “tough” elected officials and
law enforcement personnel who favor restrictive and punitive policies
that entail curbing individual liberties. Some informal evidence to this
effect is available for the mid-1990s.

Following a series of high-profile violent crimes, including a rampage
killing five passengers on a Long Island railroad car and several murders
of European tourists in Florida, the public became highly fearful of
violent crime and sought get-tough measures. In the mid-1990s, the
public cited crime as the biggest problem facing the country (19 per-
cent), with an additional two percent identifying guns as the biggest
problem, followed by the economy (14 percent) and unemployment and
jobs (12 percent).29 In 1996 crime and drugs were identified as the
biggest problem by nearly a quarter of respondents.30 In contrast, four
years earlier, in January 1992, 54 percent of Americans cited economic
issues as the most important issue facing the country, while only two
percent cited guns or violence.31

In the mid-1990s, Americans overwhelmingly favored treating juve-
niles who commit violent crimes the same way as adults, as opposed
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to more leniently (by nearly a three-to-one margin).32 They also sup-
ported more extreme measures such as caning, following American
Michael Fay’s such punishment in Singapore for vandalism. A 1994 poll
shows that less than half of Americans felt that caning is too harsh a
punishment for assault (44 percent), robbery (48 percent), and drug
dealing (36 percent).33 Nearly 60 percent of Americans favored the “sur-
gical or chemical castration of men repeatedly convicted of rape or child
molesting.”34

During this same time period, demagogues advocated “street justice”
and “shoot first, ask questions later.” Former Los Angeles Police Chief
Daryl Gates publicly made comments to this effect. For instance, at a
news conference about the rioting that occurred after the beating of
Rodney King by Los Angeles police officers, Gates was quoted as say-
ing, “Clearly that night we should have gone down there and shot a few
people. In retrospect, that’s what we should have done. We should have
blown a few heads off. And maybe your television cameras would have
seen that and maybe that would have been broadcast and maybe, just
maybe, that would have stopped everything. I don’t know. But certainly
we had the legal right to do that.”35 That wasn’t the only time Gates
made such comments. A few years later, Gates stated, “No matter how
use you that club, people are going to criticize.”36 Law enforcement
personnel were not alone in expressing their support for “street justice.”
Other public officials, including legislators, expressed similar views. For
example, in 1995 a former member of the Georgia State Assembly
introduced a bill (which garnered support, but failed to become law)
dubbed “shoot first, ask questions later,” which would have allowed
homeowners to shoot intruders in their homes.37

As the decade came to a close, these sentiments faded away to some
degree. A poll conducted in 2000 shows the change in the public’s
perception of crime. The percentage of those who believed crime in the
country was “very bad” or “bad” fell from 90 percent in 1996 to 80 percent
in 2000.38 Even more to the point, among those who felt crime was a
problem in the country, less than one-quarter (23 percent) characterized
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crime as “very bad” or “bad” in their own community in 2000, as com-
pared to the almost one-third (31 percent) who characterized crime
as “bad” or “very bad” in 1996.39 Polls conducted in the late 1990s also
showed that people believed there was less crime in their neighbor-
hoods. (In 1998, 48 percent of Americans thought there was less crime
in their area than a year ago.)40 Also, in the latter half of the decade,
fewer people believed that crime in the country had increased over
the previous year. (In 1998, 52 percent of Americans thought crime in-
creased in the country over the previous year, as compared to 64 percent
who thought crime increased in 1997, and 87 percent who thought
crime increased in 1993.)41

By the end of the 1990s, as public authorities succeeded in curbing
violent crime, fear of crime subsided and there was less talk of get-
tough, extralegal measures and less support for harsh but legal meas-
ures. By the end of the 1990s and in the year 2000, when polls showed
that the public perceived crime as less of a problem, the statistics on
violent crime corroborated their feelings. For instance, in 1998 there
were 1.5 million violent crime offenses,42 and by the year 2000 offenses
decreased even further to 1.4 million,43 a stark contrast with the much
larger number of offenses in the mid-1990s (1.9 million violent crime
offenses in 1994 and 1.8 million in 1995.44) And as crimes and the fear
of crime subsided, the public has been less willing to tolerate police
chiefs who openly championed authoritarian methods to curb crime.
None are left in any major American city.

Conclusion

To the extent that one can draw conclusions from the evidence at hand—
some of it being historical, some behavioral, some anecdotal, and some
attitudinal—it seems to support the thesis that democracy is endangered
not when strong measures are taken to enhance safety, to protect and
reassure the public, but when these measures are not taken. In short,
the “correlation” between strong safety measures and democracy is just
the opposite of what civil libertarians argue: it is positive rather than
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negative. This, of course, does not mean that any and all new safety
measures are needed, but that, in general, effective enhancement of
safety (and more generally, those measures that respond to public needs)
is crucial for democracy to be sustained. Once safety is restored, the
measures can be gradually rolled back, without endangering public
support for constitutional democracy.
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2

An Overview of

Security Measures

A responsible examination of new homeland protection policies finds
that they are not all cut from one constitutional, legal, or ethical cloth.
They are not all equally “reasonable”; they do not all have the same merit
from a national security viewpoint, nor do they raise the same level of
concern about their effects on our rights. Several were vastly overdue
when they were finally enacted in the wake of September 11, 2001;
several are quite reasonable; some raise troubling questions; and at least
one major one has yet to be introduced. One may well disagree on any
of my specific evaluations of the various new security measures. What
I am keen to illustrate, however, is an approach that neither condemns
wholesale nor embraces all that the government does in the name of
homeland protection. Rather, I seek to assess each measure while keep-
ing in mind the communitarian call for a carefully crafted balance be-
tween rights and the common good, particularly national security.
Moreover, as new information becomes available about how measures
are appropriately and effectively used—or abused—this evaluation may
well change. This is how they have fared thus far.
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Overdue Measures

Several new safety measures are bringing the law in line with tech-
nological developments, an updating that should have been carried out
well before September 11, 2001. I discuss some of these at length in
the following chapters; here they are only briefly mentioned for the
purpose of providing an overview. The most important of these changes
involves a law little known before the terrorist attacks, the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), enacted in the far away days
of 1978.1 FISA provides guidelines under which a federal agent can obtain
authorization to conduct surveillance for “foreign intelligence purposes.”
These purposes include protecting us from acts of foreign powers or their
agents (such as terrorists)2 within the United States, not just of foreigners,
but also of Americans.3 A major tool of surveillance is wiretaps.

Historically, wiretaps were limited to a given phone, say to the one
in the suspect’s home or office, because that was the means of commu-
nication most people used in those technologically backward days. Over
the past decades, people acquired multiple phones, cell phones, and 
e-mail accounts, but federal officials engaged in surveillance under
FISA could not follow suspects as they changed the instruments they
were using—unless they wanted to get a new court order for each com-
munication device. The USA PATRIOT Act, enacted in October 2001,
overcame this limitation by amending the existing FISA law to allow
what is called “roving surveillance authority”4

—making it legal for
agents to follow one suspect, whatever instrument he or she uses. Unless
one holds that terrorists are entitled to benefit from new technologies
but law enforcement is not entitled to catch up, this is an overdue and
reasonable measure.5

Moreover, despite claims by the critics that such surveillance orders
are all too common, actually—given that nearly 40 million foreigners
visit the United States each year, according to the Commerce
Department6

—rather few such orders have been authorized. Little
more than 1,000 applications for such orders were made in 2002 before
the FISA court, and in 2003, that number still did not exceed 1,727.7
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Before September 11, 2001, the regulations that allowed public
authorities to record or trace e-mail were interpreted by Department of
Justice lawyers as requiring court orders from several jurisdictions
through which e-mail messages travel.8 This was the case because in the old
days phone lines were local and hence to tap a phone local authorization
sufficed. In contrast, e-mail messages zoom by a variety of routes. Now,
thanks to the USA PATRIOT Act, national tracing and recording
orders are permitted under FISA.9 That is, law enforcement authorities
have finally been allowed to catch up with the particular technological
features of e-mail. Anybody who sees a civil rights violation here should
have his or her vision checked.

Few changes in the laws and regulations after the 2001 assault on
America have raised more ire from civil libertarians than new Department
of Justice guidelines, introduced in May 2002, that permit the FBI to
conduct surveillance on political and religious organizations.10 The new
guidelines state, “For the purpose of detecting or preventing terrorist
activities, the FBI is authorized to visit any place and attend any event
that is open to the public, on the same terms and conditions as members
of the public generally.”11 Civil libertarians are up in arms because more
than a generation ago the FBI infiltrated some civil rights and fringe
groups (such as the Ku Klux Klan and the Black Panthers). But today
we have a very different FBI from the one run by J. Edgar Hoover. In
the reforms that followed in the mid-1970s, the FBI was prohibited
from simply attending a public event or going to a public space to
observe the goings-on there, even if these events were open to all
comers, unless they were investigating a specific crime.12

As a result, we lived in an absurd situation in which a terrorist cell
could meet in a place of worship without any concern that their plotting
might be overheard by public authorities.13 Or, if they called their cell a
“political club,” they knew they could not be the subject of surveillance.
Far from a theoretical issue, several mosques have been a major ground
for recruiting terrorists. For instance, scores of people living in Britain
were recruited in mosques in London to fight with the Taliban and some
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of the September 11 hijackers were recruited in a mosque in Hamburg,
according to German security sources.14 Since the September 11 terrorist
attacks, several mosques have been investigated for links to terrorism,15

including a 2002 federal grand jury investigation of two mosques in
the Seattle area and a 2003 investigation of two mosques in the St. Louis
area.16 Not allowing terrorists a secure haven seems reasonable. However,
the same does not hold when the FBI spies on civil rights groups and oth-
ers who peacefully protest the war, globalization, or anything else when
there is no link to terrorism. Newspapers have reported that such spying is
taking place.17 If this is true, it constitutes a prime example of violating
rights without any contribution to national security.

The Department of Justice is abusing the special powers encom-
passed in the USA PATRIOT Act not only to catch terrorists, but also
to pursue individuals suspected of distributing drugs and stealing iden-
tities, among other crimes.18 The same powers also landed a lovelorn 20
year old woman in a federal prison for two years for endangering a “mass
transit system” because she left threatening notes on a cruise ship dur-
ing a family vacation in hopes of getting the ship to turn around so that
she could be reunited with her boyfriend.19 These recent moves by the
Department of Justice are alarming even to centrists like myself because,
in effect, they treat all Americans as if they are terrorist suspects.

It is well known that treating various kinds of offenses differently, ac-
cording to their severity, is at the foundation of our legal and moral
code. We do not condemn people to a lifetime in jail for jaywalking.
According to the same code, we also calibrate the powers that we grant
the government in dealing with suspects not yet convicted of anything.
For example, judges deny bail to those who are suspected of major
crimes; at the same time, those who are suspected of having committed
lesser crimes are free to wait at home until their case is heard (even
if they are as likely to flee as the first group). One can argue that some
of these categories should be updated, but to undermine them all by
treating almost everybody as if they were suspected of terrorism is
utterly unacceptable.
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Before the September 11 terrorist attack, a Chinese wall separated in-
telligence agencies such as the CIA and NSA and law enforcement agen-
cies—above all, the FBI. As Attorney General Ashcroft put it in his July
2002 testimony before the Senate, “a criminal investigator examining a
terrorist attack could not coordinate with an intelligence officer investi-
gating the same suspected terrorists.”20 He also stated that “barriers
between agencies broke down cooperation. Compartmentalization
hampered coordination.”21 Michael Hayden, the director of the NSA,
informed a recent meeting of the Council on Foreign Relations in
Washington, D.C. that his staff members were repeatedly drilled in not
sharing “raw information” (which included names and addresses and
other identifying marks) with anybody.

Since the September 11 terrorist attack, the government has largely
removed the walls separating various intelligence and law enforcement
agencies. A major factor was a 2002 court ruling that permitted in-
formation sharing between intelligence agents and criminal investigators
under FISA.22 And a new culture is being fostered, one that puts a premium
on collaboration where it was earlier avoided. Turf battles have not disap-
peared, but there is a growing awareness that the enemy is not the other
agency, but rather bin Laden and his agents. Attorney General Ashcroft is
rhapsodic about the new culture, describing it as one that is “capable of
adaptation, secured by accountability, nurtured by cooperation, built on
coordination, and rooted in our Constitutional liberties.”23 Even without
such Hollywood music in the background, it is good to know that now, as
a rule, the left hand is allowed to know what the right hand has found out.

Reasonable Measures Post-September 11, 2001

Officials have introduced some measures that arguably were not needed
before September 11, 2001. Prominent among them is a tracking sys-
tem of those who come to study in the United States. Before the
September 11 terrorist attack, the United States did not check whether
those who came into the country for a defined period of time, say on a
student visa, left at the end of that period. Many did not leave, but there
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was no way of knowing how many there were, who they were, and above
all what they were doing. Actually, Congress mandated a partial track-
ing system with a mouthful of a name, the Student and Exchange
Visitor Information System (SEVIS), as far back as 1996 as part of the
Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act.24 But
because of widespread opposition from colleges and civil libertarians,
Congress did not implement it through an often used device: no funds
were appropriated25 until the passage of the USA PATRIOT Act.26 The
new student tracking system, which is Internet based, requires colleges
to verify whether someone from Saudi Arabia, for example, who came
to study English at Reed College, did not show up (and hence is in
violation of the terms of his visa and may instead be taking flying lessons
in Florida). The system was initially plagued with technical difficulties
(e.g., when many colleges accessed it, the computer system slowed to a
crawl), procedural problems (e.g., to participate a college must be certi-
fied by the INS,27 and some schools had to wait awhile to receive that
approval), and political opposition (e.g., several deans of students
complained that they were being made to spy for the government).28

Colleges were also mindful that foreign students often pay full tuition
and they feared scaring the students away.

Given that several of the hijackers came to the United States on the
pretense that they would study here, and given that there are large num-
bers of students from the same countries where the terrorists originated,
the tracking system is fully justified. The system has been up and run-
ning since August 1, 2003, and has largely been debugged. The bureau-
cratic burdens it entails are generally minimal and the scrutiny involved
falls upon people who are not Americans and who came here out of their
free will, with the advance knowledge that they will be tracked. Indeed,
some kind of tracking system is in place in many democracies. For
instance, in EU countries, people who immigrate or visit for longer
periods from overseas, or non-citizens who relocate within the country,
are required to register with the local police within 30 days.29 One form
or another of tracking is needed so that security forces can do their job.
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The most important change in law enforcement since September 11,
2001 is that the FBI, having been instructed by its director, Robert
Mueller,30 and the White House,31 has shifted focus and procedure from
prosecution to prevention, from collecting information after a crime has
been committed to preventing terrorist attacks from taking place. The
reason the shift is so portentous is that while prosecution deals with sus-
pects, prevention often entails stirring up the pot on the assumption that
somewhere in it is something that needs to be disturbed. That is, a con-
siderable number of people who are not suspected of anything will be
put through some kind of a wringer in order to try to throw off some
terrorist preparation, which authorities fear might be taking place, in-
volving some members of that group.

Thus, in late 2001, per instructions from the Department of Justice,
U.S. Attorneys Offices throughout the nation sent letters to about 5,000
men from countries in which Al Qaeda is present or active and who had
entered the United States on non-immigrant visas, that is, on work,
tourist, or student visas.32 They were asked to present themselves at FBI
offices for interviews. The purpose of these interviews was to find out if
the men had information the government might use in thwarting future
attacks. Also, to be frank, it is fair to assume that there were some bad
seeds among these men, and that interviews might help ferret them out
or scare them into leaving the country. In March 2002, Attorney
General Ashcroft reported that these interviews were productive. They
“provided us with a number of leads which we think to be very impor-
tant, and helped us establish relationships with individuals in a number
of communities in this country that can be helpful to us in terms of in-
formation.”33 The government cast a similar dragnet in 2003 when, ac-
cording to the Justice Department, the FBI interviewed nearly 10,000
Iraqis in the United States.34

Some may wonder what the issue is. Why should the government not
interview people? However, these investigations entail inviting thousands
of innocent people—who, to reiterate, no one claims are suspected of
anything—to be interrogated in an FBI office, which is not the way most
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people like to spend an afternoon. Moreover, a Department of Justice
official explained privately that if someone refuses to be interviewed
voluntarily or simply does not show up, he would become a suspect and
might well be brought in for interrogation.

These are not measures the United States would have taken in
normal times. They are a price we must pay for our enhanced security.
We simply cannot wait until we are hit before we act. But, it is a far from
trivial price.

Troubling Measures

Other new measures do raise difficult questions. Some of these have
already been carefully recalibrated. Others have been largely aban-
doned. Still others, which our security does command, should be
subject to enhanced accountability along the lines spelled out in
Chapter 3.

Military Tribunals

There is a clear need to avoid disclosing our sources and methods in
open court. Indeed, there have been several cases in which we let
American spies bargain down their sentences only so they would plead
guilty and we would not have to take them to open court.35 Terrorists
should not benefit from threatening us by demanding public trials. At
the same time, when the White House initially announced in
November 2001 that civilians might be tried before military tribunals,
the procedures to be used were vague. They seemed to imply that a
death penalty could be imposed by a mere majority of the members of
the tribunal and that there would be no opportunity for appeal.
However, in March 2002, the Pentagon clarified the matter, announc-
ing that a unanimous verdict will be required for the death penalty, that
the press may cover most proceedings, that defendants will be eligible
for military lawyers at government expense, and that suspects will be
presumed innocent until proven guilty. The rules do not provide a
process for independent appeals, although appeals are possible through
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the military.36 These are welcome clarifications. Still, military tribunals
should be used as sparingly as possible.

Enemy Combatants

Another particularly troubling measure is the president’s ability to
declare an American citizen an “enemy combatant” because this
status removes many of the constitutional protections afforded to
U.S. citizens. To date, President Bush has declared two American
citizens “enemy combatants.” Jose Padilla is suspected of planning a
“dirty bomb” attack with Al Qaeda and was taken into custody at
Chicago’s O’Hare airport. Yasser Hamdi was born in the United
States but spent most of his life in Saudi Arabia, and was captured
on the battlefield in Afghanistan. In December 2003, the Second
Circuit Court of Appeals in New York City ruled that President Bush
overstepped his authority when he declared Padilla an “enemy com-
batant.” The court ruled that President Bush lacked the power to
sidestep the normal legal procedures required when imprisoning a
U.S. citizen on American soil.51 Again, to the extent that this ruling
remains in place, the courts are serving to check the executive branch
on issues where there are major concerns about the government taking
its powers too far.

In June, 2004, the Supreme court went much further in limiting the
powers wielded by President Bush by ruling that all enemy
combatants—not just American citizens—detained by the U.S. gov-
ernment have a right to contest their detention in a court of law. At issue
especially was the group of detainees at a naval base in Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba. Bush claimed that because the naval base is in Cuba, it is
outside of the jurisdiction of U.S. courts. The Supreme Court, however,
ruled that the United States, and not Cuba, had total control over this
area and that therefore U.S. laws should apply. Justice Sandra Day
O’Connor wrote, “. . . a state of war is not a blank check for the
President when it comes to the rights of the Nation’s citizens.” Justice
Antonin Scalia concurred: “The very core of liberty secured by our
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Anglo-Saxon system of separated powers has been freedom from 
indefinite imprisonment at the will of the executive.”

Pursuant to this ruling the Bush Administration has set up military
panels in front of which detainees may plead their cases, and which may
lead to their release. At the same time, civil rights groups have moved
to have civilian courts hear the detainees’ cases. In either case, to a sig-
nificant extent the Supreme Court rolled back the power that the
Administration claimed to be entitled to in the war against terrorism. The
notion that a person, any person—not just an American—can be held by
the U.S. government indefinitely without charge and without access to a
lawyer or a day in court has been ruled unacceptable.Thus one of the most
troubling elements of the PATRIOT Act and its related security measures
has been greatly scaled back. Most importantly, by stating that security
needs do not give the executive a “blank check” to introduce whatever
safety measures it desires, the Supreme Court gave a ringing endorsement
to the communitarian idea that we must balance concerns for civil liberties
with concerns for security rather than allowing one to trump the other.

Operation TIPS

Operation TIPS (Terrorist Information and Prevention System) initially
was meant to be a part of Citizen Corps, the voluntary service the Bush
Administration introduced following the president’s 2002 State of the
Union address and through which Americans can help protect home-
land security. Operation TIPS, as it was originally conceived by the
White House, was to serve as “a nationwide mechanism for reporting
suspicious terrorist activity.”38 Americans would report suspicious activ-
ities they encountered to the government by calling a special hotline set
up for this purpose.39 To many people this sounded as if Americans were
being asked to snoop on one another and that every mailman, meter reader,
and UPS driver might be called upon to peep into one’s living room (if
not other rooms) and report everything they considered suspicious. If such
a program had been implemented, it would have fueled enormous
mistrust among Americans. And it would be truly unreasonable because
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such a program would generate millions of false reports that would over-
load authorities, who would fear being blamed for having missed some
true nuggets of information in the huge government-generated haystacks
of citizens’ messages.

Fortunately, Operation TIPS was killed in a little known provision
in the Homeland Security Act of 2002 that categorically states that “any
and all activities of the Federal Government to implement the proposed
component program of the Citizen Corps known as Operation TIPS
(Terrorism Information and Prevention System) are hereby prohibited.”40

It should be noted that reference is to reporting suspicious activities,
including those that take place in private spaces, especially homes.
However, programs are still in place that invite people to report if they
see something out of the ordinary in public spaces. For instance, in
the spring of 2003, New York City introduced a campaign “If You See
Something, Say Something”41 to convince people riding the subways to
stop ignoring one another, a long-established New York tradition, and
instead scrutinize those to their left, right, and center.42 And New York
state maintains the tips hotline that it introduced in September 2002.43

Independent study groups such as the RAND Corporation should
examine such programs to determine if they yield significant leads or
merely encourage Americans to spy on one another.

Material Support

The new powers include being able to charge someone with a crime for
having provided “material support” to terrorists. The Material Support
Law was enacted in 1994, extended in 199644 in response to the first
attack on the World Trade Center,45 and extended again under the
USA PATRIOT Act.46 It initially appeared that it could take relatively
little to hold an American on these grounds because “material support”
includes financial assistance, training, expert advice or assistance, and
false documentation or identification.47 For instance, making a donation
to the Holy Land Foundation of Richardson, Texas (which claims to
support charitable work but actually provides support to Palestinian
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terrorist groups) could have landed someone in jail whether or not the
person was aware of the true purposes of the foundation,48 until December
2003 when the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco clarified
what “material support” entails. They ruled that individuals or groups
cannot be convicted of providing “material support” for terrorist organ-
izations unless the government proves beyond a reasonable doubt that
the individuals or groups knew that the organizations were involved in
terrorist activity.49 And more recently, in January 2004, the U.S. District
Court in Los Angeles ruled that the phrase “expert advice or assistance”
was “impermissibly vague,” so much so that the Material Support Law
could be interpreted as “unequivocally pure speech and advocacy pro-
tected by the First Amendment.”50 To the extent that these rulings
remain in place, they do address the most troubling aspect of the “material
support” statute.

Overcorrecting the Over-correction?

As there were no new attacks on the homeland in the first two and a
half years after September 11, 2001, the public and Congress began
swinging in the opposite direction. Demands not to renew portions
of the USA PATRIOT Act (some of the measures are due to expire
in 2005) increased as did opposition to several other security meas-
ures often associated with the PATRIOT Act but not actually part of
the bill. As these lines to go press in the summer of 2004, the House
of Representatives has voted to extend the PATRIOT Act without
revisions.

Earlier, several specific elements of the PATRIOT Act and related
security measures were revised, curtailed, dropped—or thus far have
been inactive. For instance, Attorney General Ashcroft felt he had to
bow to criticism being leveled at section 215 of the Act from organiza-
tions such as the American Library Association. This section allows the
government–after a court order in cases pertaining to international
terrorism–to obtain papers, records, and documents including library
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records. Ashcroft stated that the measure has not been used since it
was enacted.51 Yet in July, 2004, the House of Representatives, under
considerable pressure from the Administration, defeated a proposal to
appeal this section of the PATRIOT Act. In the 2004 election cycle
President Bush campaigned for its unmodified renewal, without much
response from his Democratic challenger, John Kerry. Civil libertarians
are particularly strongly opposed to this section of the Act. It is not how-
ever immediately obvious—given that the First Amendment allows the
publication of designs on how to make dirty bombs, nuclear weapons,
and manuals on how to better kill people—that under no circumstances
should the government be able to show a jury that a terrorist checked out
from a library such materials that he or she then followed to the letter.

The situation is similar with regard to sneak and peek warrants, as
laid out in section 213 of the Act. The warrants permit authorities to
conduct searches yet delay service of a warrant if it is believed that such
action would adversely affect an investigation. If a House appropriations
amendment sponsored by Idaho Republication C.L. “Butch” Otter be-
comes law it will cut off funding for sneak and peek searches. It is not at
all clear that this measure is unreasonable. No reasonable person would
expect the FBI to leave a business card in the home of a suspected
terrorist after it conducted a court-approved search. Especially since the
FBI might have to revisit the place or keep it under surveillance.

It is true that almost any of the new security measures may threaten
our rights if used wantonly yet they could also be quite acceptable if used
under very limited conditions, under the supervision of the courts,
Congress, and arguably some special public boards.

Some new measures of accountability are included in the new security
laws. The Homeland Security Act contains a provision for an officer
whose job it is to protect privacy and another who is to promote civil
rights and liberties.52 In April 2003, the Bush administration appointed
Nuala O’Connor Kelly and Daniel W. Sutherland to those respective
posts, but it is too soon to tell how much of the needed accountability
these officers will be able to deliver.53 Given the potential for abuse in
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implementing these last few troubling measures, it would be better
if there were a panel of judges, similar to the FISA court, that would reg-
ularly review the cases of those Americans charged under these powers.
That panel could hold secret hearings to review the cases and release to
the public only summary statements and not individualized accounts.
For instance, the review panel may find that most, say 80 percent or more,
were held appropriately; some, say 15 percent, would require additional
information (which in bureaucratic language means “we have doubts
about some aspect of their case”); and the remaining few the government
would agree to release forthwith due to the urging of the panel.

Measures Yet to Come

So far, these additional safety measures do not include a measure that
I consider especially important: improving the reliability of the ways we
identify people. Watch lists, airline passenger profiles, student tracking
systems, and keeping dossiers on suspects all suffer greatly as long as
people can readily obtain false forms of identification (typically driver’s
licenses) or steal the identity of someone else.

This is no small matter. Driver’s licenses are a de facto national ID
card because, although they are issued by each state, they are honored in
all others. Presenting these licenses (or some other such documents, for
instance, green cards) are regularly demanded from all those who fly,
drive, or enter numerous public buildings and quite a few private ones.
Whatever loss of anonymity and privacy is involved, law abiding
Americans have already suffered it because they have no reason to carry
false IDs. However, as long as terrorists and other criminals can readily
obtain fraudulent driver’s licenses, many new security measures are
fooled. Hence, we need to make driver’s licenses meet basic standards of
reliability, as has been recommended by the American Association of
Motor Vehicle Administrators. Two bills to this effect were introduced
in the 107th Congress, one by Representatives James Moran and Tom
Davis and the other by Senators Dick Durbin and John McCain; but
they garnered little support in Congress.54
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A subgroup of the Markle Task Force on National Security in the
Information Age, which I chaired, examined how to make driver’s
licenses more reliable by focusing on the process, personnel, and tech-
nology involved. The subgroup found that in the short term, there are
quite a few measures that may be undertaken to make driver’s licenses
more reliable. On the process side of things, paper breeder documents
should be standardized in order to make it easier to detect counterfeit
documents; birth and death records should be digitized and searchable
to prevent people from taking the identity of someone who is dead; state
motor vehicle departments should verify that the Social Security num-
ber the applicant provides actually belongs to him or her; federal legis-
lation should tie the expiration date of a foreign visitor’s driver’s license
or state-issued identification card to the expiration date of his or her
visa, as some states have already done; and state driver’s licenses and
identification cards should meet minimum uniform standards concern-
ing data content and verifiability. Also in the short term, state motor
vehicle agencies should provide their employees with ongoing, detailed
training about how to spot counterfeit or false documents and they
should provide law enforcement personnel with guidelines for how to
check the validity of driver’s licenses. Aggressive oversight, auditing, and
anti-corruption policies can help state motor vehicle agencies prevent
fraud and detect it when it occurs in the driver’s license issuing process.
In the longer term, authorities should study whether biometric and
cryptographic technologies can be used to make driver’s licenses more
reliable; and if so, which technology is appropriate for a driver’s license.55

(For more on this, see Chapter 5.) None of these measures have been
undertaken in all states to date.

Conclusion

We should stop pretending that any limitations on our rights (especially
in view of the changed world in which we must defend our homeland)
amount to an attack on the Constitution. The meaning of our rights has
always been subject to interpretation and reinterpretation. At the same
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time, mindlessly waving aside all claims that we might go overboard for
safety’s sake is not warranted either. Societies have no precise control
mechanisms; they tend to oversteer. Hence, all major corrections in
the delicate balance between public safety and civil rights typically
require their own corrections. After the September 11 terrorist attack,
there were good reasons to rush through legislation expanding government
authority, given the fear of more imminent attacks by sleeper cells. Now
is the time to revise and fine tune these measures. However, we will be
able to see the middle of the road only if both sides stop trying to push
the other one over the edge. Extremism in defense of either rights or
security is no virtue.

All said and done, several measures that the Bush Administration
has launched since the September 11 terrorist attack are, I tried to show,
reasonable and necessary. Others may well be necessary but they call for
close supervision by Congress to ensure that the government does not
yield to the temptations that the given powers pose. Still others must be
curbed. Regrettably, there still are some security needs that have not
been adequately addressed yet, above all our ability to reliably identify
people; in that area, the government needs more, not less, authority.

To reiterate, one may well disagree with my assessment of several of the
measures, and new information about the ways that these are used may
lead one (including me) to change his or her assessment. However, the
approach is of importance: judging each measure rather than lumping
them together as if they were all cut from the same cloth.
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3

Privacy and Security

in Electronic

Communications

The general examination of the tension between new security measures
and rights here turns much more specific. In this chapter I examine six
measures concerning communications surveillance, and among these
only the measures relevant to the use of six technologies: cellular phones,
the Internet (as a means of communication), high-power encryption,
Carnivore, the Key Logger System, and Magic Lantern. I examine the
effects of these measures on the use of these technologies and on indi-
vidual rights and the public interest. The main rights at issue are privacy,
anonymity, and due process. The main areas of public interest at issue are
public safety and public health, especially prevention of terrorism and re-
sponse to terrorist attacks once they occur, including bioterrorism.

As I have made clear from the outset, I take it for granted that both
individual rights and public safety must be protected, and given that on
many occasions advancing one requires some curtailment of the other.
The key question is: what is the proper balance between these two
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cardinal values? The concept of balance is found in the Constitution in
the Fourth Amendment. To reiterate, the Fourth Amendment refers to
people’s right not to be subjected to unreasonable search and seizure,1

hence recognizing a category of searches that are fully compatible with
the Constitution: those that are reasonable. Historically, to be consid-
ered reasonable, searches have had to serve a compelling public interest,
especially public safety or public health.

Much of the debate about the issues at hand in the public arena
(by legislatures, opinion makers, and some legal scholars) is conducted
by strong advocacy by opposing sides. Thus, one side argues that public
safety requires new laws, regulations, and court rulings that would give
the government greater surveillance powers, and warns that major
calamities will strike if the government is not accorded these powers.2

Moreover, the advocates of public safety and health claim that the best
way to defend liberty is to provide the government with more authority.
Dead people are not free.

The other side does not oppose making concessions to public safety,
but puts the onus on the government to prove that such concessions are
needed and sets the bar very high for such proof, calling for an approach re-
sembling “strict scrutiny.”3 Although, in the debate since the September 11
terrorist attack, the civil libertarians’ opening position has been to demand
a tighter definition of the conditions under which the new technologies
can be applied and closer supervision of the expanded governmental
powers, ultimately the classical civil libertarian position is that the gov-
ernment needs no additional powers, and moreover it cannot be trusted
to use any of them legitimately.

From the viewpoint of the paradigm used here, each side is speaking
for one side of the needed balance rather than seeking to find the point
(or better, the zone)4 at which a carefully crafted balance can be found
between protecting the public interest and individual rights.

In line with the communitarian position briefly outlined in the in-
troduction, its starting point—to reiterate—is that there are two valid
claims each society faces: the requirements of the public interest (which
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most obviously encompasses public safety and health, but also encom-
passes other elements of the common good, such as the protection of
the environment) and the requirements of liberty (individual rights
included).5 The “turf ” does not belong a priori to either claim. It is a gross
misconception to argue that public safety measures entail a sacrifice of
rights—or vice versa, that respecting individual rights entails sacrifices
of the common good. First, in some situations, both can be advanced,
such as restoring law and order to a crime-ridden neighborhood or an
anarchic country. Second, when the public interest and rights pose con-
flicting demands, criteria must be developed as to which should take
priority, without assuming a priori that one automatically trumps the
other.6 Judge Richard Posner put the same basic idea in the following
way: “I’ll call them the public-safety interest and the liberty interest.
Neither, in my view, has priority. They are both important.”7

The chapter proceeds by first introducing the relevant aspects of
three of the six technologies—cellular telephones, the Internet, and
encryption—which have expanded people’s free choices, and in this
sense their liberties, but which have also limited the ability of public
authorities to engage in the kind of activities that they are legally entitled
to engage in, especially intercepting communications following court
approval. I shall refer to these technologies as liberalizing technologies. I then
examine the arguments in favor of and against changing laws and reg-
ulations to enable public authorities to cope with, if not overcome, the
hurdles posed by the liberalizing technologies in the post-September 11,
2001 context.

The chapter then turns to the three new technologies that help public
authorities—Carnivore, the Key Logger System, and Magic Lantern—
which have the opposite profile of the first three: they enhance public
safety but they are feared to curb people’s rights. I refer to these as secu-
rity expanding public protective technologies. These technologies are then
also examined with regard to new laws and regulations and to their
effect on the balance between the public interest and individual rights
in the post-September 11, 2001 context. The fact that there are new
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technologies of both kinds further highlights my central thesis that we
are not wildly lurching in one direction, but rather that we are working
out a balance—albeit a new one—between rights and security.

The chapter section titled “Accountability” calls attention to measures
that might help increase public safety while minimizing the threat to
individual rights, and focuses on the concept of accountability.

New Liberalizing Technologies

New and Multiple Means of Communication

Before the discussion can proceed, it is essential to note that no attempt
is being made here to describe fully or to analyze the technologies at
issue, but merely to point to features of them that are relevant to the is-
sues at hand. The year 1980 is used as a baseline. At the time, the most
convenient, and by far the most commonly used, way to communicate
instantaneously with a person at a different location was through a
wired telephone. Cellular phones existed but they were not yet com-
mercially viable nor were they available in models lightweight enough
to put in a pocket.8 Fax machines had not yet come into wide use.9

Telegraphs required, as a rule, going to a post office or Western Union
location. Most people had one phone line, even if they had more than
one extension. The Internet was still the ARPANET, a government
sponsored network linking mainly universities and research centers.10

In 1980 all necessary communications surveillance could be carried out
easily by attaching simple devices to a suspect’s one landline tele-
phone.11

In the following two decades, many millions of people acquired sev-
eral alternative modes of convenient, instantaneous communication,
most significantly cellular telephones and e-mail. By July 2000, there
were over 100 million cell phone subscribers in the United States.12 

E-mail and Internet usage are similarly pervasive. Nielsen/Net Rating
estimated that in July of 2001, 165.2 million people in the United States
had home Internet access.13
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These technological developments greatly limited the ability of pub-
lic authorities to conduct communications surveillance using traditional
methods under old laws (those in effect before the passage of the USA
PATRIOT Act, the provisions of which will be discussed later in this
chapter). Attempts were made to apply old laws to new technologies but
they did not fit well. To proceed, it must be noted that there are two
types of communications surveillance: public authorities get “pen register”
and “trap and trace” orders to obtain only the numbers dialed to or from
a specific telephone,14 or they get full intercept orders to listen to the
content of a telephone call.15 Because the information involved in
the first type is less sensitive, these orders are much easier to get than the
latter.16 The terms “pen register” and “trap and trace” refer to the devices
originally used to carry out the trace orders.17 Although the technologies
they refer to have been replaced, these terms are still commonly used.
I will use the term “pen/trap” to designate the type of communications
surveillance that involves gathering only the numbers dialed to and
from a telephone, or their e-mail equivalent. The term “full intercept”
will refer to wiretaps and other means of intercepting the full content of
a communication. The term “communications surveillance” will include
both pen/trap and full intercept orders.

The law governing full intercepts, contained in Title III of the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1969,18 required that court orders
for intercepts specify the location of the communications device to be
tapped and establish probable cause that evidence of criminal conduct
could be collected by tapping that particular device. Hence, under this law,
if a suspect shifted from one phone to another or used multiple phones, the
government could not legally tap phones other than the one originally
specified without obtaining a separate court order for each.19 Once crimi-
nals were able to obtain multiple cell phones and to “dispose of them as
used tissues,”20 investigations were greatly hindered by the lengthy process
of obtaining numerous full intercept authorizations from the courts.21

The rise of Internet-based communications further limited the abil-
ity of public authorities to conduct communications surveillance under
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the old laws. Because Title III did not originally apply to electronic
communications, e-mail was often treated as analogous to an older form
of communication in the courts.22 Because e-mails used to largely travel
over phone lines, officials extended laws governing interception or traces
for telephones to govern interception and traces of e-mails as well.23

However, the language of the old legislation governing pen/trap orders
was not clearly applicable to e-mail communications.24 Although police
used pen/trap orders to trace e-mail messages, there was a possibility
that a court would rule that e-mail did not fall under pen/trap orders if
this was ever challenged in court.25

Furthermore, deregulation of the telecommunications industry cre-
ated additional complications in carrying out pen/trap orders. When
the old legislation went into effect, a unified phone network made it
easy to identify the source of a call.26 But e-mail can pass through mul-
tiple service providers in different locations throughout the nation on its
way from sender to recipient. This means that a service provider might
only be able to inform public authorities that a message came from an-
other service provider. In this case, public authorities would have to ob-
tain a new court order from the jurisdiction of that provider to find out
where the message came from.27 Thus, until recently, if a message went
through four providers, four court orders in four different jurisdictions
would be needed to find out the origin of that message.

As with pen/trap orders, the original laws governing full intercept or-
ders did not initially apply to e-mail. However, the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act of 198628 extended the full intercept laws
to apply to electronic communications.29 E-mail messages differ from
phone conversations in important ways that have made the old laws, at
best, an imperfect fit.30 E-mails do not travel over phone lines in discrete
units that can just be plucked out. They are broken up into digital pack-
ets and they travel through the Internet using different routes, mixed to-
gether with the packets of the messages of other users.31 This creates a
challenge for law enforcement agents attempting to intercept or trace
the e-mail of just one user without violating the privacy of other users.32
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Problems also occurred when agents received the same search war-
rants to obtain saved e-mail that they would use in any other physical
search.33 Under old laws, a warrant must be obtained from a judge in the
jurisdiction where the search will take place.34 E-mail, however, is not al-
ways stored on a personal computer but often is stored remotely on the
servers of Internet service providers (ISPs). This means that if a suspect,
say, in New Jersey had e-mail stored on a server located in, say, Silicon
Valley, an agent would have to travel across the country to get a warrant
to seize the e-mail.35

In short, the introduction of both cellular phones and e-mail created
new challenges to the ability of public authorities to conduct communi-
cations intercepts, even if they were fully authorized by a court—inter-
cepts that had been an important tool of law enforcement. Another
technological development has made communications intercepts much
more difficult still. Before it is introduced, a brief digression. There is a
tendency in parts of the literature on privacy to argue that new techno-
logical developments have gravely undermined privacy, if not killed it
altogether.36 In effect, however, the situation in this area is akin to an
arms race: as new means of attack are developed, so are new means of
defense, although in any given period one side or the other may be the
leading beneficiary of new technological developments.

To return to our subject, a major technological development that
greatly enhances privacy—and potentially sets back the ability of pub-
lic authorities to intercept communications—is high-power encryp-
tion.37 Although codes have existed for thousands of years,38 only over
the last few have programmers developed encryption systems that use
codes 128 bits or longer, which are said to be impossible to crack, even
by the National Security Agency (NSA).39 Moreover, these programs
are readily available to private parties at low costs. Stewart Baker, for-
mer general counsel for the NSA, said that “encryption is virtually un-
breakable by police today, with programs that can be bought for $15.”40

Indeed, these programs are increasingly being routinely built into
computers.”41 This means that the privacy of encrypted messages is much
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higher than that of any messages historically sent by mail, phone, messen-
ger, carrier pigeon, or other means. (The same encryption also allows the
storing of information in one’s computer—personal or corporate—
that is much better protected than it ever was under lock and key, or
even in safes.)42

High-power encryption has caused a major setback for law enforce-
ment.43 Even when granted a court order, public authorities simply seem
unable to implement it.44

The consequence of this development has been different from others
created by new technologies. In contrast with the situation concerning
the multiplication of means of expeditious communication, in which the
main factor that constrained public authorities was the obsolescence of
laws, in the case of high power encryption, the new technology imposes
a barrier all its own. In the other instance, a change of law was sufficient
to enable law enforcement to deal with the new challenges posed by the
new technologies. Here, the horse was out of the barn by September 11,
2001. It seems impossible to break high-power encryption, whatever the
courts may authorize.

Legal Responses

All in all, these technological developments have provided law abiding
citizens as well as criminals, including terrorists, greater freedom to do
as they choose, and in this sense they are “liberalizing.” At the same
time, they have significantly hampered the ability of public authorities
to conduct investigations. Some cyberspace enthusiasts welcomed these
developments, hoping that cyberspace would be a self regulating,
government-free space.45 In contrast, public authorities clamored for
changing the laws to enable them to act in the new “territory” as they do
in the world of old fashioned, landline telephones.46 Their pressures led
to some modifications in the law before the 2001 attack on America,
although the most relevant changes in the law have occurred since then.
Both the pre- and post-September 11, 2001, changes to expand the
relevant intercept powers of the authorities are next examined jointly.
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Roving Intercepts The Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986
(ECPA) attempted to update the laws governing communications inter-
cepts to be able to deal with the limitations put on them by the techno-
logical developments already discussed by allowing for what are known
as “roving wiretaps” in criminal investigations.47 Roving wiretaps are full
intercept orders that apply to a particular person, rather than to a specific
communications device. They allow law enforcement to obtain a court
order to intercept that person’s communications, without specifying in
advance which facilities will be tapped, allowing officers to intercept
communications from any phone or computer that the person uses.48

The process for obtaining a roving intercept order is more rigorous
than that for obtaining the old kind of phone specific order. The
Attorney General’s office must approve the application before it is even
brought before a judge.49 Originally, the applicant had to show that the
suspect named in the application was changing phones or modems
frequently with the purpose of thwarting interception,50 but the Intelligence
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1999 made it easier to obtain a roving
intercept order by replacing the requirement to show “purpose to
thwart” with the requirement to show that the suspect is changing
phones or modems frequently, and that this practice “could have the
effect of thwarting” the investigation.51 Although roving intercepts
have not yet been tested in the Supreme Court, several federal courts
have found them constitutional.52

Prior to the September 11 terrorist attack, the FBI could not gain au-
thorization for using roving intercepts in gathering foreign intelligence
or in investigations of terrorism. The USA PATRIOT Act allows for
such roving intercept orders to be granted under the Federal Intelligence
Surveillance Act (FISA).53 FISA was passed in 1978 and provides the
guidelines under which the executive branch—not only the president
but also the Department of Justice—can obtain authorization to con-
duct surveillance for foreign intelligence purposes.54 Agents who wish
to conduct surveillance under FISA submit an application first to the
Attorney General’s office, which must approve all requests (as with
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roving intercepts under ECPA). If the Attorney General’s Office finds
the application valid, it will be taken to one of seven federally appointed
judges, who together make up the Federal Intelligence and Security
Court (FISC), for approval. The FISC allows no spectators, keeps most
proceedings secret, and hears only the government side of a case.55

Initially, FISA was limited to investigations for which foreign intel-
ligence was the sole purpose. The USA PATRIOT Act modifies FISA
so that foreign intelligence need be only a “significant purpose” of an
investigation.56 This change effectively allows FISA to be used as part
of “multi-faceted responses to terrorism, which involves foreign intelli-
gence and criminal investigations.”57 Because FISA was originally de-
signed for use in gathering foreign intelligence, communications
surveillance conducted under FISA differs from that conducted under
Title III criminal investigations in several other ways. Under normal
Title III intercepts, anyone whose communications have been in-
tercepted has to be notified after the fact that this happened. Under FISA,
people do not have to be notified unless evidence obtained through the
interception is to be used against them in court.58 When lawyers use FISA
evidence in court, it is difficult for the defendant to challenge it because
he or she cannot see the information that agents relied on in making the
application for surveillance—this is secret for national security reasons.59

E-mail Surveillance The USA PATRIOT Act includes provisions that
make it easier for public authorities to trace or seize e-mail messages. It
explicitly allows pen/trap orders for computer communications (as al-
ready discussed, previous orders had to rely on stretched interpretations
of the statutes governing pen/trap for telephones).60 Traces on telephone
lines can usually be fulfilled by the local phone company that issued the
line. Tracing e-mail messages, which travel through a variety of routes
and may go through multiple carriers, often requires access at different
points across the country.61 As previously explained, following the phone
model requires gaining warrants in several locations in order to trace one
e-mail message. The USA PATRIOT Act establishes what are de facto
nationwide pen/trap orders,62 allowing one court order to be used on all
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the carriers through which messages from an individual pass. When a
law enforcement agent discovers that an e-mail message was forwarded
to (or from) any carrier, he can serve the original court order to this
carrier without getting an additional order from the court in whose
jurisdiction the carrier is located. Moreover, because agents cannot know
in advance which carriers will be involved, the court order needs to spec-
ify only the initial facility at which the pen/trap order will be carried out.

The USA PATRIOT Act also allows a judge in the district with ju-
risdiction over the crime under investigation to grant search warrants to
seize electronic communications stored outside that judge’s jurisdic-
tion.63 This means that an agent can obtain a warrant from a judge in the
jurisdiction where the investigation is taking place to seize e-mail stored
by an ISP physically located in another jurisdiction.64

Dealing with Encryption Previous administrations tried to have “back
doors” built into encryption software that would enable public authori-
ties, when needed, to decrypt reportedly unbreakable codes.65 They also
attempted to get legislation passed that would require users to deposit a
copy of their key with third parties (referred to as “escrow”) or public
authorities, who would not be able to look at or use the key unless
authorized to do so as part of an investigation.66 A combination of civil
liberties groups and high-tech corporations successfully fought off both
of these attempts.67 No attempts to deal with this matter were included
in the USA PATRIOT Act. I will discuss law enforcement tools
designed to cope with encryption in my discussion of the public protective
technologies.

Evaluating the Changes in the Law The adaptations of the laws governing
communications surveillance (which includes both pen/trap and full
intercept orders) and seizures of stored communications have been sub-
ject to both general and detailed debates by the adversarial advocates
already mentioned. On the general level, these adaptations were lumped
together with numerous other matters, including indefinite detention
of aliens,68 allowing the government to listen in on attorney-client
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conversations,69 and military tribunals.70 The nature of the debate on this
level is illustrated by statements such as Senator Leahy’s that some of
the measures are “shredding the Constitution”71 and Morton Halperin’s
reference to the legislation as “Striking Terror at Civil Liberty.”72 On the
other side, Senator Hatch dismissed such misgivings as “hysterical con-
cerns” and said the American people do not want to see Congress “quib-
ble about whether we should provide more rights than the Constitution
requires to the criminals and terrorists who are devoted to killing our
people.”73

There has been some debate in the courts and among legal scholars
as to how to apply the Fourth Amendment to the new technologies, as
well as to the constitutionality of the new legislation governing these
technologies. Before 1967, the Supreme Court interpreted the Fourth
Amendment in a literal way, as applying only to physical searches. In the
1928 case of Olmstead v. United States, the Court took a strict interpre-
tation of the Fourth Amendment and ruled that telephone wiretaps did
not constitute a search unless public authorities entered a home to in-
stall the device and that therefore the Fourth Amendment did not apply
to them.74 The justices wrote in their decision that a person is not pro-
tected under the Fourth Amendment unless “there has been an official
search and seizure of his person, or such a seizure of his papers or his
tangible effects, or an actual physical invasion of his house.”75

In 1967 the Court replaced this interpretation of the Fourth
Amendment with the view that it “protects people, not places.”76 In Katz
v. United States, the Court established a new guideline for determining
what falls under the protection of the Fourth Amendment, which is still
in use today—that of a reasonable expectation of privacy.77 Justice
Harlan, in his concurring opinion, set out a two-part test for determin-
ing if Fourth Amendment protection applies: the individual must have
shown an expectation of privacy, and society must recognize that expec-
tation as reasonable.78

Legal scholars have criticized reasonable expectation as the corner-
stone of the legal privacy doctrine,79 but the doctrine is generally still
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used as a guiding principle. As new technologies emerge, however, the
question of what constitutes a reasonable expectation of privacy has to
be reexamined in this new context. In the 1996 case of United States v.
Maxwell, the courts determined that there was a reasonable expectation
of privacy for e-mail stored on a server,80 giving this e-mail, in essence,
the same protections given to paper documents stored in an office. In the
case of United States v. Charbonneau, however, the courts determined that
the extent to which one can expect privacy in e-mail communications
depends on the context of the situation.81

Lt. Col. Joginder Dhillon and Lt. Col. Robert Smith argue that
because e-mail messages reside on numerous servers between the sending
and receiving server, and because on many networks duplicate copies of all 
e-mails are sent to the system administrator, there may not be a reason-
able expectation of privacy for e-mail.82 This interpretation is backed up
by the Supreme Court case Smith v. Maryland, in which the Court found
that there is no reasonable expectation of privacy for the telephone num-
bers one dials because those numbers must be conveyed to the phone
company.83 Dhillon and Smith conclude that, at the very least, Smith v.
Maryland should mean that recording the addressing information of 
e-mail does not require a full intercept order.84

There is some question as to whether or not roving intercepts are in
compliance with the Fourth Amendment’s particularity requirement.
The requirement that intercept orders specify the place of the intercept
comes from the Fourth Amendment, which states that “no warrants
shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation,
and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or
things to be seized.”85 Because roving intercepts do not name the loca-
tion to be tapped, there is some question as to whether or not they are
constitutional under the Fourth Amendment.

The argument in favor of their constitutionality is that the particular-
ity of the person to be tapped is substituted for the particularity of the place
to be tapped. In the case of United States v. Petti, the Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals upheld the use of roving intercepts, arguing that the purpose
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of the particularity requirement was to prevent general searches.86 So long
as a warrant or court order provides “sufficient particularity to enable the
executing officer to locate and identify the premises with reasonable effort”
and there is no “reasonable probability that another premise might be
mistakenly searched,” it is in compliance with the Fourth Amendment.87

A court order to tap all phones that a specific person uses does describe
particular places, but in an unconventional way. Public authorities cannot
use the order to tap any location they wish, but only a set of specific loca-
tions that they can show are used by a specific person.88

Not everyone agrees that this substitution of particularity of person
for particularity of place is sufficient to satisfy the Fourth Amendment.
Tracey Maclin cites the Supreme Court case of Steagald v. United States
in which the Court concluded that an arrest warrant that specifies a per-
son cannot be used to search private places not named in the warrant in
pursuit of that person.89 She interprets this decision to mean that the
Court found warrants to be flawed that specify only the target of the
search, but leave police to determine which particular locations to
search. Maclin argues that although roving intercepts are issued for one
person, once public authorities decide to “tap” a telephone or computer,
everyone using that telephone or computer will be subject to surveil-
lance, so there is no true particularity of person maintained.90

In his analysis of the issue, Clifford Fishman finds that although
relevant Fourth Amendment case law does not give conclusive support
either for or against roving intercepts, there are strong arguments in
favor of their constitutionality. He holds that roving intercept orders
“describe the ‘place’ to be searched in a somewhat untraditional, but still
sufficiently particular way” and argues that “if the Fourth Amendment
is flexible enough to protect privacy against technological developments
far beyond the contemplation of the founding fathers, then it must also
be flexible enough to permit investigators to preserve the basic mandate
of the amendment’s particularity requirement in a novel way.”91

Numerous additional questions arise regarding the difference in
applying the new laws, as well as the old ones, to noncitizens versus
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citizens, to terrorists versus criminals, and to international versus domes-
tic terrorists. These are huge issues that concern the extent to which the
Constitution applies to noncitizens, in the United States and elsewhere,
and what rights noncitizens have. These issues raise potential problems,
such as how to define terrorism and whether that definition should ex-
tend to citizens, as well as the danger that a loose definition might allow
ordinary criminals to be encompassed by terrorism laws. These issues go
well beyond communications technology and the laws related to it.

Proponents of roving intercepts argue that without them authorities
will see a “whole operation frustrated because a terrorist throws away a
telephone and picks up another phone and then moves on.”92 Critics
argue that the new law will ensnarl many innocent people unrelated to
investigations. Civil libertarians like Nadine Strossen argue that the
new law, as it relates to roving intercepts, “goes far beyond” facilitating
investigations based on individual suspicion. She uses the example of a
suspected terrorist who sends an e-mail from a public library computer
terminal. If the computer is tapped, any of the other users, who have no
connection to the suspect, will also have their communications inter-
cepted.93 The same critics contend that issuing nationwide warrants just
allows law enforcement agents to “shop for friendly judges.”94 Senator
Hatch counters that these provisions and others merely fix parts of the
criminal code that formerly treated terrorists “with kid gloves.”95

It is worth noting that although the ACLU does not exempt the laws
at issue from its heavy criticism of the new measures, when explicitly
asked whether it would at least recognize that allowing public authori-
ties to tap all phones used by the same person was eminently reasonable,
it hinted that it is somewhat less troubled by the changes in the laws
under discussion here than by many of the other measures.96 Alan
Dershowitz, a longtime defender of civil liberties, even went so far as to
concede that roving intercepts are “a very good idea.”97

The ACLU criticizes changes in FISA, which it charges allow
authorities to “bypass normal criminal procedures that protect privacy
and take checks and balances out of the law.”98 Civil libertarians worry
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about the USA PATRIOT Act’s extension of the reach of FISA, which
provides fewer protections than are provided for criminal cases, as the
discussion above regarding full intercepts under FISA illustrates. (Civil
libertarians’ concerns about pen/trap orders for e-mail are discussed in
the section on protective technologies.)

* * *

I shall defer my own assessment of the legitimacy of the new legal
adaptations to the liberalizing technologies, and of their effects on the
balance between individual rights and public safety and health, until I re-
view the next three technologies and the laws concerning them. For now
it might serve to remind that I am not dealing with the general legiti-
macy of FISA or the USA PATRIOT Act, but with some elements of
these laws, specifically those that concern communications surveillance.
This is significant to keep in mind because conclusions about other
elements—military tribunals and indefinite detention of suspects, for
instance—may be different than those about the surveillance laws at issue.

Public Protective Technologies

The discussion now turns to three technologies that have the opposite
profile of those explored so far: they enhance the capabilities of public
authorities and they raise fears that they will curtail individual rights.

Carnivore

Carnivore, a computer program unveiled by the FBI in July 2000, is
used to trace and seize Internet communications. To capture a suspect’s
messages or trace messages sent to and from his account, public author-
ities must sort through a stream of many millions of messages, includ-
ing those of many other users as well as those of the suspect. Some ISPs
have the capability of doing this sorting themselves and will simply pass
the appropriate information on to agents after a warrant or court order
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is presented. If an ISP is not capable of doing this kind of sorting, the
FBI uses Carnivore to do it.99

Carnivore runs as an application program on an operating system and
works by screening e-mails and sorting them based on a “filter,” which
tells the program which information to capture and which to merely
let pass by.The filter can be set to sort out messages from a specific com-
puter or e-mail address, or it can scan various packets to find a specific
text string.100 Carnivore can be set to operate in two different modes:
“pen” and “full.” In pen mode it will capture only the addressing in-
formation (which includes the e-mail addresses of the sender and re-
cipient, as well as the subject line) while in full mode it will capture the
entire content of a message.101 Carnivore is designed to copy and store
only information caught by the filter, thus keeping agents from looking
at any addressing information or e-mail content not covered in the court
order.102

Carnivore’s pen mode is of value to public authorities even if the mes-
sages themselves cannot be read, such as in the growing number of cases
in which high-power encryption is used, because the government ben-
efits from an analysis of the addresses. For instance, it can use pen/trap
orders to trace to whom a group of suspects addresses their e-mail.
When used in this capacity, it would make more sense to call Carnivore
(which hardly devours the messages, despite its name) a communications
traffic analyzer.

As of the fall of 2000, the FBI said that it had used Carnivore
“approximately 25 times in the last two years.”103 The Carnivore program
is stored in an FBI laboratory and only brought out when needed to
fulfill a specific court order. After the court order has expired, officials
return the program to the laboratory.104

The Key Logger System and Magic Lantern

Despite the introduction of Carnivore, the government seems to be
greatly hobbled by its inability to decrypt a rapidly growing proportion
of all messages. To overcome this limitation, the FBI is introducing two
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new technologies to obtain a suspect’s password. A password can enter
or exit the encryption/decryption process in four ways: going over a
modem, retrieval from storage, entry into a keyboard, or a process work-
ing within the computer itself.105 The Key Logger System (KLS), devel-
oped by the FBI, has several components that work together to obtain
someone’s password.106

Once agents discover that information they have seized through a
warranted search or intercepted with a proper court order is encrypted,
they can obtain another warrant to install and retrieve the KLS.107 In
the case of Nicodemo Scarfo, who was suspected of racketeering,
agents had to show both probable cause that Scarfo was involved in
crime and probable cause that important information was installed on
his computer in encrypted form. As in any warrant, the FBI had to
specify the exact location of the computer on which the KLS would be
installed.108

Once installed, the KLS uses a “keystroke capture” device to record
keystrokes as they are entered into a computer. It is not capable of
searching or recording fixed data stored on the computer, or of inter-
cepting electronic communications sent to and from the computer
(which would require an intercept order, which is more difficult to get
than a warrant). In order not to intercept inadvertently the content of
communications, the KLS is designed so that it is unable to record key-
strokes while a computer’s modem is in operation.109

Because the KLS must be installed manually and covertly on a sus-
pect’s computer, which involves breaking and entering, it is arguably
more invasive than “backdoors” and key escrow (which, as previously
discussed, are not available, due mainly to opposition by civil libertari-
ans and high-tech business interests).110 Those who are shocked by this
technology should consider the effects of high-power encryption. As
the Boston Globe’s technology reporter commented, “techno-libertarians
rightly howled when the feds tried to bar access to encryption software;
now we must live with the consequences. The bad guys have encryption.
The good guys must have counter-encryption tools.”111
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The FBI has revealed that it has been developing a less invasive tech-
nology. In November 2001, the FBI admitted that it had developed, but
not yet implemented, a remote-control approach called Magic Lantern
that allows the FBI to put software on a computer that will record key-
strokes typed without installing any physical device.112 Like the KLS,
Magic Lantern does not by itself decrypt e-mail but it can obtain the
suspect’s password. The details of how it does this have not been re-
leased.113 It is said to install itself on the suspect’s computer in a way sim-
ilar to a Trojan horse computer virus. It disguises itself as ordinary,
harmless code, then inserts itself onto a computer. For example, the FBI
will have a box pop up when someone connects to the Internet reading
something like “Click here to win.” When the user clicks on the box, the
virus will enter the computer.114

Evaluating the New Technologies

Just as laws were put in place both before and after the September 11
terrorist attack to limit the concerns that new liberalizing technologies
posed for public safety, some have also introduced measures that limit
the use of new protective technologies and address the concerns they
pose for individual rights. Most of the limitations on the use of
Carnivore and the KLS were put in place as these technologies devel-
oped and before they were used, although there have also been “addi-
tions” to the checks placed on them. The shift from the KLS to Magic
Lantern can be considered an improvement from a rights viewpoint be-
cause it will not require covert breaking and entering by a law enforce-
ment agent to install it on a suspect’s office or home computer.

Nevertheless, both Carnivore and the KLS have raised concerns on the
part of privacy advocates and civil liberties groups. Critics are skeptical
that the programs operate the way that the FBI claims they do and they
are troubled by the degree of secrecy the FBI maintains regarding how
the programs work.

Groups like the Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) and
the Center for Democracy and Technology (CDT) have multiple
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arguments for why Carnivore should not be used at all. They argue that
because, for e-mail, it is much harder to separate addressing information
from content than for a phone call, Carnivore will not allow the FBI to
do a pen/trap without seizing more information than authorized.115

Privacy advocates also worry that Carnivore will scan through “tens of
millions of e-mails and other communications from innocent Internet
users as well as the targeted suspect,”116 thus violating the Fourth
Amendment.117 The ACLU compares a Carnivore search to the FBI
sending agents into a post office to “rip open each and every mail bag
and search for one person’s letters” and to “tapping the entire phone ex-
change system, listening to all the conversations, and then keeping only
the ones that are incriminating, instead of tapping a single phone
line.”118 A USA Today editorial stated that “once it’s in place, Carnivore
acts as an unrestrained Internet wiretap, snooping through every
Internet communication that comes within its reach.”119

Officials at the FBI respond that Carnivore, when used properly, will
pull out only the appropriate e-mails, and that its use is subject to strict
internal review and requires the cooperation of technical specialists and
ISP personnel, thus limiting the opportunities an unscrupulous agent
might have to abuse it. In Donald Kerr’s words, the FBI does not have
“the right or the ability to just go fishing.”120

A review of Carnivore conducted by the Illinois Institute of
Technology concluded that although it does not completely eliminate
the risk of capturing unauthorized information, Carnivore is better than
any existing alternatives and should continue to be used.121 However, the
panel also determined that the FBI’s internal audit process is insufficient
to protect against improper use.122 Specifically, the operator implement-
ing a Carnivore search selects either pen or full mode by clicking one
box on a computer screen;123 and because the program does not keep
track of what kind of search has been run,124 it is difficult to determine if
an operator has used the program only as specified in the court order.
The head of the Illinois panel commented: “Even if you conclude that
the software is flawless and it will do exactly what you set it to do and
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nothing more, you still have to make sure that the legal, human and
organizational controls are adequate.”125 I turn to this matter below,
when discussing accountability.

There is a tendency to attribute to computers human traits and talk
or write about them as if they “sniff ” and “snoop,” violate privacy, and so
on. One day, computers may achieve such human capabilities; but for
now, a computer does not ogle, snicker at, or get aroused by a picture of
a nude person because it does not “see”; its “mind” processes merely ones
and zeros. Thus, if millions of messages flow through a computer run-
ning Carnivore, none of them is “read” unless it is caught by the filter and
passed on to a human observer.126 Computers do not “read” or “scan”
messages any more than phones “listen” to messages left in their voice
mail boxes. The issue is what humans do—not machines. True, if new
technological capabilities did not exist or their use were fully banned—
an old Luddite argument127

—the problem would not arise in the first
place. However, as long as new technologies are available to criminal
elements, it is hard to argue in favor of privileging them and blocking the
government from using countermeasures under the proper conditions.

The legality of the KLS was tested in the case of Nicodemo Scarfo,
in which the FBI used the KLS to decrypt records implicating Scarfo in
racketeering. Scarfo’s defense argued that the key logger records key-
strokes typed in electronic communications and sent over a modem, and
should therefore have required a full intercept order, rather than an
easier to obtain search warrant. Although the FBI says that the KLS
cannot record while a modem is in operation, thus protecting against the
capture of electronic communications, Scarfo and the privacy advocates
interested in the case were skeptical. During the trial, lawyers showed
Scarfo a hard copy of all the keystrokes intercepted, but was unable
to pick out anything that he recognized as being part of an electronic
communication.128

Scarfo also argued that the warrant used to install the KLS violated
the particularity requirement of the Fourth Amendment and therefore
constituted a general search because it did not describe specifically what
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could be searched and seized.129 The warrant in the case authorized FBI
agents to “install and leave behind software, firmware, and/or hardware
equipment which will monitor the inputted data entered on Nicodemo
S. Scarfo’s computer in the TARGET LOCATION,” which was spec-
ified in great detail. The same warrant authorized the surreptitious
breaking and entry into the target location to install and retrieve the
KLS and also authorized the FBI to seize business records “in whatever
form they are kept.”130 David Sobel of EPIC said that because the war-
rant was issued to get one password, but the KLS recorded every key-
stroke typed, it was comparable to if a police officer got “a warrant to
seize one book in your house, but was also allowed to haul out every-
thing that’s in there.”131 Although it is true that in the Scarfo case agents
had to look through all keystrokes entered after the installation of the
KLS in order to pick out the string that was his password, the FBI ar-
gues that this is similar to any search. If public authorities have a warrant
to get someone’s account book from their office, they may have to look
through many drawers and shelves before finding it.132 In December
2001, the judge in the Scarfo case ruled that the use of the KLS to ob-
tain his password was legal and constituted neither a general search nor
a form of surveillance.133 This seems eminently reasonable—as long as
such a search is based on a warrant or some other form of judicial review.
It points, however, to the issue next explored: what is a sufficient level of
supervision for any and all police actions, including for the FBI?

Accountability

The Second Balance

There is need for balance between individual rights and public safety
and health, rather than one or the other predominating. Thus, when the
state or government tilts too far toward safety or rights, such tilts are
best corrected. The question hence arises as to what effects the new
technologies have on this balance. There can be little doubt that (a) the
liberalizing technologies have greatly hindered the work of public
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authorities in the area of communications surveillance; however (b) new
protective technologies to some extent overcome these difficulties. The
same might be said about (c) new legislation that did adapt the old ap-
plicable laws to the new technologies. Finally (d): the 2001 attack on
America changed what I call the “zone of balance” by posing a new,
credible threat to public safety and health. This still leaves open the
question of whether the new measures, whether technological or legal,
provide for much-needed enhanced public safety or excessively intrude
into individual rights.

This, in turn, raises the question of how generally to determine
whether or not the state is in the zone of balance. This is an issue with
which the courts have struggled for generations; it would take volumes
to begin to do it justice.134 I have concluded elsewhere that the course
of a nation’s laws should not be corrected unless there is a compelling
reason (a concept akin to “clear and present danger,” although not
necessarily one that meets this criterion technically); unless the matter
cannot be addressed by nonlegal, voluntary means; and unless one can
make the intrusion small and the gain (either in safety or in rights) con-
siderable. Further specification draws on what a reasonable person
would find sensible, taking into account that the Constitution is a living
document whose interpretation has been adjusted through the ages.

These criteria can be applied to the issues discussed here. For example,
in the post-September 11, 2001, context, it is clear that the government
should have greater powers to decrypt e-mail because terrorism does
pose a major threat; voluntary means to fight encrypted terrorist mes-
sages have not sufficed on the face of it; and enabling and allowing the
government to decrypt e-mail messages is not more intrusive than
tapping a phone and can be allowed under similar conditions. The
authority to use roving wiretaps may pass the same test. (To reiterate,
other public safety measures recently introduced that do not concern
communications surveillance, such as requiring protesters to remove
their disguises, are not discussed here and may very well not meet the
criteria listed.)135
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Yet, to determine fully whether or not a given new measure that
enhances the powers of public authorities is called for, I suggest that a
second form of balancing needs to be considered that, arguably, in the
matters at hand, may turn out to be decisive compared to the first form
already discussed. It concerns not whether the government should be
accorded new powers, but how closely it is held accountable regarding
the ways it uses these powers. From this viewpoint, the key issue is not
if certain powers—for example, the ability to decrypt e-mail—should
or should not be available to public authorities, but whether or not these
powers are used legitimately and whether mechanisms are in place to
ensure such usage.136

Although these two forms of balance have some similarities and
points of overlap, they are quite distinct. Thus, to argue, as cyber-
libertarians do, that the government should not be allowed to decrypt
encoded messages or demand from an ISP the addressing information
for e-mail sent to and from a suspect’s account, and so on, is different
from agreeing that such powers are justified so long as they are properly
circumscribed and their use is duly supervised.

The balance sought here is not between the public interest and rights,
but between the supervised and the supervisors. Deficient accountabil-
ity opens the door to government abuses of power; excessively tight con-
trols make for agents who are reluctant to act.

Thus, as described in the introduction to this book, a case can be made
that in the decades preceding the Church Commission, under most of
Hoover’s reign, the FBI was insufficiently accountable; and that after the
Commission’s rules were institutionalized, the FBI was excessively limited
prior to the September 11 terrorist attack in what it was allowed to do in
the area of communications surveillance. Agents, fearing reprimands and
damage to their careers, were often too reluctant to act.

To elaborate a bit, it seems difficult to sustain the argument that the
government should be unable to decrypt any messages or be unable to
gain the authority to do so. After the first bombing of the World Trade
Center in 1993, one of its principal masterminds used encryption to
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protect files on his laptop computer as he plotted to blow up commer-
cial airlines.137 (Encrypted files were found on a computer used by
Osama bin Laden’s lieutenants in the Afghan capital.138) Few would
argue that public authorities should be unable to decrypt such files,
even, say, after obtaining a warrant based on probable cause that the files
included important information.

The issue hence becomes which limits will be set and what messages
can be decrypted, who will verify that these limits are observed, and by
what means. Similarly, regarding roving intercepts, the issue is not
whether the government should have to get a warrant for each instru-
ment of communication that the same suspect uses, but by what means
it will be ensured that the government does not collect information
about other people who use the same instruments of communication or
the same computer terminal. The key issue is not whether communica-
tions in cyberspace should be exempted from the same type of public
scrutiny to which mail and phone calls have historically been subject, as
cyber-idealists had hoped,139 but whether there are proper controls in
place to protect against abuse.

The next step in assessing whether or not the American polity, in
matters concerning communications surveillance, is currently exces-
sively attentive to public safety or not willing to take needed measures
out of excessive concern for rights. This will be based on determining to
what extent accountability has been built into the new powers granted
to the government in response to the new technologies at hand and in
reaction to the September 11 terrorist attack.

Layers of Accountability: Limitations Built into the Law

Limitations on the use of new powers are written into the laws govern-
ing them and limitations on protective technologies are often built into
the technologies themselves. Roving intercepts, and indeed any inter-
cepts, are not granted without limits. Title III lays out a requirement for
“minimization,” stated at follows: “Every order and extension thereof
shall contain a provision that the authorization to intercept shall be
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executed as soon as practicable, shall be conducted in such a way as to
minimize the interception under this chapter, and must terminate upon
attainment of the authorized objective, or in any event in thirty days.”140

Such built-in guidelines are intended to limit the ability of public
authorities to gather and use information not directly related to their
investigations.141 Practically, this means that agents are not allowed to
record conversations that are unrelated to the subject of the investigation
and should stop listening when irrelevant matters are being discussed. If
agents are unsure if a seemingly innocent conversation might touch on a
relevant subject at some point, agents are to conduct “spot monitoring,”
in which they tune in every few minutes to check, but only begin to
record when appropriate.142

In Scott v. United States,143 the Supreme Court found that an agent’s
implementation of such guidelines must be evaluated under a “standard
of objective reasonableness,” so that if circumstances make minimiza-
tion difficult, failure by an agent to attempt it does not constitute a vio-
lation of the law.144 In addition, if investigators have reason to suspect a
conspiracy involving a large number of people, they are justified in
recording and listening to all conversations until they are certain who is
innocent and who is not.145 Many critics point out that under any cir-
cumstances, minimization is voluntary and we must rely on our trust in
law enforcement officers to do it properly, highlighting the importance
of further layers of accountability, such as the exclusionary rule.146

Although telephone wiretaps rely on human judgment in imple-
menting minimization, new public protective technologies, if properly
used, carry out much of the minimization function automatically.
Carnivore’s filters, if set properly, act as a built-in minimization process,
intercepting only what is appropriate. Although it might be capable of
collecting all content that passes through it, in compliance with court
orders it should be set to capture only data sent to and from a specific
user.147 As mentioned, data that does not fit the filter settings just passes
through without being saved by Carnivore, and is therefore not seen by
public authorities.148
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Supervision within Executive Agencies

Numerous accountability mechanisms are built into the executive agen-
cies of the government. Of course, FBI field agents are subject to nu-
merous guidelines and supervisors whose jobs include ensuring that
these guidelines are abided by. They, in turn, report to still higher rank-
ing supervisors. Moreover, when agents cross the line, internal reviews
take place. In addition, the Attorney General’s Office to some extent su-
pervises what the FBI does. Although some may say that this is like ask-
ing the fox to guard the henhouse, the following lines suggest that such
supervision is not meaningless, although it is far from sufficient in itself.

For instance, as already mentioned, requests by the FBI to conduct
communications surveillance under FISA must be approved by the
Attorney General’s Office before they are submitted to the FISC. In
some cases, court orders or warrant requests never get past internal FBI
approval procedures. For example, in the investigation prior to the
September 11 terrorist attack of Zacarias Moussaoui, the possible “20th
hijacker” who did not make it onto an airplane because he was arrested
before September 11, 2001, on immigration charges, the request by field
agents to search his computer never made it past FBI attorneys, who
found insufficient evidence to justify it.149

The Courts

Once surveillance technology is available that makes possible such ac-
tions as scanning e-mail or gaining the keys to decrypt messages, and
once it is established in principle that the government will have access
to such technology, the question for both sides becomes: under what
conditions should the government be allowed to use it? Often, the con-
test on this second-level issue centers on the issuance of warrants and
court orders.

Civil libertarians hold that court orders are issued too liberally, with-
out due scrutiny. They argue that agents cannot be trusted to abide by
minimization guidelines, so it is best not to grant them court orders in
the first place. Jerry Berman stated that some 1,000 intercept orders a
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year are approved under FISA, suggesting that this is a very large
number.150 In fact, only around 10,000 intercept orders have been
granted under FISA since its creation in 1979,151 amounting to fewer
than 1,000 a year.

Civil libertarians point to the fact that the FISC has only denied one
request for surveillance in its entire history as evidence that the stan-
dards for receiving a FISA intercept order are lower than for receiving a
Title III order.152 Although applications for intercept orders are rarely
turned down by the FISC, public safety advocates point out that it is
embarrassing and damaging to one’s record and career to be turned
down by the FISC; and as a result, agents are reluctant to request war-
rants even when they seem justified.153 Moreover, if the FISC finds that
there is insufficient justification, it tends to return the request for fur-
ther documentation rather than denying the request outright, which ac-
counts for there being next to no outright refusals.154 As mentioned,
some requests never get past the Attorney General’s Office. Also, FISA
applications need to meet preset guidelines and must include a state-
ment of the means by which the surveillance will be conducted, as well
as a statement of proposed minimization procedures.155

Although civil libertarians typically are much more favorably dis-
posed toward courts than toward the administrative parts of the gov-
ernment, they fear that judges might be unable or disinclined to curb
law enforcement agents.156 First, judges are either elected or politically
appointed, making them subject to the influence of public opinion, es-
pecially since the September 11 terrorist attack. In addition, it has been
suggested that judges are less accountable outside their home jurisdic-
tions and might thus be less cautious in granting, and less diligent in en-
forcing proper implementation of, warrants and court orders that they
issue that apply to other jurisdictions, as allowed by the USA PATRIOT
Act. Judge Meskill, in his concurrence with the ruling in United States
v. Rodriguez, warned that “judges may be more hesitant to authorize
excessive interceptions within their territorial jurisdiction, in their
own back yard so to speak, than in some distant, perhaps unfamiliar, part
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of the country. Congress determined that the best method of
administering intercept authorizations included territorial limitation
on the power of judges to make such authorizations.”157 If this is true,
it would weaken the courts as an accountability mechanism for nationwide
warrants.

In addition to the requirements that need to be met to get a warrant
or court order in the first place, courts ensure that law enforcement
agents act within the limits of the power granted to them by suppressing
evidence that is collected illegally. The exclusionary rule—that evidence
collected in violation of the Fourth Amendment must be excluded from
a trial against the suspect—was not originally written into the
Constitution but was established in the Supreme Court case Boyd v.
United States158 and later reaffirmed in Weeks v. United States.159 It has
since been diluted in more ways than one.160 Still, evidence collected il-
legally will be suppressed. This serves not only to protect the suspect
after a violation occurs but also to deter inappropriate searches because
agents know that if they do not follow the correct procedures, the
culprits might go free.

Congress

Under our system of checks and balances, Congress, of course, is sup-
posed to oversee the work of the executive branch and its agencies. It
has many instruments for doing so, including requiring heads of agen-
cies and other high-ranking officials to respond to written questions,
testify before congressional committees, and turn over documents;
conducting hearings in which civil libertarians and others can make
their case; ordering the General Accounting Office to conduct a study;
and more.

A survey of the extent to which Congress provides another layer of
accountability regarding issues such as those covered here, above and
beyond what is provided by the agencies themselves and by the courts,
is well beyond the scope of this chapter. It should be noted, however,
that civil libertarians argue that many of the measures included in the
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USA PATRIOT Act (including those explored here) were enacted in a
great rush, without the usual hearings and deliberations.161 Supporters of
the public authorities point out that after the September 11 terrorist at-
tack it was assumed that there were other “sleeper” terrorist agents in the
United States and that other attacks were imminent, and they argue that
therefore the rush was justified. Indeed, these supporters held that the
government should have been granted expanded powers well before
September 11, 2001.162 Moreover, hearings and other reviews of the is-
sues at hand, such as Carnivore, were conducted before September 11,
2001.163 Thus, there were opportunities to explore the issues involved in
such new security tools, and they were not simply rushed off the shelves
into use after September 11, 2001.

The Public

The ultimate source of oversight is the citizenry, informed and alerted
by a free press and civil liberties advocates and briefed by public author-
ities about their needs. To be fully effective in overseeing the issues at
hand, civil libertarians argue that the public must be informed about the
inner workings of the protective technologies, while public authorities
claim that such disclosures would inform terrorists and other criminals
about how to circumvent the technologies, thus rendering them useless.
Specifically, since the existence of Carnivore was made public, numer-
ous parties have demanded access to information about how it works.
The ACLU filed a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to get
its source code, which reveals what a program is intended to do and how
it operates.164 The Electronic Privacy Information Center, a privacy
advocacy group, filed an FOIA request to gain a copy of all documents
relating to Carnivore.165 In addition, numerous ISPs that might be asked
to cooperate in installing Carnivore wanted guarantees that the program
worked as claimed and that there would be sufficient controls to keep
law enforcement agents from capturing more than what was covered in
the court order.166
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In the Scarfo case, the judge joined civil liberties groups in demand-
ing that the FBI release information on how the KLS works, arguing that
he could not rule on whether or not its use was legal without knowing
how the technology worked. The judge said he would review the tech-
nology secretly.167 This solution satisfied neither the civil libertarians nor
the FBI. David Sobel of EPIC said that the matter raised “very basic
questions of accountability.The suggestion that the use of high-tech law
enforcement investigative techniques should result in a departure from
our tradition of open judicial proceedings is very troubling.”168 Donald
Kerr, assistant director of the FBI’s laboratory division, stated that the
disclosure of certain information about the KLS would “compromise
the use of this technology . . . and jeopardize the safety of law enforce-
ment personnel.”169

Secrecy also remains one of the key objections to the use of roving in-
tercepts under FISA. FISA was established in the mid-1970s, after the
public was alarmed to learn of the activities of President Nixon and to
discover that the NSA had been illegally intercepting telegraph and tele-
phone calls.170 A congressional committee was created to investigate, and
found that nearly every president had authorized warrantless communi-
cations surveillance, often for political purposes.171 Essentially, agencies
such as the FBI, CIA, and NSA were able to conduct surveillance with-
out going through normal criminal procedures. The Department of
Justice launched its own in-house investigation, resulting in new guide-
lines for both domestic and foreign intelligence investigations. To
prevent future abuses, Congress passed FISA in 1978 to spell out what
the NSA (and other intelligence agencies) could and could not do.172 The
NSA had insisted that its activities—especially regarding its methods
and technologies—would be severely compromised if discussed in open
court. In response, FISA authorized the formation of a special federal
court whose proceedings could be completely secret.173

In short, while the public cannot be informed about all the workings
of all the protective technologies, such as Carnivore, because this would
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impair the usefulness of the technologies, the public can act as the
ultimate enforcer of accountability.

Conclusion

To determine whether or not a specific public policy measure is legiti-
mate entails more than establishing whether or not it significantly en-
hances public safety and is minimally intrusive, whether it further
undermines already endangered civil rights, or makes it more difficult to
deal with public needs. It entails rendering a judgment as to whether
or not those who employ any new powers are sufficiently accountable to
the various overseers—ultimately, the citizenry. Some powers are inap-
propriate no matter what oversight is provided. However, for those at
issue here, the main question is whether there is sufficient accountabil-
ity. The remedy, if accountability is found deficient (or excessive), is to adjust
accountability and not to deny the measure altogether.

Whether the specific powers given to the government in regard to
the matters at hand are sustaining or undermining the balance between
rights and safety depends on how strong each layer of accountability is,
whether higher layers enforce lower ones, and whether there are full
complements of layers or not. It is true that there can be too much
accountability, such that law enforcement agents would be reluctant to
act due to fear that they would be penalized by superiors, by the courts,
or by Congress, or be skewered by the press. However, there have been
no signs of this since the September 11 terrorist attack.

Accountability is ultimately a matter of trust. Plato is said to have
raised the issue in asking who will guard the guardians;174 or, as it is put
in Latin, quis custodiet ipsos custodes? Others attribute the question to the
Roman satirist Juvenal, who wrote around 2000 years ago.175 The issue,
however, is still very much with us. If we do not trust the cops on the
beat, we may ask their captains to keep them under closer supervision.
If we do not trust the police, we may call on the civil authorities, such as
mayors, to scrutinize the police. We may call on the other branches of
government—the courts especially—to serve as checks and balances.
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However, if we believe that the mayors are corrupt and the judges can-
not be trusted either, then we have little to fall back on other than the
fourth estate. Yet the media, too, is often distrusted.176

The question, then, is whom we should distrust and how much? If
basically no authority or media figure is trustworthy and “The System” is
corrupt, we face a much larger challenge than if, in a few instances, pub-
lic authorities intercept more e-mail than they are supposed to, or tap
some phones they ought not to. If someone believes this, she should ei-
ther move to another country or fight for an entirely new political system.

In contrast, if only some cops, captains, mayors, and other public au-
thorities are corrupt, we have good reason to watch out for such indi-
viduals, but not to doubt the political system. We ought, then, to work
to improve the various layers of accountability, but also realize that the
fact that critics can always come up with some horror stories does not
necessarily mean that they are typical of the system.

Although I cannot justify it within the confines of this chapter, I hold
the latter position. Hence, I suggest that one best ignores both claims
by public authorities that no strengthening of accountability is needed
and the shrillest civil libertarian outcries that sound as if no one is to be
trusted. Instead, one is likely to favor reforms that will enhance ac-
countability, rather than denying public authorities the tools they need
to do their work (although not necessarily granting them all those they
request) in a world in which new technologies have made their service
more difficult and in which the threat to public safety has vastly
increased.
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4

Public Health and the

Threat of Bioterrorism

Communitarian Bioethics

Before I proceed to explore the special implications of measures under-
taken to enhance U.S. protection from bioterrorism, I need to revisit the
communitarian position that was previously briefly introduced. It might
be viewed as a synthesis that arises out of the contradictions of two
previous systems of belief.

The “thesis” in this tri-legged dialectic evolution is the ultra social
conservative position that the needs and values of the community or the
society should trump individual considerations, and that the individual
finds his or her purpose and meaning in serving the common good.
Although there is room for individual choices, whenever these consid-
erations of autonomy clash with the demands of the community, it is the
community that ought to be privileged. This position is held by many
East Asian leaders and intellectuals.1 The notion that one can harvest
organs without the consent of the person involved or their family is a
bioethical derivative of this position.
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The “antithesis,” which historically arose in opposition to the ultra-
social-conservative position, centers around the notion that individual
rights should trump communal considerations. Autonomy (or liberty) is
privileged. Although service to the common good has its place, it is best
based on true and well-informed individual consent and choice, and on
voluntary participation. Even persuasion and psychological pressure,
not to mention economic inducement and coercion, are viewed as
inappropriate under most circumstances.2 Much of contemporary
bioethics is, at least in part, based on this liberal political theory. Most
obviously, the notion of informed consent is present not only in medical
research (where the benefits accrue for the common good), but also in
medical treatment (which is aimed at helping the individual).

Responsive (or new) communitarian thinking, from which my argu-
ment here will draw, is a synthesis of these two preceding approaches.3

It takes as its starting point the concept that a good society is one in
which there is a carefully crafted balance between autonomy and social
order, between individual rights and social responsibilities. It does not
privilege either individual or communal considerations, but views both
as possessing valid moral claims.

Accordingly, communitarian thinking lays out the criteria from
which one can formulate bioethical positions and public policies atten-
tive to both the individual’s claim to privacy and autonomy and the
community’s concern for public health and the trade offs involved.
For instance, it rejects the position that each individual should decide on
his or her own whether he or she wishes to be tested for HIV and dis-
close positive results to previous and prospective partners (the basic lib-
eral position), as well as that people who are at high risk should be
required to be tested and have the results disclosed (the ultra social
conservative approach). The communitarian position can be articulated
in terms of the following criteria, which can be applied to policy issues
as a way to balance autonomy with social order. I developed this set of
criteria based on my experience analyzing policy issues.4 So far, they
have been quite well received5 and applied fairly extensively.6 After
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introducing each criterion, I will provide a justification for its use in this
chapter.

The first criterion suggests that one should not seek to modify existing
ethical and legal standards unless there is a clear and present danger.The
main reason is that such standards tend to unravel if they are wantonly
or frequently recast, as they draw their legitimacy, in part, from their
consistency over time. It is enough to imagine the Supreme Court
overturning Roe v. Wade or any other matter of importance to see how
damaging such frequent changes can be. The same holds for a religious
authority such as the Pope or a chief rabbi who changes his or her ruling
often. That which constitutes a clear and present danger may include
anything that threatens a large number of people, let alone a whole
society, race, or other grouping. For instance, genocide would qualify.
HIV meets this criterion as hundreds of thousands of people die each
year from the disease; Ebola, currently, does not, as few, if any, people
contract the disease and die from it.

The second criterion is whether or not the challenge at hand can be
treated effectively by voluntary means. Voluntary means are to be pre-
ferred for two reasons. First because, by definition, they do not entail
changing the constitution and basic laws, which, to reiterate, benefits
the country. Also, the best way to reduce the tension between autonomy
and the common good is to convince people to take needed health
measures on their own. The reason, spelled out elsewhere, is that all co-
ercive measures—even if undertaken for a worthy purpose, even solely
for the individual’s benefit—leave a share of resentment and alienation.7

In contrast, acts that individuals are truly persuaded to undertake
on their own, even if they only serve the common good, become their
preferences and do not leave resentment or alienation in their wake. For
instance, people who do not smoke in public because they truly are con-
vinced that such behavior is inappropriate are typically not troubled by
bans on such smoking. This is also true for HIV testing and disclosure;
for example, once select gay leaders championed it and, to the extent
that it became a norm in several gay communities, it became successful.
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(In contrast, given no such community, leadership, and norms, persua-
sion has had very limited effects on intravenous drug users who exchange
needles.)

The third criterion follows logically from the first two, but it only
comes into play when there is a clear and present danger and voluntary
means do not suffice. It entails using minimally coercive means because
they serve the common good, while violating as little autonomy as pos-
sible. For instance, imposing penalties on those persons who knew that
their HIV status was positive and did not warn their partners or had
unprotected sex is justified not only for the sake of the individual who
might be infected with an always fatal disease, but also for the common
good that will be damaged if the spread of the disease is not curbed.

The fourth criterion is not based on any high principles, communi-
tarian or otherwise, but rather on sociological findings: no matter how
carefully we plan ahead and proceed, our policies will tend to have un-
intended side effects. We need to be aware of them and be ready to deal
with them. Thus for instance, if changes in the law lead more people to
be tested for HIV, those involved ought to take special pains to ensure
that test results remain confidential.

Before these criteria are applied to bioterrorism, it should be noted
that there is a tendency to confuse new communitarianism with author-
itarian communitarianism and suspect that it privileges communities
over individual rights. It should hence be noted that the four criteria just
outlined can be and have been used to point to situations in which lib-
erty needs to be strengthened rather than made to service the common
good. This was effectively demonstrated in a study of medical privacy
conducted by applying the four said criteria. It led to the conclusion
that, in the 1990s, medical privacy was violated by private parties with-
out any clear and present danger, and without benefit for the common
good. Furthermore, whatever public service these private actors claimed
to have provided (especially for medical research and public safety)
could have been achieved by means that did not violate privacy (or
autonomy). This communitarian study, published in 1999, outlined a
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list of measures to be undertaken to correct the existing imbalance
between privacy and the social order—by moving toward privacy.8

Many of the long list of regulations to protect medical privacy that were
promulgated by the federal government in 2000/2001 and took effect in
2002, follow similar guidelines.9

Criteria for Judging Responses to Bioterrorism

Clear and Present Danger

As often is the case with new threats, the scope of the dangers posed by
terrorism is very difficult to assess. Although one can assign various
probabilities to the possibility that the nation will be subject to a major
act of biological terrorism, these probabilities are based largely on spec-
ulation. Moreover, the scope of the threat varies immensely according to
which agents are expected to be used (e.g., how infectious they are), how
proficiently they are produced (e.g., if they have been modified to resist
treatment, are two or more agents combined, or are they newly designed
“super bugs”) how easy they are to deliver and spread, how difficult they
are to detect, and so on.10 In proceeding, it is crucial to realize that both
the probability of an attack and the magnitude of its potential severity
must be considered. Even if it were somehow reliably known that the
probability of a bioterrorist attack was very low, the negative outcome of
such an attack could be very great: attackers could use agents that are
very infectious, easy to spread, difficult to detect, modified to prevent
treatment, and might result in high fatality rates.11 Because of this
potentially disastrous consequence, one must conclude that we face a
clear and present danger.

Voluntary, Educational Means

The preferred voluntary means for responding to the threat of a bioter-
rorist attack can inform several policies. One concerns the introduction
of preventive vaccines. Some favor vaccinating Americans against
smallpox to protect them from an agent that is highly contagious and
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has a very high fatality rate. Beyond that, the former executive director
of the American Public Health Association, Dr. Mohammad Akhter,
has suggested that consideration should be given to vaccinate Americans
against several other potential agents.12

Preventive vaccinations raise several ethical and policy issues. First,
all vaccinations pose a risk. For smallpox,Tara O’Toole of the Center for
Biosecurity at the University Pittsburgh Medical Center estimated that
one in 300,000 persons would die from the vaccine or suffer irreversible
brain damage as a result of it. Thus, if all Americans were vaccinated,
approximately 1,000 persons would die or suffer the said adverse side-
effects.13 The information about side effects of the vaccination against
anthrax is less clear. The Centers for Disease Control’s National
Immunization Program estimates that serious allergic reactions to the
anthrax vaccine are less than one in 100,000 cases and the risk of caus-
ing serious harm or death is “extremely small.”14 The Department of
Defense reports that about one in 200,000 persons have adverse reac-
tions to the vaccine that require hospitalization.15

Vaccines also vary in their effectiveness. In the case of smallpox, a
single dose of the vaccine is generally thought to be highly effective for
10 years, although some studies claim the vaccine is effective for a longer
period of time.16 In a study the World Health Organization cites of
smallpox cases in Europe and Canada between 1951 and 1970, mortal-
ity was 52 percent for unvaccinated persons, while it was 1.4 percent for
persons vaccinated within the past 10 years.17 The vaccine helped health
professionals eradicate the disease in the late 1970s. In contrast, the
basic anthrax vaccine, as given by the Department of Defense to mili-
tary personnel, consists of a series of six doses—spread over some
18 months—and annual booster shots thereafter.18 Furthermore, the
efficacy of the vaccine against anthrax in general, and against inhaled
anthrax in particular, is questionable.19

Is urging people to be voluntarily vaccinated a justifiable measure,
given the risks to which individuals will be exposed, compared with the
public’s gain? Neither mathematical formulas nor highly specific ethical
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principles apply. However, from a communitarian perspective, both the
size of the risks to the person and the size of the contribution to the
community must be taken into account. Beyond that, a principle often
used in law applies: what would the reasonable person do? Given that
the smallpox vaccination’s risks are very small and the potential public
gain is enormous, this vaccination is justified. In contrast, given that an-
thrax is not contagious (and hence vaccination against it has little com-
munal value, other than the protection of those directly involved) and its
efficacy is dubious, it seems that urging this vaccination on people is not
justified at this stage.

It should be noted in passing that it may seem at first that given the
fact that vaccines protect the individual at hand, calling for them (if the
risks are low) could be justified strictly on individualistic grounds. This
might be the case for a traveler who is setting out to visit a country in
which a given infection is rampant. However, when an entire population
is vaccinated, the standard free rider rationale applies. It would serve
each individual well if all other people were to be vaccinated. This way,
an individual could avoid the vaccine and any danger it may pose and
still be protected. (Indeed, under the circumstances, it would make lit-
tle sense for a terrorist to attack a population with the same agent from
which much of the public is protected, making the choice of avoiding
the vaccinations even more “rational” for the individual involved.)
Therefore, choosing to be vaccinated entails a considerable commit-
ment to the common good. Hence, when encouraging people to be
vaccinated against whatever agents one concludes are dangerous, it is
best to take into account that one must appeal to people’s civic duty, and
not merely to their own interests, lest they point out that if they were
guided by only self-centered considerations, they would likely not come
forward.

Vaccinations should be preceded by massive public health education
campaigns to maximize voluntary acceptance. However, one must ex-
pect that a fair number of individuals will not voluntarily come forward.
Compliance research shows that numerous individuals are disinclined
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to ever attend to matters that directly benefit their own health, even if no
significant risks, costs, or efforts are involved—for instance, taking their
medication regularly. In addition, there are ideological objections from
libertarians and civil libertarians to the paternalism involved, while others
are driven by paranoid theories about the government’s intentions,20 and
still others—as we know from experience with childhood vaccinations
against measles—are motivated by free rider considerations.21

Public education campaigns hence must often be backed up by other
measures. Communitarian analysis suggests that given the small
“costs” to the individual and the high public gain, the application of
social pressure is justified and works best to the extent that people
are members of communities (are “embedded”)22 and their leaders—
of churches, for example—can be mobilized to support the endeavor.
(This contrasts with campaigns that focus on trying directly to reach
each individual.)

Few object to positive social pressure (encouraging people to comply);
however, as a rule, this does not suffice. Hence, negative social pressures
must also be considered if a sufficiently high level of vaccination is to
be achieved. Shaming is most effective. For instance, listing on commu-
nal bulletin boards or web pages those who fail to pay child support or
taxes will increase the compliance rate.

Shaming (and other forms of negative social pressures, from giving
students failing grades to sports that “bench” players who are less pre-
pared) evokes considerable objections from those who fear that it will
damage people’s self-esteem or be otherwise abusive. However, sham-
ing is not coercive, both in the sense that no physical force is applied and
that the ultimate decision is left in the hands of the actor. Above all, it
compares favorably to other measures that might have to be used, espe-
cially if without it an insufficient level of compliance will be attained.23

Economic pressures are much more difficult to entertain because
they place a higher burden on the less endowed than on those who are
affluent—for instance, requiring workers to show up with vaccination
certificates or be denied that day’s pay.These are still preferable to actual
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coercive measures, such as stopping people on streets and vaccinating
them on the spot if they have no documentation.

Coercive Measures

When are massive coercive measures justified? Whether it is justified
for a population to be subject to fully mandatory vaccination and
coercive steps to (even following a bioterrorist attack) depends a great
deal on the nature of the agent and scope of the attack. For instance, the
2001 anthrax attack in the United States and a bioterror act before it in
Oregon (in which a cult contaminated salad bars with salmonella)24 were
small in scale, were not contagious, had low fatality rates, involved dis-
eases that could be readily treated if detected early, and were relatively
easy to detect. Indeed, the anthrax attack caused more alarm than actual
harm to the public. In retrospect, it might be seen as a helpful wake-up
call to a nation unprepared to deal with bioterrorism.

When considering a more severe bioterrorist attack, much of the
respective responses that can be justified depends on highly specific
details. For instance, it makes a world of difference whether or not the
agent has been “weaponized,” whether or not there is a period in which
symptoms are visible before those infected become contagious, and so
on. In the following analysis, the discussion follows a scenario often
used before, that of a smallpox attack.25 It cannot be sufficiently reiter-
ated that, although the criteria of analysis will not change, the conclu-
sions could be different if the specific nature of the attack varied from
the one assumed in this scenario. For the sake of this analysis, it is as-
sumed that the attack has occurred in numerous places simultaneously,
that symptoms are detected a few days before the person becomes con-
tagious, that most of the population has not been vaccinated, and that
the expected fatality rate is as high as 30 percent.

Following such an attack, fully mandatory vaccination of the unin-
fected population (at least in the areas surrounding the populations that
have been infected) seems justified given the low risk to the persons
involved and the high gains to the public. (This presumes that sufficient
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vaccine is available and viable26 and that the evidence continues to show
that even if those who are vaccinated become infected, their illness will
be less severe.)27

Additional coercive measures are called for if preventive vaccinations
have not been undertaken, given that post-hoc vaccination is, at best,
not fully effective. The most important action to take is isolation of
those infected.28 Such a separation amounts to a quarantine of one form
or another. From a communitarian viewpoint, quarantining is fully jus-
tified on the grounds that many millions of Americans (and millions of
others) will otherwise die following a debilitating illness, while the in-
trusion on the autonomy of those segregated could be made quite small.
In the case of smallpox, a quarantine can be limited to roughly 17 days,
after which time those involved cease to be contagious.29

Quarantining has historically been used often, most recently in
Yugoslavia in 1972 when a pilgrim returning from Iraq contracted
smallpox. In response, neighboring countries closed their borders to
Yugoslavia, in effect quarantining the country.30 The country also had to
deal with numerous people who were in contact with others who had
contracted smallpox. Persons were quarantined for a period of two
weeks in hotels, cordoned off by fences and police. In the meantime, the
country vaccinated its entire population of 19 million persons. Eight
weeks after the first case of smallpox, the outbreak ended with 175
smallpox cases and 35 deaths.31 It is widely considered an outbreak that
the nations involved handled effectively.

In the United States, quarantining seems to bring to many minds the
image of dirty barracks in some desolate place, or the indignities of Ellis
Island, or worse yet, the dust ridden places Japanese Americans were
detained during World War II. For some others, it even evokes the image
of leper colonies. However, there is no reason why a quarantine should
be in such locations. First of all, it would need to be centered around
medical facilities. Second, it would need to include a whole row of hotels
to accommodate the many thousands of people who will need to be
housed and treated, as most are going to be quite ill. Indeed, there is no
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reason why a quarantine could not be placed, say, at beach resorts or va-
cation islands. In fact, given how intrusive and traumatic a quarantine
would be, I would argue that the government should make conditions as
hospitable as possible under the circumstances.

Quarantining: A Liberal Tilt and a Communitarian Correction

Before, and occasionally after, the September 11 terrorist attack, quar-
antining was stigmatized, which was reflected in the ways it was treated
in relevant discussions of bioethics, public health policies, and measures
to cope with bioterrorism. Jessica Stern, who teaches public policy at
Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, discusses in her 1999 book,
The Ultimate Terrorists,32 numerous measures that should be taken in
preparation for terrorist attacks. Preparing the legal grounds under
which quarantining might be undertaken and sorting out the issues in-
volved is not so much as mentioned.

Donald Henderson, a leading authority on bioterrorism, who was the
director of the Health and Human Services Department’s Office of
Public Health Preparedness, testified before Congress (September 5,
2001) on preventing the use of biological weapons and on improving a
response to them if used.33 Quarantining was not mentioned.

A leading legal scholar, Larry Gostin, has worked extensively on
these issues, and in a book published prior to September 11, 2001, he
dedicates a chapter to “Restrictions of the Person” and frames the issue
in the typical liberal way (rather than calling the chapter, say, “How to
Save Millions of Lives with Minimal Intrusion”).34 He provides a brief
history of quarantines and similar measures. He points out that three
criteria were used to establish the legality of quarantines: the disease
must actually be infectious; there must be a safe and healthy environ-
ment in which the confinement may take place; and it may not be exer-
cised on racial or other discriminatory grounds.35 By these criteria,
smallpox confinement could be readily justified. But Gostin goes on to
report that constitutional doctrine has changed so drastically since the
1960s that he greatly doubts that earlier justifications of quarantining
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would hold today and that now rights to travel would be given much
greater weight than in the past; quarantining would be considered a
“massive curtailment of liberty.”36 Gostin has been working on a model
law that states should adopt in order to implement quarantining if there
were “compelling public interest.”

The reasons quarantining has either not been considered or mentioned
only with considerable hesitancy are numerous. In part, the leading fig-
ures in contemporary political theory, social philosophy, ethics, and
bioethics in the United States tend to be on the liberal side. John Rawls,
for instance, is often cited as the most influential philosopher of the
day. As mentioned in the introduction to this volume, even conservatives
such as Congressmen Bob Barr and Dick Armey and organizations such
as Phyllis Schlafly’s Eagle Forum have expressed concerns similar to
those expressed by the American Civil Liberties Union and Common
Cause. Both liberal and conservative groups have joined in a coalition of
more than 150 organizations to protect individual rights after the
September 11 terrorist attack.37 Major newspapers, National Public
Radio, and public television tend to take the position that the onus for any
deferment or recalibration of rights is on the advocates of public safety.
Measures are subjected to strict scrutiny and are often deemed overly broad.

But this was not always the case. During the first 190 years of the
republic, public policies reflected a predominant concern for social
order. During this time, the government often neglected rights (and
readily employed quarantining).38 However, many of the core values and
institutions that undergirded the old social order were undermined in
the 1960s by various liberation movements (e.g., civil rights, women,
youth, sexual, and counterculture). Given that the old regime was dis-
criminatory against minorities and women, as well as somewhat au-
thoritarian, there is good reason to celebrate its demise. As mentioned
previously in regard to the FBI and the Church Commission, in effect,
the 1960s might well be viewed as a major communitarian correction—
moving in the liberal direction, away from excessive and oppressive
social order toward a better balance.
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During the following years, American society over-corrected, crossing
the line from shored up liberties to a moral anomie. As few new shared
values and institutions have arisen to fill the vacuum generated by the
undercutting of the old ones, the society has moved toward what Alan
Wolfe called “moral freedom”39 and others might consider a moral free-
for-all. Robert Bellah and his associates showed that the period of
excessive individualism (led by the counterculture) was followed by a
period of instrumental individualism (the rise of neoconservatism,
libertarianism, and the Reagan years of watching out for Numero Uno).40

Finally, and most relevant for the context in which early 21st century
biodefense measures are being considered, Ronald Bayer has shown
in his masterful book, Private Acts, Social Consequences,41 that social
restrictions intended to promote public health (a common good par
excellence), and quarantining in particular, became much less acceptable
following the increase in HIV infection and the concurrent rise in
political awareness and activity of gay groups. Thus, the quarantine of
people with HIV, which was routine in Cuba, was not even discussable
in the United States. (I am not suggesting that it was called for, but
merely reporting that it has been shown that before the rise in HIV,
quarantining in the United States was quite acceptable, and even today
is used for people who have active tuberculosis; but that since the out-
break of AIDS, it has been stigmatized.42) Reinforcing each other, all
these normative, cultural, social, and political changes led to a sense that
massive coercion, entailed in mass quarantine, was beyond the pale.

The preceding communitarian analysis suggests that a correction
favoring the common good to the previous liberal tilt is needed, given the
recent increased levels of threats to the public’s health. Already there is
hope that the U.S. government will again consider the use of quarantine
as an effective treatment option. During the 2003 SARS outbreak, the
Centers for Disease Control recommended, but did not require, the
quarantine of those who fell ill with the highly contagious respiratory
disease.43 SARS prompted other places such as Buffalo, New York and
Minnesota to develop strategic plans to quarantine victims of an
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outbreak or bioterror attack, including the establishment of a legal
appeals process for individuals who did not want to be quarantined.44

As of November 2001, such a correction has been setting in. Cities
and states rushed to introduce legislation that would authorize banning
public events, commandeering hotels, and quarantining millions of peo-
ple. Such moves are best accompanied by public education to justify
them. Donald Henderson called for educating people about the nature
and symptoms of a disease so that they can recognize it should they be-
come infected. Depending on the agent, they should seek treatment
and/or voluntarily remove themselves from the population-at-large.45

Similarly, officials in the Washington, D.C. area are creating a self-
triage website, which includes a series of questions followed by recom-
mendations to either “stay home in voluntary quarantine, go to a
designated site for follow-up care, move to an isolation facility, or just
relax.”46

Also called for is a reexamination of the prevailing conceptual and eth-
ical frameworks provided by public intellectuals and academics, especially
by bioethicists and social philosophers. There is a danger that without
such public persuasion and a reframing of the debate—if the adjustment
of law and policy will continue to take place under panic, especially fol-
lowing a major attack—public authorities will overcorrect, as we have
seen in other areas (e.g., the way military tribunals have been initially
introduced and structured). In the current climate, in which two-thirds of
the public supports waiving many rights,47 we may end up forcing unjus-
tified vaccinations against numerous agents (as already has been indirectly
called for by the American Public Health Association)48 and isolating,
without rhyme or reason, travelers from countries that we suspect have
been exposed to biological agents. Communitarian thinking might help
call attention to our tendency to oversteer and the need to keep a carefully
crafted balance between autonomy and the common good.

In short, communitarianism does not rule out the use of coercion (as
most laws entail), but treats it as a last resort. It finds a place only when
persuasion and economic incentives turn out to be insufficient. When
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coercion is applied, it must be minimally intrusive. Above all, rather than
one-sided advocacy of autonomy and rights clashing with one-sided
advocacy of public order, communitarian analysis privileges neither side
and is forever leery of over-corrections.

Agency:The Role of Public Health Authorities

Assuming one grants that the threat of bioterrorism justifies some meas-
ures of favoring public health over unfettered attention to individual rights,
for instance in preparing the legal ground for massive quarantining, the
question arises as to which agency is best suited to implement the new
measures.

Laurie Garrett, a Pulitzer Prize winning author whose volumes on
this subject are often cited, is deeply concerned that the agencies in-
volved would include the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) or the
military, rather than public health authorities.49 She fears that the FBI
will focus on determining who the culprit is rather than on preventing
the spread of the disease. Indeed, there is some reason for such concern.
In 1997 the office of B’nai B’rith in Washington, D.C., received an en-
velope that contained suspicious materials. The emergency medical
team treated the building as a hot zone. They subjected all occupants to
showers on the street to ensure that they would not carry infectious
agents out of the perimeter of the hot zone. However, when the police
arrived on the scene, they treated it as a crime scene and marched in and
out of the hot zone, refusing to shower.50 There is little reason to doubt
that each agency has a distinct culture and structure, divergent habits
and missions, and is governed by distinct regulations. Hence, the ques-
tion of which agency, or what combination of agencies, should lead
when dealing with bioterrorism deserves attention.

Garrett argues for the maintenance of a social contract, one in which
individuals disclose information for the sake of the community’s health,
and public health authorities protect the privacy of patients.51 Hence,
she strongly favors giving public health authorities a dominant role in
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dealing with the after-effects of an attack rather than having the police,
National Guard, or the military singlehandedly dictate the course of
action.52

Garrett’s books and articles were published before September 11,
2001. Since then we have learned that the FBI, whose task it is to
determine who the culprits are, was able to restrain itself and allow
priority to be given to saving lives in rescue operations at the Pentagon
and World Trade Center, rather than controlling those sites as crime
scenes, even well after the probability of saving lives became very low.
The National Guard, involved in protecting airports, has not been ob-
served to have acted with undue disrespect for individual rights. One
may also wonder whether the relatively liberal culture of the Centers for
Disease Control will make it too reluctant to call for the coercive meas-
ures that might be needed.

Much of the work that does not involve coercion would seem to fit
well with the missions of public health authorities. The work that in-
volves coercion could be overseen and guided by public health authori-
ties, although they may have to be backed up by local police forces, and
quite likely the National Guard and possibly the military. This means
that the time has come to increase greatly the resources and authority of
the public health service.

In either case, whether the public health service is in charge or merely
a major partner in dealing with the preparations and responses to a mas-
sive bioterrorist attack, one must deal with the effects of decades of
downgrading the public health service. Once it was considered the lead-
ing agency in improving people’s health by overcoming infectious dis-
eases and improving the hygiene of food and water and beaches. Indeed,
it was credited with having significantly more achievements in improv-
ing people’s health than private medical care.53 However, following the
spread of antibiotics, administered largely by private physicians and
hospitals, the rise of fee-for-service medical care, and the conservative
ideology that favors minimizing the government (including health
services) and budgets (which, for public health, was cut some 25 percent
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between 1981 and 1993),54 the prestige of working for public health has
declined.55 As a result, its employees are often not the most highly
regarded or the best qualified, to put it mildly.

Within the realm of public health, both the budget and prestige have
been concentrated on the National Institutes of Health, where research is
conducted, and on the Centers for Disease Control, in which research and
surveillance is carried out, but not on state and local health departments
and authorities. Moreover, public health services are highly divided
among thousands of jurisdictions and entities with inconsistent regula-
tions and powers, thus making concerted efforts almost impossible.56

It is now clear that preparing for bioterrorist attacks cannot ade-
quately be carried out by private health agents (e.g., by merely relying
on teaching doctors and hospitals to recognize the symptoms and al-
lowing them to treat the patients), assuming that there may well be a
massive attack with infectious agents. Indeed, the very fact that an at-
tack is brewing requires the collection of information (e.g., say a sudden
increase in flu-like symptoms or pet deaths) and monitoring of that
information, which only public health agencies have the authority to
enforce.

One may argue that many of these missions could be delegated to
profit-making firms, although they would need massive public funds.
(e.g., to carry out public education), and physicians and hospitals would
be required to collaborate with such firms (e.g., to collect and disclose
information). In July, 2004, Congress was close to passing legislation
that would provide the pharmaceutical industry with “. . . the financial
guarantees it says it needs to research and produce vaccines and anti-
dotes for bioterror agents that otherwise would have little marketable
value.” Jim Abrams, “Congress Nears OK of Weapons Ban,” Associated
Press, 14 July 2004. There is no need to rehash the arguments about the
relative merit of public service via the private versus the public sector—the
sort that have recently taken place regarding airport security. For the sake
of the issue at hand, it should be noted that in either case a very sub-
stantial increase in public funding, staff, and enforcement powers is
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called for. Also, the experience with for-profit prisons, mental hospitals,
and nursing homes (all areas of human services) is not particularly
reassuring. It is difficult to imagine a private health-providing firm
coordinating the activities of the FBI, police, National Guard, and
military following an attack.

Building up public health involves changes in all areas in which
deficits have occurred: budget, quality of staff, regulatory authority,
coordination, and the balance between research and service components.
Such changes amount to a major correction in favor of the common
good—those directly dedicated to the well-being of the community.
They are not centered around improving the prospects of this or that
individual, as the fee for service system is, but on improving the general
conditions from which the public draws. For example, it protects
resources (e.g., water reservoirs) that are not the property of any one
individual or even an aggregate of individuals, but of the community,
including children not yet born and future generations. For more, see
Amitai Etzioni, The Common Good (Cambridge, U.K.: Polity Press, 2004).

For those who subscribe to the communitarian analysis that holds
that by the end of the 20th century American society was neglecting the
common good, shoring up public health is a reaction to terrorism that
differs from most others that we have seen to date. Most other prepara-
tions—from cement barriers to air marshals, from new machines that
inspect the mail to curtailments of our legal rights—are not merely a
heavy cost to bear, but are wasted if no future attack occurs. In contrast,
strengthening public health would be in the community’s interest even
if no further acts of terrorism were to occur.
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5

A Case for National

ID Cards?

Reliable Identification Is Essential for Homeland Protection

The prevalence of means of identification that are easily falsified or are
obtained in a fraudulent manner is a particularly vulnerable element of
the homeland security of the United States. Unless these means of iden-
tification are substantially improved, many new systems such as the U.S.
visitor and immigrant status indication technology program (U.S.
VISIT), which has replaced the suspended national security entry exit
registration system (NSEERS) and encompasses the foreign student
tracking system (SEVIS), the airline passenger screening system
(CAPPS II), as well as current watch lists maintained by the FBI, the
CIA, and the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), and
many other programs that help protect the public will continue to be
severely hampered.

Press reports suggest that the reluctance of the White House and
Congress to deal with the means by which people are identified stems from
concerns that an action taken in this area would entail the introduction of
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a national ID card,1 which faces strong opposition from the left and
right and from many in the public.2

The opposition to national ID cards reflects four general concerns.
First, there is the concern of those who oppose national ID cards be-
cause of their historical association with totalitarian governments.
Robert Ellis Smith, publisher of Privacy Journal, has warned that issu-
ing national ID cards would be comparable to “the Nazi experience in
Europe,”3 and the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has called
them “a primary tool of totalitarian governments to restrict the free-
doms of their citizens.”4 Another concern that others express is that
national ID cards are an assault on personal privacy. This view is cham-
pioned by a wide coalition of the left and the right, including groups
ranging from the ACLU to Phyllis Schlafly’s pro-family Eagle Forum.
These groups are most concerned with the access to personal informa-
tion that national ID cards grant to the government. Schlafly, one of
the more outspoken opponents of national ID cards, has argued that
“[p]utting all that information on a government database means the end
of privacy as we know it. Daily actions we all take for granted will
henceforth be recorded, monitored, tracked, and contingent on showing
The Card.”5

A third concern is that the cards are a potential “slippery slope.”
Groups such as the Cato Institute argue that even if national ID cards
are not immediate precursors to a totalitarian state, they open the door
for future governments to ease the safeguards associated with the ID
cards and expand their scope, which could eventually usher in a more
intrusive government.6 These groups often cite the fact that Social
Security cards were originally conceived to serve a specific purpose, but
have since become far more prevalent as a means of identification.

Finally, there is the concern that such forms of identification will
make it easier for employers and government officials to discriminate
against minorities. For instance, some have cautioned that officials
might insist on seeing the ID cards of “foreign-looking” citizens based
on unfounded suspicions.7
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I do not recommend such a course of action. My concern here is with
what I call purposive means of identification; that is, means issued by
governments and by private industry for specific purposes. People are
not required to carry these means of identification with them at all times
or to show them upon demand, as is the case with national ID cards
used in other countries, such as Belgium and Spain. Many different
types of purposive means of identification (not necessarily cards) are
used by people when they seek to access controlled areas, such as airplanes,
secure facilities, most public buildings, and numerous private ones. For
the 40 million foreigners who travel to the United States each year for
vacation, to attend school, or to conduct business,8 the United States
itself is a controlled area. To enter it, people are required to identify
themselves. Therefore, the United States should not rely on any one
means of identification, but rather it should utilize multiple means of
identification, depending upon the purposes at hand and the desired
level of security (compare, for instance, someone obtaining a library card
at a local public library with someone obtaining a credential that allows
him or her to transport hazardous materials across the country).

Means of identification developed for one purpose are sometimes
widely used for others, which generates both some difficulties and con-
siderable benefits.This is most prominently the case for driver’s licenses,
which were originally issued for traffic safety, but often have been used
for identifying people who seek to cash checks and, prominently in the
last years, for homeland security purposes. These different usages re-
quire different levels of reliability; however, driver’s licenses have not
been adapted to meet the higher level of security needed for the war
against terrorism. The same holds true for any other means of identifi-
cation created for one purpose and used for others. The subtext of much
of what follows is how to deal with the issues that arise from such
mission creep.

Next, I show in some detail that many of the means of identification
routinely used in the United States are still highly unreliable. All three
elements of how individuals are identified—the processes, personnel,
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and technologies involved—need to be improved to make means of
identification more reliable.

Means of identification cannot be made foolproof, but very substantial
improvements can be made that will greatly enhance our security and
will have what I call collateral gains; that is, they will introduce ways to
help treat other serious national problems.

The format of this chapter differs from previous ones. Here I first
discuss how it would help national security to make means of identifi-
cation more reliable for those who wish out of their own free will to
enter controlled areas. These means of identification differ from na-
tional ID cards (which one must by law have on one’s person at all times
and present on demand even without any special reason to be identi-
fied). They hence raise relatively few rights issues. Toward the end of
the chapter I point out that more reliable identification helps conserve
privacy, because authorities will need less information about a person to
determine his or her identity. And I discuss the development of various
accountability and oversight measures to ensure that more reliable forms
of identification will not be abused.

Unreliable Means of Identification Severely Hamper Homeland Security

This section presents evidence in support of the observation that despite
some recent improvements, the prevailing means of identification,
which are commonly relied upon in the United States, are woefully
inadequate.

Border Security: One Hundred Percent Failure Rate

Mr. Robert J. Cramer, managing director at the General Accounting
Office’s (GAO) Office of Special Investigations (OSI), testified before
the House of Reresentatives that an investigation of the GAO conducted
between September 2002 and May 2003 found that in every instance—
without a single exception—when agents attempted to enter the United
States from Western Hemisphere countries using counterfeit driver’s
licenses and birth certificates with fake identities, they were successful.
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The border patrol agents failed to realize that the documents were not
authentic. For the security tests, OSI agents used widely available com-
puter graphics software to create counterfeit documents; in other words,
they used material that could be found in an average home.

In the course of this investigation, OSI agents used counterfeit
documents and false identities to enter the United States from four
countries. It is important to keep in mind that U.S. citizens—or people
claiming to be U.S. citizens—seeking to enter the United States from
Western Hemisphere countries are not required to show a passport to
enter the United States; instead, they are required to prove American
citizenship. This may be done through a state-issued birth certificate or
a baptismal record, and photo identification, for instance a driver’s
license, or, as the GAO notes, “since the law does not require that U.S.
citizens who enter the United States from Western Hemisphere coun-
tries present documents to prove citizenship they are permitted to
establish U.S. citizenship by oral statements alone.”9 Teams of two OSI
agents tried to enter the United States from Canada three times, from
Mexico two times, from Jamaica one time, and from Barbados one time;
and each time agents were able to cross the border—whether at an airport,
a land border crossing, or a sea port of entry—and border patrol agents
failed to recognize that the documents that the undercover agents were
using were counterfeit.10

Federal Buildings and Airports: Highly Porous

In April and May 2000, the GAO’s OSI agents tried to gain access to
nineteen federal buildings and two airports using counterfeit law
enforcement credentials (that were either acquired from public sources
or were created using commercial software packages, information from
the Internet, and an ink-jet color printer). Agents gained entry into
eighteen of the twenty-one sites on their first attempt; they entered the
other three sites on their second attempt. Thus, at all sites the agents
were successful and the counterfeit documents were not detected. The
facilities in which the agents gained entry were not minor ones, but
rather included some of the most sensitive and, presumably, most secure
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facilities, such as the CIA, the Pentagon, the FBI, the Department of
State, the Department of Justice, and others.11

Upon entering the “secure” buildings or the airport terminals, the
undercover agents, carrying counterfeit credentials, declared that they
were armed law enforcement officials and were able to pass through
security without being screened. Robert H. Hast, assistant comptrol-
ler general for investigations with the OSI, reported to the House of
Representatives that “at the 21 sites that our undercover agents success-
fully penetrated, they could have carried in weapons, listening devices,
explosives, chemical/biological agents, devices, and/or other such items/
materials,” since one agent always carried a valise.12

Another troubling finding was that at fifteen of the sixteen facilities
where agency heads or cabinet secretaries worked, agents were able to
stand directly outside their suites. The five times agents attempted to
enter the suites, they were able to do so successfully. Undercover agents
also were able to enter restrooms near the agency head’s or cabinet sec-
retary’s suite and could have left dangerous materials there without
being detected.13

Airport officials did not detect the counterfeit documents either.
Airline ticket agents readily gave the undercover OSI agents “law en-
forcement” boarding passes. Although the procedures for getting
through security varied at the two airports, none of the agents nor their
valises were screened by security personnel.14

In response to these findings, nineteen of the twenty-one agencies
and airports that were part of the original GAO study responded that
they had taken specific actions to enhance their security in the wake of
the findings.15 However, since then, a task force investigation into
Washington, D.C. area airports immediately following September 11,
2001, revealed that those airports’ general security systems remain lax.
The task force, formed by U.S. Attorney Paul McNulty of the Eastern
District of Virginia, examined the records of airport employees who
held Security Identification Display Area badges, which allow access to
secured areas of Dulles International and Reagan National Airports.16
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McNulty reported to the House of Representatives that the investiga-
tion found that “75 airport workers used false or fictitious social security
account numbers to obtain security badges and that afforded them un-
escorted access into the most sensitive areas of our airports.”17 He went
on to say that “Many of these airport workers also used the same false or
fictitious social security number to obtain Virginia driver’s licenses, fill
out immigration forms, or apply for credit cards.”18

The Washington area airports were not alone in having individuals
use fraudulent identifiers to obtain security passes. After the September
11 terrorist attacks, a Department of Justice investigation into employ-
ees at the Salt Lake City International Airport found that “61 individ-
uals with the highest-level security badges and 125 with lower level
badges . . . misused SSN’s” to obtain security badges or fill out employ-
ment eligibility forms.19

Military Facilities: Like an Open Book

When the GAO’s OSI agents used false means of identification (a fake
ID card from a fictitious agency within the Department of Defense),
they even were able to enter areas controlled by the military, areas in
which weapons are stored as they are shipped across the country.
Moreover, the undercover agents were allowed unhampered access to
the weapons themselves.The GAO report on this matter has apparently
proven either so damaging to national security or so embarrassing to the
government, or both, that it has been withdrawn from circulation.20

Entering the United States

Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) officials intercepted
more than one hundred thousand fraudulent documents annually
between fiscal years 1999 and 2001. These documents included border
crossing cards, nonimmigrant visas, alien registration cards, U.S. and
foreign passports and citizen documents, as well as other documents.21

While every intercept of a fraudulent document is a success, many are
not detected. This is evidenced by the fact that in a twenty-month
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period between October 1996 and May 1998, the INS reported that
“about 50,000 unauthorized aliens were found to have used 78,000
fraudulent documents to obtain employment.”22

It is impossible to assess to what extent this problem has been allevi-
ated since September 11, but the following reports suggest that it is far
from resolved. Raids in the Seattle area in September 2002 netted
enough computer equipment and specialty paper to print more than
eight hundred fraudulent documents, including driver’s licenses, Social
Security cards, green cards, and Mexican driver’s licenses.23 In
Washington, D.C., raids resulting from an ongoing investigation that
began in April 2002 have netted more than one thousand fraudulent
documents and nearly fifty arrests.24 In one bust during this ongoing in-
vestigation, authorities confiscated more than five hundred fake resi-
dency cards, Social Security cards, driver’s licenses, and other IDs at a
single residence. Cynthia O’Connell, Acting Director of the Identity
Fraud Unit of the Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement,
reported in August 2003 that “there are not enough agents to do it all,
especially after 9/11.”25

Terrorists Too

Many of the September 11 hijackers and their associates have been
found to have used counterfeit Social Security numbers (ones that were
never issued by the Social Security Administration [SSA]). Meanwhile,
one of the hijackers used the Social Security number of a child, and
other hijackers used numbers that had been associated with multiple
names.26 This fake or counterfeit information seems to have been used
by the hijackers to obtain driver’s licenses. Some of the hijackers held
multiple licenses from states including Virginia, Florida, California,
Arizona, and Maryland. Only one of the hijackers appeared not to pos-
sess a state-issued form of ID, according to Senator Richard Durbin at
his hearing on driver’s licenses in April 2002.27 Additionally, Timothy
McVeigh used a fake ID to rent the Ryder van that exploded in front of
the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City in April 1995.28
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In short, the urgent need for more reliable means of identification for
homeland security is evident. New systems such as U.S. VISIT and
older systems such as watch lists are not useless; however, these systems
would become much more effective if the processes of issuing means of
identification, the individuals who issue them, and the technologies
used would be substantially improved.

Driver’s Licenses: Still the Weakest Link in a Weak Chain

Driver’s licenses and other state-issued identification cards are, by far,
the most common means of identification used in the United States;
therefore, these documents deserve special attention. Driver’s licenses
and state-issued identification cards are classic examples of multipurpo-
sive means of identification. The vast majority of Americans over six-
teen years of age possess driver’s licenses, and driver’s licenses are one of
the few identification documents that are widely accepted (others, such
as passports or military IDs, are held by much smaller segments of the
population). When boarding a plane, cashing a check, purchasing alco-
hol, or conducting similar activities, millions of Americans are asked
to show ID. When asked for identification, most Americans present
a driver’s license; however, it was not created for this purpose and its
reliability level does not meet that needed for the security uses for which
it is commonly employed.

Problems with the Driver’s License System

Prior to September 11, 2001, it was very easy to obtain driver’s licenses
in the United States using false or counterfeit documents, although it
was a bit more difficult in some states than in others. One could even
readily purchase a counterfeit driver’s license on the street or on the
Internet. Terrorists took advantage of these weak documents. Seven of
the hijackers obtained Virginia driver’s licenses by submitting false
information to prove residency in the Commonwealth. The hijackers
(and surely many others) took advantage of the fact that proof of
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residency could be obtained through a notarized affidavit of another
Virginia resident. According to Paul J. McNulty, U.S. Attorney for the
Eastern District of Virginia, two of the hijackers paid an illegal immi-
grant $100 to vouch for their residency.29

True, some loopholes have been closed in the wake of the terrorist
attack (e.g., in Virginia, notarized affidavits were taken off the list of
documents people can use to prove residency; in Florida, Governor Jeb
Bush ordered that driver’s licenses for foreigners must expire at the same
time as their visas), but false driver’s licenses can still be obtained easily.
Between July 2002 and May 2003, the GAO’s OSI agents conducted
security tests in seven states and the District of Columbia to determine
whether state motor vehicle agencies will issue driver’s licenses to appli-
cants who present counterfeit “breeder” documents,30 such as counter-
feit birth certificates, driver’s licenses, and Social Security cards. As with
the other GAO investigations, undercover OSI agents created fictitious
identities and counterfeit documents using off-the-counter computers,
printers, and software. The investigation found that Department of
Motor Vehicle (DMV) officials generally did not recognize that the
documents they were presented with were counterfeit.Therefore, DMV
officials issued driver’s licenses to the inspectors using the fictitious
identifying information on the counterfeit breeder documents. In in-
stances where DMV officials noted irregularities in the counterfeit doc-
uments, they still issued driver’s licenses to the undercover agent and
returned the counterfeit documents to him or her.31

Additionally, there are still people ready and willing to sell stolen or
fake Social Security numbers and counterfeit birth certificates that can
be used to obtain false or counterfeit driver’s licenses. In August 2003,
it was reported that phony ID cards, including Social Security cards and
driver’s licenses, still could be purchased in Washington, D.C., for any-
where between $20 and $135.32 The low cost suggests that these IDs are
readily available.

Efforts to make identification more reliable in the short run are most
likely to involve driver’s licenses and state-issued identification cards,
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and thus motor vehicle agencies. There is no sense in ignoring that
driver’s licenses and state-issued identification cards are widely used for
homeland protection. Therefore, it is important to identify the weak-
nesses in the current identification system. (In a later section, I point to
ways to improve driver’s licenses and state-issued identification cards.)
Weaknesses are found in three areas:

1. Processes
• Fraudulent breeder documents (e.g., birth certificates, Social

Security cards, baptismal records, etc.) often pass for the real
thing. The wide availability of sophisticated graphic software
programs and high-quality colored printers, as well as how-to
books, make it easy to create counterfeit breeder documents.33

• A state that issues a driver’s license based on counterfeit breeder
documents threatens the reliability of the entire system because
driver’s licenses issued in one state are honored by all others.
Wrongdoers seek out states with the weakest protections against
false identification.

• States accept different documents to verify the identity and
residency of the person applying for a driver’s license or state-
issued identification card, and some states only require proof of
identity. The acceptable documents may include utility bills,
birth certificates, voter registration cards, notarized statements,
Social Security cards, health insurance cards, hunting licenses,
and school IDs. The varying state requirements create an envi-
ronment in which people who seek to obtain false IDs seek out
the state with the most lax requirements.

• States have differing rules about the issuance of driver’s licenses
or state-issued identification cards to foreign visitors. Some
states tie the expiration date of the foreign visitor’s driver’s
license to his or her visa expiration date, while other states allow
the expiration date of the foreigner’s driver’s license to expire at
the same interval as a citizen’s driver’s license.
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• Each state issues its own driver’s licenses and there are no stan-
dard minimum requirements. For instance, some states place the
driver’s photo on the left side of the card; other states place the
photo on the right side of the card. States also use a wide range of
authentication features, including holograms, bar codes, mul-
tiple photos, and magnetic strips. With these differences,
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) personnel, police,
retail clerks, and bartenders in one state may not know what a
license in the other forty-nine states looks like, nor how reliable an
out-of-state license is when they are presented with one.

• Some people hold multiple driver’s licenses and state-issued
identification cards. This threatens the integrity of the driver’s
license system and the idea that each person is limited to
possessing one driver’s license at a given time.

2. Personnel
• Some employees at motor vehicle agencies have been easily

bribed into issuing false driver’s licenses.34

• It is often difficult for the personnel issuing driver’s licenses
to identify counterfeit or false breeder documents, as the GAO’s
recent investigation notes.35

• State motor vehicle agency personnel often do not follow security
procedures and are not always alert to the possibility of fraud, as
the GAO’s recent investigation notes.36

3. Technology
• Many of the identifying features currently used in driver’s

licenses are not the most reliable. For instance, a person’s eye
color can be altered through the use of contact lenses, and
weight often varies from what is listed on the card.

• Many driver’s licenses are easy to tamper with or forge. As with
breeder documents, the wide availability of sophisticated graphic
software programs and high-quality colored printers, as well as
how-to books, make it easy to create counterfeit IDs.37
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The Internet: A Complicating Factor

The increasingly widespread use of the Internet to obtain false identifi-
cation materials also poses problems for reliable means of identification,
especially driver’s licenses. David C. Myers, coordinator of the Fraudulent
Identification Investigation Program for the Florida Division of Alcoholic
Beverages and Tobacco, reported to the Senate in May 2000 that “about
30 percent of the false identification cards I see come from the Internet”
and that “some false ID sites have received over 10,000 inquiries on a sin-
gle day.”38 This is not that surprising, given that Myers also testified that
many high-quality ID cards can be purchased on the Internet for anywhere
between $30 and $300.39 Thus, many underage college students, and cer-
tainly individuals with more nefarious plans, look to websites such as
www.fakeidman.org and www.myoids.com to help them obtain fake IDs.

On the federal level it is illegal to produce knowingly or transfer
without authority an identification document, authentication feature,
or false identification document. It is also illegal for an individual to
possess knowingly the aforementioned documents and features with the
intent of defrauding the United States and to possess knowingly stolen
or illegally produced documents.40 Many states also have similar laws
making it illegal to produce, possess, or transfer counterfeit or false
state-issued identification cards and driver’s licenses. While the law may
seem basically clear on this issue, it is not so clear when it comes to pros-
ecution. In his May 2002 testimony before the Senate, James G. Huse,
inspector general of the SSA, clearly explained the problem prosecutors
face when they find Social Security cards for sale on the Internet:

[I]t is a felony under the Social Security Act to buy or sell a card that
“purports to be” a Social Security card issued by the Commissioner.
As you know, however, the cards sold over the Internet often carry
easily removable stickers identifying them as “novelties.” The
difficulty in establishing fraudulent intent on the part of buyers or
sellers makes prosecution of these cases problematic.41

Many websites selling driver’s licenses also have “novelty use”
disclaimers.42
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David C. Myers of the Florida Division of Alcoholic Beverages and
Tobacco also noted in his May 2000 testimony before the Senate that it
is difficult for state and local law enforcement agencies to take action
against websites that sell IDs because it is difficult to locate their where-
abouts and many operate outside the United States. He went on to testify:
“Assistance from Federal agencies is very difficult. Very few agents, even
on the state and federal levels, have any training in the area of counter-
feit identification.”43 And while Mr. Myers has been successful in shut-
ting down some websites, often—due to the nature of the Internet—
the websites can reappear the next day with a new name.

More recently, in September 2003, John S. Pistole, Acting Assistant
Director of the FBI’s Counterterrorism Division, discussed the perva-
siveness of false means of identification. In his testimony before the
Senate, he said that it is not that false means of identification are new to
law enforcement, but rather that the pervasiveness of the false means is
new. The Internet and our technological sophistication—especially in
terms of computer programs and printers—have made it so easy to pro-
duce high quality documents that “nearly anyone can be an expert.”44

Pistole also pointed out: “The tremendous growth of the Internet, the
accessibility it provides to such an immense audience coupled with the
anonymity it allows result in otherwise traditional fraud schemes be-
coming magnified when the Internet is utilized as part of the scheme.”45

These few observations, and there are many others like them, con-
vincingly show that the increasingly wide use of the Internet to obtain
false means of identification poses problems for making means of
identification more reliable.

Remedial Action

Some of the following recommendations address ways to make means
of identification more reliable in the short term, while others will make
them more reliable in the long term. It is essential to develop reliable means
of identification that work both online and offline. The separation of
“cards” and electronic means of identification is an artificial and short
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run policy. A person should be able to identify oneself online (say when
ordering an airline ticket or a hotel room on the top floor of the 
Hay-Adams Hotel in Washington, D.C., which overlooks the White
House) just as readily as one does at an airline counter or hotel desk.
“Readers” of future means of identification should be able to verify the
identity of a person with equal ease whether the person is physically
present or thousands of miles away, connected by the Internet. Leading
credit card and technology companies are developing a way for con-
sumers to use their fingerprints in place of credit cards and cash. See
Kelvin Maney, “Will that be Cash, Fingerprint or Cell Phone?” USA
Today, 16 November 2003.

The government has undertaken some measures to improve the ways
it operates in the online world and how it identifies people. For instance,
the U.S. Postal Service has announced an In-Person Proofing system
that can be used by government organizations and certificate authorities
to allow them to communicate electronically with the Post Office in the
future. To participate, an online application must be completed and the
individual’s identity and address must be verified online. Once that is
done, the individual prints out the required form and takes it to the post
office to complete the In-Person Proofing. Once this is successfully
finished, the individuals can download the digital certificate.46

Another initiative the government is pursuing is E-Authentication,
which is intended to serve and make government more responsive to
citizens, businesses, government, and internal operations by establishing
a common authentication service and infrastructure throughout the
government.47 The White House views this program as “develop[ing] a
government-wide standard for identity verification online.”48 As
discussed in drafts released for comment in the summer of 2003,
E-Authentication will focus both on identity authentication (verifying
that a person is who he claims to be) and attribute authentication (that
the person is a member of a specific group, e.g., the military). The gov-
ernment has developed various levels of assurance for the initiative.These
levels of assurance (minimal, low, substantial, and high) correspond with
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how certain the government is that the person is who he claims to be
and what the risks are if the person is not who he claims to be.49 Also as
part of the E-Authentication initiative, the new Federal Identity and
Credentialing Committee (FICC) is working to “simplify and unify
authentication for federal employees” and to “create requirements for
physical credentials, electronic credentials, and issuance.”50 These pro-
grams are small steps along the way to help improve the means of iden-
tification used in the online world, but much more remains to be done.

From all the suggestions and recommendations that a few of my col-
leagues on the Markle Task Force asked not to be included in our final
report, I regret most the omission of the preceding point on the need for
identification to work both online and offline. Their concern for privacy
protection, which I agree is more serious online than offline, needs to be
and can be addressed, but I am confident that the future will entail an
ever greater “merger” of the online and offline worlds. Just as we seam-
lessly order movie tickets online or purchase them at the ticket counter,
get doctors’ prescriptions in person or have them e-mailed to pharma-
cies, so we will develop other systems, many of which will entail identi-
fication, to enable us to move readily from one realm to the other.
Introducing a much higher level of security in one but not the other
will greatly undermine security because it will invite those who seek to
attack us to focus on the less covered front.

Governmental Remedies

There are numerous possible approaches from which to choose. This
section flags two approaches: one that uses less sophisticated technology
but is closer at hand, the other that is technologically more sophisticated
but its implementation will be more difficult.

For governmental remedies, I focus on a three-phase process toward
making more reliable means of identification. The first phase focuses on
how the federal government can assist in making state driver’s licenses
and state-issued identification cards more reliable as quickly as possible
because they are the most widely used form of identification in the
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United States. The second phase focuses on adding the use of biometric
and cryptographic technologies to various physical documents, such as
driver’s licenses and passports. The third phase deals with using “pure”
biometrics.

All such developments should also address ways to balance our need
to have more reliable means of identification with important concerns
about privacy and civil liberties, especially concerns about how the data
are stored and who may have access to the biometric data and for what
purposes.

Phase One: Fortify Driver’s Licenses. The federal government should
conduct research on affordable methods of improving identification sys-
tems and making the entire identification mechanism more reliable.
The government should encourage states to improve the system by
adopting interstate standards and implementing them through the use
of grants.

Many people do not view possession of counterfeit or false identifi-
cation as a serious crime. For many college students, obtaining and using
a fake ID is just another part of the college experience. Also, in each
jurisdiction, the fines and penalties for individuals who possess, attempt
to obtain, or sell counterfeit or false identification should be increased,
as should the fines and penalties for individuals who knowingly supply
such identification or knowingly allow people with such false or coun-
terfeit means of identification to enter controlled areas. To combat the
explosive growth of false identification on the Internet, federal author-
ities—in particular, the Secret Service, which enforces laws involving
counterfeit and fraudulent identification—should be given resources to
shut down websites that issue false or counterfeit IDs. Furthermore,
Congress should pass legislation that would require servers to collaborate
in tracing and shutting down websites that issue fraudulent or counterfeit
identification.

The GAO’s September 2003 report on the ability of undercover
agents to obtain genuine driver’s licenses using counterfeit documents
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highlights the problems with breeder documents.51 Birth certificates are
particularly problematic because they are issued by numerous jurisdictions
and vary widely in format. Documents should be standardized.This will
make it easier for DMV officials, and other officials who issue means of
identification (such as passports) to recognize counterfeit documents.
I also recognize the argument that standardization of the documents
may make breeder documents easier to fake in the long run. For this
reason, birth and death certificate records should be digitized and
searchable for all states.This would allow DMV and other officials, such
as Department of State officials who issue passports, to access birth and
death certificate records electronically and it could resolve questions
concerning the authenticity of these documents.

The data banks in which such information is stored should have
privacy protection measures in place that address issues such as who can
gain access to the data and for what purposes, as well as have enforce-
ment policies. For instance, to protect civil liberties, audit trails should
be established.

Only some states have made progress in making birth and death cer-
tificate records electronic.The good news is that the federal government
is taking an initiative in this area; the bad news is that the initiative is
still in its early stages. The federal initiative, called E-Vital, is establish-
ing a common process through which birth and death record informa-
tion can be analyzed, processed, collected, and verified.52 This initiative
will create a federal information repository of birth and death certificate
records that will be electronically searchable. Because deaths will be cer-
tified online, this initiative will greatly decrease the amount of time it
takes for a person’s death to be officially reported to the SSA. To pro-
ceed, both institutional and financial hurdles must be overcome. Marsha
Rydstrom, the SSA’s project manager for E-Vital, said that the program
faces problems with states that are not used to being told how to man-
age their data as well as potential funding problems, because the pro-
gram’s costs could range between $500,000 and $5 million in each state,
depending on preexisting e-government capabilities.53 Congress should
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fully fund the E-Vital program once initial testing of the program is
complete.

Digitized birth and death certificate records will greatly help the
following program, although this program should not be stalled in the
states until E-Vital is fully operational. An elementary step in enhanc-
ing the validity of driver’s licenses is to verify that the Social Security
number a person presents when applying for a license is not someone
else’s. State motor vehicle agencies are supposed to collect Social
Security numbers from driver’s license and state-issued identification
card applicants.54 Motor vehicle agencies are allowed, but not required,
to access the SSA’s online database to verify the identity of the appli-
cant. Prior to September 11, 2001, only twelve states used the Social
Security Online Verification System (SSOLV) to verify the authentic-
ity of Social Security numbers submitted to DMV agencies.55 States
may choose to verify the authenticity of the driver’s license applicant’s
Social Security number in two ways: first in real time through an online
check and second through batch checks in which multiple checks are
performed and reported at a later time, generally within twenty-four to
forty-eight hours.56

In 2004, the Institute for Communitarian Policy Studies conducted
a survey of state motor vehicle departments (including the District of
Columbia)57 in an effort to track their progress in shoring up their
driver’s license issuance practices following the September 11 terrorist
attacks. The survey culled information from a variety of sources and
then asked that each DMV confirm or correct the information to reflect
their most recent developments. Due to the changing nature of these
statistics, the figures from the study may be subject to error for those
DMVs that either did not respond to the survey or changed their pro-
cedures after the survey was conducted. (Henceforth, the study will be
referred to as the “Institute survey.”) According to the survey, sixteen
states still do not take advantage of SSOLV.

One of the reasons the GAO notes for why states do not use SSOLV
is the cost.58 Because states are strapped for funds and the verifications
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would require additional time, money, and work, the U.S. Department
of Transportation should provide the needed funds so that states will be
encouraged to undertake this verification step.

When issuing driver’s licenses, states accept various documents to
prove both identity and residency, although some states do not require
proof of residency. In general, states require at least one form of primary
identification (e.g., a birth certificate or a previously issued driver’s
license).The second form of identification can often be from a list of doc-
uments that tend to be even less reliable than the primary identification.
In some states they include health insurance cards, fishing licenses, gun
permits, high school diplomas, and student ID cards. Persons with du-
bious intentions often look for the state with the weakest requirements.
The American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA)
has taken a lead in this area by developing a list of acceptable, verifiable
documents for state motor vehicle agencies to use. Congress should
pass legislation requiring state motor vehicle agencies to only accept
approved documents to prove identity and residency.

Similarly, states have varying rules for issuing driver’s licenses to non-
citizens in the United States. Some tie the driver’s license’s expiration
date to the expiration date of the foreign visitor’s visa, while others use
the same interval as that used for U.S. citizens. Federal legislation
should tie the expiration date of the driver’s license or state-issued iden-
tification card to the expiration date of the foreign visitor’s visa, as some
states have already done.59 (The Institute survey found that only twelve
states take this step.)

The driver’s license system presumes that one person holds one
license at any given time. Unfortunately, as it stands now, state DMV
agencies are unable to query other state DMV databases to make sure
that a driver’s license applicant does not already hold a license in another
state and is not acknowledging that in his or her current attempt to ob-
tain a license. The way to combat this problem is by integrating state
motor vehicle databases for ordinary drivers. (The integration of
databases has already been undertaken for those who hold commercial
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driver’s licenses. The program, called the Commercial Driver’s License
Information System [CDLIS], was designed to make sure that com-
mercial drivers only possess one driver’s license and do not simultane-
ously carry licenses from more than one state. The program, mandated
by the Commercial Vehicle Safety Act of 1986, has been in effect since
1992 and it has kept 871,000 individuals from obtaining licenses,
according to the AAMVA.60)

Currently, the only such database of noncommercial drivers available
to state DMV officials is the National Driver Register (NDR), which
employs the Problem Driver Pointer System (PDPS) to determine
whether an applicant has had his driving privileges revoked by another
state. This database does not, however, allow access to any information
on applicants who have not had action taken against their licenses. As a
result, there is no mechanism to prevent a person with a clean driving
record (or someone who uses multiple names) from acquiring multiple
licenses and ID cards from any number of states. Congress should
mandate a program, similar to the Commercial Driver’s License
Information System, for all driver’s license holders to ensure that an
individual only holds one license from one state at a given time.

Driver’s licenses vary greatly from state to state. Some states, such as
Massachusetts, place multiple pictures on driver’s licenses—a large pic-
ture and a smaller version of the picture. In some states, such as Virginia,
the picture appears on the left side of the license, while in other states,
such as Oklahoma, the picture is located on the right side. Some states
use a single barcode on their licenses (e.g., New York); other states use
multiple barcodes (e.g., Virginia); and some licenses still in circulation
do not even have barcodes (e.g., Oklahoma licenses issued prior to
September 2003). The same is true for holograms. For these reasons, it
is often difficult for TSA personnel, police, and retail clerks in one state
to know what valid licenses in the other forty-nine states look like. State
driver’s licenses and identification cards should meet minimum uniform
standards concerning the data content and the verifiability of the cre-
dential. Although all states must adopt these standards, there can still be
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room for variations among the states, say placing a state seal or motto
on the license. These uniform standards can also deal with problems
about the ease with which driver’s licenses can be tampered with or
forged. Also, the card’s electronic code—magnetic strips, smart chips,
whatever the uniform mean may be—should be encrypted and should
contain all the information already on the driver’s license.

As the GAO recently noted in its report on the use of counterfeit
documents to obtain genuine licenses, many DMV officials do not rec-
ognize counterfeit documents when these are presented to them.61 State
motor vehicle agencies should provide their employees with ongoing,
detailed training about how to spot counterfeit or false documents and
they should provide law enforcement personnel with guidelines for how
to check the validity of driver’s licenses. Periodically, a state could con-
duct spot checks to see whether officials spot the false documents and
whether they follow protocol in those instances. For example, in states
that require DMV officials to confiscate documents they believe are
counterfeit or false, are officials complying with these guidelines? To
better meet these responsibilities, state motor vehicle agencies should
launch aggressive oversight, auditing, and  anti-corruption policies to help
prevent fraud and make it easier to detect it when it occurs in the driver’s
license issuing process. Certainly, DMV officials also need to receive
detailed training on how to spot counterfeit breeder documents.

Phase Two: Add Biometrics. Biometric data already exists on driver’s
licenses and for years biometric data has been used to link an individual
to an identification card. For instance, driver’s licenses include a photo
as well as other identifying information, such as the height, weight, and
eye color of the driver. Unfortunately, these biometrics are not the most
reliable. Individuals can gain or lose weight (or lie about it) and eye color
can be easily changed using contact lenses. Furthermore, the photo may
not resemble the driver’s license holder very well as the cardholder’s
appearance may change over the period of time his license is valid (e.g., he
could change hair styles, his hair could gray or be colored, or he could
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lose hair). The addition of new forms of biometric data on driver’s
licenses, data that are more difficult to change and are more specific to the
individual, can further assist our ability to more reliably and accurately
verify an individual’s identity when additional levels of security are
needed, for instance at airports. (In such an instance, if fingerprint data
are used on driver’s licenses, the passenger could place one finger on a
scanner and his fingerprint could be compared against the one on the
driver’s license to see whether the passenger is who he claims to be.)
Furthermore, because these biometric data are much more specific to an
individual than the current biometric data in use, it will become excep-
tionally difficult—and some say nearly impossible—for an individual
to switch his or her identity once identity is established.62 Therefore, the
second phase of making means of identification reliable should focus on
studying how biometric and cryptographic technologies can be used to
make driver’s licenses more reliable. Currently, seventeen states are
either collecting or planing to collect some form of biometric information
from their residents, according to the Institute survey.

One reason why the addition of advanced biometrics to driver’s
licenses might be postponed is that the introduction of many new
forms of biometrics would require the introduction of “readers” in more
than a million locations. The good news is that the technology for
reading biometric data is improving rapidly (especially in terms of re-
liability, cost, and convenience), so much so that, over the next several
years, many handheld devices and personal computers will come with
built-in fingerprint readers that can prevent someone who steals such
a device from gaining access to its data.63 Another reason the addition
of biometrics to driver’s licenses may take some time is the large size of
the population—more than 200 million people have driver’s licenses
and state-issued ID cards.64 Thus, even small error rates in the tech-
nology could have significant effects, given the size of the population.
Still, biometrics stand to pose a great benefit to making means of
identification more reliable and they deserve further study and, when
possible, implementation.
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There are a wide variety of options from which policy makers
may choose. Among the biometric options are iris scans, fingerprint
recognition, facial recognition, hand geometry, retina scans, signature
recognition, and voice recognition.65 For example, iris scans involve an
individual placing his or her eye close to a reader that identifies the
unique characteristics of the individual’s iris. The reader, a camera, cap-
tures a high-resolution image of the iris. To date, iris scans have been
employed in special fast-track lanes at Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam.
The iris scan program allows participants to move through security
quickly. Fingerprint recognition technology captures a person’s unique
fingerprint from impressions made by the ridges in the finger. The
image is recorded by a scanner, enhanced, and then converted into a
template. Systems that utilize fingerprints sometimes compare an indi-
vidual’s fingerprint directly against a database. For instance, the FBI
maintains a database full of fingerprints, called the Integrated
Automated Fingerprint Identification System, which contains about
45 million prints and is used in the agency’s investigations.66 Other
times, a person’s fingerprint is compared against the biometric data
stored on the card. For instance, immigration officials have begun
matching an individual at the U.S. border with the fingerprint stored on
his or her ID card that was issued by the Department of State or the for-
mer INS in the last five years.67 Facial recognition technology identifies
people by analyzing facial features that are not easily altered. Cameras
in London use facial recognition technology to identify criminals; and
more recently, the Illinois Department of Motor Vehicles has employed
the technology in its driver’s licensing system to prevent individuals
from obtaining multiple driver’s licenses.68 To place the biometric data
on driver’s licenses, policy makers may choose from magnetic strips,
two-dimensional bar codes, laser cards, and smart cards.69 Many cards
that use the aforementioned types of biometric data are examining
the use of smart cards because they can store data and be used for
multiple purposes, as well as because each card has its own encryption
system.70
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Phase Three: “Pure” Biometrics. Biometric technology is promising; yet
because it is still relatively futuristic, its treatment in this section will be
brief. There is little doubt that in the long run—some measure it in
years, others believe it will take longer—biometric data will provide a
reliable means of identification and there will be no need to carry phys-
ical cards. One’s finger, face, iris, or some other unique feature will pro-
vide all the identification one needs. Therefore, the introduction of a
pure biometric system should also be examined. It is best to proceed on
two levels: (1) meta-analysis, overview, and codification of what is
known, the result of various ongoing studies in the private sector and in
the government; and (2) the issuance of RFPs to invite additional stud-
ies to cover well-known lacunas or those lacunas the said summaries of
state-of-the-art would reveal.

The biggest concern among critics of biometric technology is that
this information could give the government too much access to personal
data about American citizens. Mark Rotenberg of the Electronic
Privacy Information Center refers to biometrics as “the digital equiva-
lent of allowing police to go through your home without a warrant.”71

And while this criticism is not consistent with the facts, all such studies
of biometrics should also address ways to balance our need to have more
reliable means of identification with important concerns about privacy
and civil liberties. Among the privacy issues that should be addressed are
how biometric data should be stored, who should be able to have access
to and use the data, and what possible, unintended consequences may
result from data collection.

Private Sector Remedies

The private sector has shown repeatedly that it can and does create
successful means of identification. For instance, many corporations
are devising their own purposive means of identification, some of which
are low-tech while others are high-tech. And some companies will not
even allow an employee to enter the premises if he or she has forgotten
the company-issued ID, even if the employee can present a driver’s
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license to security officials.72 In other words, the private sector is also
working to develop more reliable means of identification on its own.
ATM cards are a case in point. This section examines whether the
private sector could produce more reliable means of identification, make
them widely acceptable by providing incentives for people to use them,
and thus ease the obstacles currently faced both in terms of convincing
people that such means of identification will not be overly intrusive and
that the means of identification can help security.

Given the reluctance to embrace stronger means of identification
issued by governmental authorities, even if these means are merely
issued by the states and are not required to be on the person or presented
upon demand, and given the general trend in the public sector (including
agencies such as the Department of Defense and the CIA) toward
relying on the private sector, I examine whether the private sector could
produce more reliable means of identification, make them widely ac-
ceptable by providing incentives for people to use them, and thus ease
the obstacles currently faced both in terms of convincing people that
such means of identification will not be intrusive and that the means
of identification can help security. One may even suggest that driver’s
licenses should be subcontracted to private companies, just as many
other parts of our military and intelligence work are subcontracted to
profit-making corporations.

No one in the private sector, so far, has come forward with exactly
what is needed to make our means of identification more reliable, but
there are several indications that there are major corporations and in-
dustry groups that might well be interested in helping the government
in this way. For instance, shortly after the terrorist attack in September
2001, Oracle CEO Larry Ellison suggested making government data-
bases more effective by consolidating them and making identification
cards, such as driver’s licenses and Social Security cards, more secure
with digital technology (like that used on credit cards or smart cards).
He offered to provide the government with the needed software for free;
and in the summer of 2002, he reiterated his offer.73
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The notion that the private sector can provide more reliable means
of identification is also supported by a Foundation for the Defense of
Democracies publication by Eli Lehrer. Lehrer favors the adoption
of a market-based national identity system. Under his proposal, the
government would set standards for the system, but the private sector
would run the primarily voluntary biometric identification database
(only convicted felons and non-citizen visitors would be required to
register).74

Although it appears that the private sector is interested in having
more reliable means of identification, the question remains: if people
could purchase what I call high-security cards from various companies
for, say, $65 to $100, and if the cards could serve people well in many
different areas of their lives, including cashing checks, entering build-
ings, and standing in special, shorter lines in airports, could the card
catch on? (This does presuppose that the government will be able to use
the private sector’s means of identification under some private/public
partnership arrangement.) Would it ease the problems at hand? What
incentives might be needed to encourage the private sector to develop
such high-security cards?

Take just one example of where such cards might be used—at
airports—and the incentives it could provide. Private-sector cards, like
the one described above that more reliably identifies people, may be
particularly appealing to frequent flyers who wish to pass through airport
security more quickly. Such accelerated screening lanes already exist
in some airports, including at Tel Aviv’s Ben Gurion and Amsterdam’s
Schiphol Airports where biometric scans are used. Actually, the United
States has a similar system in place for international travelers, called
INSPASS. The program, which has some forty-five thousand active
participants, relies on biometrics to accelerate immigration screening at
large international airports, such as New York’s John F. Kennedy and
Washington’s Dulles International, among others.75 INSPASS’s success
in accelerating immigration screening and its acceptance by many fre-
quent travelers suggest that a card that can accelerate security screening
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at airports could be widely accepted and desired by travelers. This does
not mean that individuals holding ID cards would not walk through
metal detectors and place their items on a conveyor belt like everyone
else, just that, on average, people who have the card would move
through faster security lines.

Thus, if voluntary, private-sector cards could reliably identify indi-
viduals, then routine identification (not to be confused with entering
highly-secured areas) could become more reliable with little to no cost
to the government. Moreover, the stigma now attached to ID cards may
well be reduced because people would voluntarily purchase the private-
sector cards. In addition, private-sector cards could also be used for non-
security purposes. If the private-sector card were a smart card embedded
with a computer chip and encryption technology, then the card could
also potentially be used as an ATM card or credit card.

The government should examine private-sector alternatives to making
means of identification more reliable. The Department of Homeland
Security should convene a panel of representatives from corporations to
determine what incentives can encourage the private sector to market reli-
able cards that people would be free to purchase. Among the options to be
examined is whether such cards could be used for fast tracks in airports, as
well as for ATMs or other such purposeful uses.The application of systems
that the private sector is developing to protect identities over distances,
electronically, and for national security should also be examined.

Privacy and Accountability Protections

New measures that are introduced to enhance security and, more gen-
erally, law enforcement are often examined in terms of whether they are
of merit in and of themselves. However, any benefits to the common
good must be evaluated in terms of their potential threat to individuals’
privacy. Therefore, civil libertarians’ concerns about privacy should be
addressed in all matters concerning more reliable means of identifica-
tion. Studies of ways to make means of identification more reliable
should include the quest for ways to balance our need to have more
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reliable means of identification with important concerns about privacy
and civil liberties.

Most privacy concerns do not arise out of the improved identification
per se, but rather out of the questions that concern the ways in which data
about a person are collected, stored, and used. For instance, if a toll booth
camera identifies a car as one that previously paid for a toll (by the use
of EZ Pass, for example)—but immediately erases that information,
then there would be fewer privacy concerns than if these data were stored
and collected and then made available to government agencies and
profit-making bodies. As Matt LeMieux of the ACLU argues, “Even if
the government says that it will be used for only one purpose, there are
plenty of examples in our nation’s history—and Social Security is one of
them—where the government went beyond the original intent.”76

Indeed, a strong case can be made that to the extent that data collection
takes place at all, it should be made more reliable in order to protect people’s
privacy. This is because when the authorities believe that names and
addresses are unreliable, they will collect much more information in order
to verify a person’s identity (say, information about birthmarks, known
associations, and so on).

A good identification system must have an expeditious correction
mechanism in order to protect individual rights.Thus, if a person claims
to have been misidentified and hence he or she is prevented from, say,
flying, then he or she should be able to show as expeditiously as possi-
ble that a mistake has been made.

For personal data such as digitized birth and death certificate records,
the owner of the data should have privacy protection measures in place
that address issues such as who may have access to the data and for what
purposes, as well as have enforcement policies. For instance, audit trails,
which could detect unauthorized use of data and thus help deter it,
should be established.

Aside from internal supervision, as well as oversight from Congress,
the courts, and the DHS’s Privacy Officer and Civil Rights and
Liberties Officer, there should be a Citizen’s Accountability Board,
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comprised of illustrious citizens who are not currently employed by the
government or expect to be any time soon, say deans of law schools,
possibly limited to those with security clearance. The board would
release summary statements to the public. It would be best if this board
would review whether the more reliable means of identification are
being properly issued by government agencies, what the error rates in
the system are, and how much time it takes to fix the errors.

Finally, the Department of Transportation or the Department of
Homeland Security should issue regular progress reports so that the
media and the public will be aware of the states that are cooperating
with required programs and measures to make means of identification
more reliable and, by implication, the public will be aware of states that
are not cooperating.

Collateral Gains

If more reliable means of identification were available for national security
purposes then a great number of other safety and nonsafety issues could be
alleviated and collateral gains would be possible. This section examines
gains that can be realized if means of identification are made more reliable.

Protecting the Innocent

A major source of the miscarriage of justice is the well-established and
widely known fact that people are misidentified and jailed for crimes
they did not commit. With more reliable means of identification, the in-
cidents in which innocent people are detained, incarcerated, or barred
from flying, driving, entering the United States, and obtaining security
sensitive jobs should decrease. This alone is a major justification for the
introduction of more reliable means of identification.

Identity Theft and Credit Card Fraud

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) reported that it received
more than 214,000 complaints of identity theft in 2003, up from
160,000 complaints in 2001 and 86,000 complaints in 2002.77 These
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reported complaints are low-end estimates of the prevalence of identity
theft. A September 2003 FTC survey estimated that within the past
year 3.25 million Americans discovered that their personal information
had been misused.79

By stealing identifying information from other individuals or by cre-
ating fictitious identifiers, individuals can obtain numerous credit card
accounts and often charge exorbitant amounts of money for luxury
vacations, electronics, and other high-end items, as well as use that
information to obtain other types of credit, such as car loans. To show
how big a problem this has become, one need only look at the FTC’s
most recent estimate that the total annual cost to identity theft victims
is about $5 billion.80 For individuals who have had their identities stolen
and credit cards opened in their names, the fight against credit card
fraud is an uphill battle. For young people, the fraud can be particularly
devastating, preventing them from getting the credit they need to get
started in life; and for seniors it is a disruption that causes undue stress
and financial problems during their golden years. Credit card fraud can
also harm homeland security as terrorists may use credit cards from
unsuspecting Americans to help finance their operations. If means
of identification were more reliable, then such fraud could be more
difficult to commit and easier to detect.

Voter Fraud

Identification difficulties lead to voter fraud. In many states, deceased
voters remain on the voting rolls and individuals with false or coun-
terfeit identification can vote in person or often request absentee
ballots; other times, picture identification is not required. If means of
identification were more reliable, then voter fraud could be easier
to detect.

Fugitives

While the exact number of felons at large is not available, some esti-
mates have been made: in 2002 the FBI said it looks for about 12,000
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fugitives at any one time.81 The lack of a reliable means of identification
makes it difficult for law enforcement officials to catch fugitives who
have skipped court appearances or those who have warrants out for their
arrest. When a police officer pulls over a speeding driver in Oregon and
checks his driver’s license, the officer will be unable to determine that
the man pulled over for speeding has a warrant out for his arrest in
Tennessee if the speeder is using a false or counterfeit ID. If means
of identification were more reliable, law enforcement would better be able
to reliably identify the speeder. Likewise, more reliable means of identifi-
cation would help identify individuals who are prohibited from driving
after several DUI convictions, but still get behind the wheel of a car.

Employment

Convicted sexual predators often depart the jurisdiction of their offense,
later applying for jobs at child care centers and schools elsewhere in the
nation. While their names may be compiled in a national network, such
a database is useless if the predator has a counterfeit or false means
of identification. In much the same way, abusive healthcare workers—
particularly those taking care of the elderly—often apply for jobs taking
care of the vulnerable even after having been previously caught and their
employment terminated. Efforts to warn other healthcare providers will
be more successful with more reliable means of identification.

Other Programs

The lack of reliable identification can pose great costs to government
programs such as student loan, affordable housing, and food stamp pro-
grams, and it causes a loss of revenue in terms of individual income tax
payments.

Conclusion

The old cliché that a chain is only as strong as its weakest link applies to
the issue at hand. “No-fly” lists, passenger profiling systems, and scores
of other security systems are greatly weakened if people can readily
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obtain false or counterfeit IDs. Improving means of identification
requires not only new and better technologies (especially biometrics and
cryptography), but also training and supervision of those who issue IDs,
and proper processes to validate the identities that are being certified.
Reference is not to a national ID card but rather to the means of iden-
tification that people use when they seek to enter an area to which access
is legitimately limited, whether it is a military base, an airplane, or even
the United States. Therefore, while it is undesirable for an individual to
have to keep on their person at all times a mandatory national ID card,
the government should offer incentives for citizens to voluntarily pur-
chase special IDs designed to expedite entry into controlled areas, such
as airports. All such changes in means of identification must be carefully
scrutinized to ensure that they will not violate privacy and other individ-
ual rights. Here too, processes (e.g., audit trails), personnel (e.g., citizen
review boards and improved personnel training), and technologies (e.g.,
biometrics and cryptography) can be of great service. All in all, we see
here one more case in which we need to work out a carefully crafted
balance between security and rights.

Author Note: This chapter has a special history. In 2002 and 2003,
I participated in the Task Force on National Security in the Information
Age convened by the Markle Foundation. It resulted in two reports of
considerable interest. The first is the Markle Foundation Task Force,
Protecting America’s Freedom in the Information Age (New York: Markle
Foundation, October 2002). The second is the Markle Foundation Task
Force, Creating a Trusted Network for Homeland Security (New York:
Markle Foundation, December 2003). (Both reports are available at
http://www.markletaskforce.org.) The second followed a suggestion
that I made to the co-chairs of the Task Force, Zoë Baird and James
L. Barksdale, that they authorize the creation of a subgroup to study the
issues discussed in this chapter. The subgroup on Reliable Identification
for Homeland Protection and Collateral Gains was formed and I served
as its chair. Its members included Robert D. Atkinson, Stewart
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A. Baker, Eric Benhamou, William P. Crowell, David Farber, Mary
McKinley, Paul Rosenzweig, Jeffrey Smith, James B. Steinberg, Paul
Schott Stevens, and Michael Vatis. Following consultations with the
members of the task force—especially William P. Crowell, Michael
Vatis, and Robert D. Atkinson—I drafted and redrafted the paper sev-
eral times. The final report (December 2003) varied considerably from
what I would have written on my own. Hence, this chapter draws on the
report of the sub-group, although it differs from it substantially and
includes more recent data. I am indebted to the members of the task
force for their comments and above all to Deirdre Mead for excellent
research assistance.
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6

The Limits of

Nation Building

One of the great clichés of our time is that one can and should “drain” the
swamp in which terrorists breed by both democratizing and developing
the economies of countries such as Afghanistan and Iraq. An important
part of the thesis that the best way to shore up national security—while
protecting if not advancing the elements of a free society—is the neo-
Wilsonian idea of changing the regimes of other countries, nation
building in general, and democratization in particular. As I see it,
foreign powers can rarely accomplish nation building—however that is
defined—and it tends to be costly, not merely in economic resources
and political capital, but also in human lives. Hence, for both empirical,
social science considerations, and normative ones, foreign powers had
best greatly scale back their ambitions and promises. The more these
powers focus whatever resources they are willing and able to commit for
the intervention at hand on a modest agenda, the more good they will
do for the nation they seek to help and for themselves.

There are many reasons why superpowers and other powers are tempted
to promise nation building. They believe in the value of forging nations
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and helping their development. They are keen to share with others that
which they hold dear—domestic peace, the blessing of democratic
politics, and the rich fruits of developed economies. They believe in the
possibility of human progress and have a weakness for positive thinking,
which leads them to hold that such developments can be brought about
relatively easily, especially if one is dedicated to espousing them. They
also follow a practice common in domestic politics—launching programs
with great fanfare, which dazzles the media, the voters, and sometimes
the legislature. Often, these same groups do not pay much mind to the
complicated details of what can actually be done and achieved. Thus,
politicians can promise cake and they do not have to deliver it—for
instance, the five-year, $15-billion plan that the United States promised
to fight HIV/AIDS globally. And if governments’ feet are held to the
fire, they often claim to have made good on their promises by defining
down what is considered nation building, democratization, or economic
reconstruction. Mission accomplished—by public relations.

In contrast, I advocate a foreign policy that recognizes that one size
does not fit all; that unmodified Western ways may well not be suitable
for other cultures and societies; that making progress happen via long
distances, in other people’s countries, is very taxing; that positive think-
ing is just that—positive thinking, which cannot deliver the mail, and
certainly not move mountains; and above all, that a greatly scaled-back,
restrained agenda ensures credibility, making future achievements
somewhat more feasible.

A Three-Legged Definition

Defining nation building should no longer be deferred. Unfortunately,
there is no social science or intellectual academy where terminology is
clearly defined and its consistent use enforced. The term “nation building”
is generally used to describe three different but related tasks: unification of
disparate ethnic groups, democratization, and economic reconstruction.

In its original usage, nation building was frequently identified
with unifying diverse ethnic groups within a state; that is, community
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building: “A major object of nation-building was to weld the disparate
elements of the populace into a congruent whole by forging new identities
at the national (state) level at the expense of localism and particularistic
identities.”1 Creating a sense of national identity was seen to be important
for the formation of the state itself. Nation building means “both the
formation and establishment of the new state itself as a political entity
and the processes of creating viable degrees of unity, adaptation,
achievement, and a sense of national identity among the people.”2

Another view of nation building emphasizes improvements in gover-
nance.3 Creating effective governance means implementing the rule of
law, battling corruption, installing democracy, and ensuring freedom of the
press.4 Historically, nation building encompassed “an effort to construct a
government that may or may not be democratic, but preferably is
stable.”5 Today, nation building often “implies the attempt to create
democratic and secure states.”6 This democratization imperative was
particularly stressed during the presidencies of Ronald Reagan and Bill
Clinton, both of whom sought the “enlargement” of democracy around
the world.

A third view sees economic reconstruction as an important part of
nation building. It is suggested that when the economy is improved, a
more stable and better functioning state can evolve. Also, economic
well-being is associated with democratization.7 It is best not to equate,
as many do, economic reconstruction with economic development.
Economic reconstruction assumes that there was a well-functioning
economy, but that some catastrophic event, such as a war or civil strife,
undermined it and the economy must be put back on its feet. This sense
of nation building was particularly employed with regard to the
rebuilding of Japan and Germany after World War II. The term
“economic development” is best reserved for building a modern economy
where none previously existed, a much more demanding task.

Whether one uses the term “nation building” to refer to only one or
more of these meanings (many use all three, interchangeably), one should
take into account that the reference is to nation, not state building.
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A nation is widely understood to be a community invested in a state.8 It
hence entails much more than merely forming a state, say by granting
independence to a previous colony. It entails both forming a state and a
community where none previously existed, or shoring up one that has
not been firmly or properly constructed previously, or whose existence
has been undermined, often by war or inner strife.

A state can exist without its citizens having the kind of loyalties that,
in political matters, would give precedence to the state when it comes
into conflicts with member groups such as tribes or ethnic groups. Such
a layering of loyalties is essential if a nation is to stay together and avoid
secessions or civil war, without relying merely or mainly on force.

Behind these statements is a bit of social and political theory that
should be spelled out, especially the notion that a nation is more than a
state, that it has strong elements of community, at least an imagined one.
Commitments to the common good and to one another’s community
are essential because effective collective decision making often entails
imposing on various participants sacrifices for the common good (e.g.,
to protect the environment for future generations). If these sacrifices are
not backed up by shared values and bonds, the key elements of community,
they will not be treated as legitimate, and hence will either have to be
effected through force, or will not be effectively enforced. (This view
contrasts with the notion that the state is largely a place where various
interest groups meet, work out deals and contracts, and make exchanges.
Therefore, no loyalties or commitments are needed, as self-interest
provides the necessary glue.)9

My main thesis is that significantly advancing any of the elements of
nation building, let alone all three of them, by external powers, is under
most circumstances difficult to accomplish, and at best requires a con-
siderable commitment of resources and time. Moreover, assiduously
promoting these elements can be counterproductive.

Thus, my claim rests on both a general and a specific observation.
The general observation is that deliberate, purposive societal change
of any importance is difficult to achieve. For the discussion at hand
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(and for many others), it is essential to distinguish deliberate and
purposive societal change (sometimes referred to as social engineering),
that is, societal changes that policy makers and public authorities seek
to bring about (such as the war against drugs, poverty, cancer)—and
societal change that occurs naturally, all on its own. (The difference is
akin to the difference between a river that is changing its course naturally,
which requires no effort, versus building and manning canals and locks
to change its course, often at considerable cost.) Social engineering, in
contrast to physical, is a very limited art, facing huge obstacles as it aims
to change what human and social nature provided. In this sense, it is
unnatural. Social engineering also raises numerous moral issues that
greatly limit what can be done.

By and large, the record of major deliberate efforts to significantly
change societies by public authorities have failed or achieved much
less than was sought. All planned societies—including such major soci-
eties as the USSR and China—not only failed to achieve their various
goals (abolish stratification, religion, the family, and the state), but their
command and control systems imploded. The plans of social democracies
to reallocate wealth in a significant manner have made limited progress.
The Great Society goals in the United States remain largely unaccom-
plished. Major changes occurred in all these societies, but not as the
result of public policies. Often, they reflected the work of spontaneously
arising social movements (in the sense that they were neither initiated
nor controlled by public authorities or even private corporations, nor
were they predicable) who both made changes of their own and pushed
the government into making changes. These included, in earlier eras,
various religious movements; in the beginning of the 20th century, the
progressive movement; and in its latter half, the civil rights, environ-
mental, and women’s movements, among others.

The reasons why significant, deliberate, purposive societal change is
difficult to come by are numerous.To study them would require a major
volume. Suffice it to say that they entail changing long-established
personal predispositions, habits, and relationships that resist change
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unless those involved seek to modify them for their own reasons and,
above all, motives. Such changes require reengineering deeply in-
grained moral and social cultures and recasting societal structures,
especially power relations and allocations of assets, which are particu-
larly resilient.

The reasons why external powers are particularly hampered in promot-
ing deliberate change are numerous. These include a limited understand-
ing of the local culture and societal formation; an unwillingness to make
the sacrifices involved; the opposition generated from the mere presence of
outsiders; and faulty theories of societal engineering, especially the belief
that change can be readily and quickly introduced at low human and
economic costs. As Gary T. Dempsey writes:

Nation building is perhaps the most intrusive form of foreign inter-
vention there is. It is the massive foreign regulation of the policy
making of another country. The process usually entails the
replacement or, in the case of a country in a state of anarchy, the
creation of governmental institutions and a domestic political
leadership that are more to the liking of the power or powers con-
ducting the intervention. Since such profound interference tends
to elicit resistance, the nation-building process typically requires
a substantial military presence to impose the nation-building
plan on the target country.10

Western attempts to turn Iraq and Afghanistan into shining, prosper-
ous democracies provide painful lessons in the grave limitations that
even superpowers and their allies face when they engage in such large-
scale social engineering. The focus on the formal features of democracy,
such as elections and constitution writing, hardly conceals the fact that
many of the foundations for anything that would even resemble a dem-
ocratic form of government are missing in these nations. One needs only
to be reminded that elections were also carried out in the USSR and in
Saddam’s Iraq and that now they take place in nations such as North
Korea and Iran. Moreover, the USSR had one of the most liberal con-
stitutions ever written. Many nations in South America copied the
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American Constitution but were under the rule of one military junta or
another for generations.

I turn next to show that this general observation applies with specific
force to nation building by outsiders.

Historical Anti-Precedents: Nation Building-Breaking Away

Nation building has been successful on a large scale in earlier genera-
tions by working against and breaking away from superpower and
external nations, rather than being guided by them or under their tutelage.
The well-known period of wars of national liberation took place when
scores of ethnic groups rebelled against colonial powers and gained their
independence, often after prolonged bloodshed. Most nations that now
make up Latin America, Africa, large segments of Asia, and the Balkans
were formed in this way.

In other cases, nations were cobbled together from fragments, but
again only after prolonged wars that gave voice to a fledgling community,
rather than this voice being engendered by an external power. These
famously include the formation of Germany, the United Kingdom,
Italy, Chile, and the United States.

Moreover, in many of those cases where external powers did fashion
a state they assumed would be a nation, the result was severe tensions
among the ethnic groups that were combined into these “nations”—for
instance, Burundi, Iraq, Nigeria, Somalia, and Rwanda.They were often
held together only under the thumb of a tyrant and following much
bloodshed. In other cases, these artificial constructions did not hold
together, India and Yugoslavia, for instance.

In short, if by nation building one means cobbling together various
fragments to make one community, then most nations were built in
opposition to external powers rather than by them. And to the extent that
these powers fashioned new states, they were born in blood, bathed in it,
and rarely matured to be a nation, as the term is commonly understood.

Furthermore, such efforts have become more difficult in this age of
mass political awareness and heightened antagonism to foreign power,
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as the USSR and the United States discovered in Afghanistan and the
United States in Iraq, among many other examples.

The Limits of Democratization

The record of exporting democracy is not much better. A study conducted
by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace found that out of the
eighteen forced regime changes to which American ground troops were
committed, only five resulted in sustained democratic rule.11 These coun-
tries include Germany, Japan, and Italy, in which conditions prevailed that
are lacking elsewhere. The reasons for the exceptional success in these
countries are explored below.Two other countries, listed as democratized,
actually have yet to earn this title: Panama and Grenada.

The late Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan used the phrase “defining
deviancy down” to describe the practice of considering items of behavior
as legitimate and legal that used to be considered deviant and illegal.
One side effect of this practice is that public authorities can vastly
improve the measurements of their achievements—without doing
anything new or additional. Thus, crime statistics plunge—when whole
categories of crimes are no longer viewed as illegal acts. A similar dam-
aging tendency can be observed with regard to democracies. When it
turns out that it is very difficult to export or even domestically construct
a democratic polity under many conditions, various public policy makers
keep the triumphant march of democracy going by declaring “done” for
scores of nations that, at best, have only some democratic features.
Elections are especially used for these sleight-of-hand democratiza-
tions, leading to what Max Boot, among others, has referred to as “one
person, one vote, one time.”12 Others try to deal with this catch, by
referring to “electoral democracies” to hint that they might not be regular
nor full-fledged ones, but this hint escapes many. As a result, what
normative power the title of “democracy” entails is lost when one can get
it doing so little. Cynicism is fostered when countries labeled democratic
are corrupt to the core, do not have a free press nor the rule of law,
or only one political party, or a military that can veto whatever the
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legislature rules are labeled democratic. A democracy does not have to
meet all the criteria, and there are differences in the political systems
among those considered democracies, but defining the term down so far
is neither good political science nor sound public policy. Max Boot
termed South Africa a “flourishing democracy.”13 President Hu Jintao of
China stated that China must “ensure that people can exercise demo-
cratic elections,” yet his government does not tolerate a free press or an
opposition party.14 William Safire called Afghanistan after the fall of the
Taliban a “creeping democracy,” citing as an example the presence of
“newly liberated women.”15 This is a surprising observation because
numerous other reports suggest that women’s status has barely changed.
Afghanistan’s court went ballistic when a woman sang on TV and the
New York Times reported that young women set themselves on fire to
escape the harsh realities of life in Afghanistan.16

The difficulties that the United States and its allies experienced in
democratizing Afghanistan and Iraq are but the most recent examples
in a long list of failures, which include Bosnia, Cambodia, Cuba, the
Dominican Republic, Kosovo, Somalia, and South Vietnam. U.S.
nation building attempts in Panama, Haiti, Nicaragua, and Cuba all
took more than 10 years—Panama’s engagement lasted 33 years; today,
none of these countries can be considered a successful democracy.17 As
Thomas Carothers put it, “the idea that there’s a small democracy inside
every society waiting to be released just isn’t true.”18

There is no agreement as to what makes a democracy, although there
are extensive and strong studies of the subject by such scholars as
Graham Allison,19 Archie Brown,20 Thomas Carothers,21 Robert A.
Dahl,22 and Adeed Dawisha and Karen Dawisha.23 In addition, there is
the extensive work and the publications of the National Endowment for
Democracy, headed by Carl Gershman, which include an entire journal
devoted to the subject at hand.24

Some scholars insist that each situation is unique and that only by
immersing oneself in the particular history and culture of the country
can one establish what must be done. By contrast, I agree with those
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scholars who suggest that a general theory of democracy formation is
possible. As part of this approach, it seems beneficial to draw up a
checklist of the factors that go into making a democracy. The list is best
divided into facilitating factors and constituting factors. The first list
gives the conditions that ease or hinder the formation of democracy.
(They can also be referred to as the democratic infrastructure.) The
listed factors are not all or even each “prerequisites,” because substitutes
might be found, but their presence clearly improves the probability that
a democracy will be formed and sustained. The second list informs us as
to what the needed building blocks are. Both lists can be used to indi-
cate how ready a country is to be democratized and what, particularly,
is missing.

Two methodological comments are called for at this juncture. The
lists here provided are far from exhaustive and are merely provided as a
first approximation. And one should keep in mind that there is an
interaction effect among the various factors: namely, if one factor is
available, it eases the formation of the others; but if one factor is maxi-
mized while all the others are grossly neglected, then these other factors
are likely to retard democratization. More or less even development is
superior to a tilted one.

Drawing on the works already cited, a few others, and my own obser-
vations, here are the two tentative lists. (All variables should be read as
if preceded with the statement, “the more, the better,” without concern
that excessive levels could be reached, because these do not occur.)

Facilitating Factors

Facilitating factors include:

• Law and order, pacification
• Literacy, general education, civic education
• Economic development, separation of economic power from political

power, leveling of economic differences
• A sizable, developed middle class
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• The rule of law, independent judgments, respect for law enforcement
authorities

• Civil society, voluntary associations, communities

Constituting Factors

Constituting factors include:

• Political leaders and parties have unencumbered ability to compete
for support and votes

• The determination of criteria regarding eligibility for public office
• The assurance of free and fair elections
• Formulation of a constitutional order and process that ensures

power-sharing as well as separation of power, essential for check
and balance among the executive, legislative, and judicial branches

• A low level of corruption (high level of transparency)
• Protection of minority rights
• Freedom of association
• Freedom of expression
• Freedom of the press
• The enumeration of rights people have with respect to the government

To reiterate, these lists are but a preliminary attempt to outline the
factors needed to form a sustainable democracy.They assist one another.
Above all, they highlight how difficult it is to form a democracy where
many of the factors are in short supply. Even a cursory examination of
most of them suffices to note that developing them will be difficult,
slow, costly, and, above all, next to impossible for outsiders to achieve.
Cultivating respect for law where little exists, making a middle class,
greatly reducing corruption where it is rampant, are all difficult tasks.

Economic “Reconstruction”: From the Stone Age?

Arguably, economic reconstruction—if one means reconstruction
rather than new development—may be the easiest (not easy) task for
the three nation-building processes to achieve. If the country at issue
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had a relatively developed economy, was industrialized, had laws pro-
tecting private property, a solid banking system, a trained labor force,
and so on—and if these were disrupted due to war or for some other
reason—then these can be jump-started again with relative ease. The
reasons are that self-interest will make people reopen their shops once
they are free to do so, which in turn will create demand for products, and
so on, all with relatively little planning or intervention. Outsiders can
help in shoring up the infrastructure if it is damaged, provide credit, and
help restore law and order, but need do little more. In short, the less that
real economic development is involved—in the sense of creating the
needed elements—and the more that mere reconstruction takes place,
the more successful nation building will be.

In contrast, in a country like Afghanistan, where next to none of the
elements needed for a modern economy are in place, reference to
“reconstruction” is obfuscating. And promising economic development
is both self-deluding and misleading to others. There is a very large
literature on economic development, and it would be foolhardy to speak
about these complex and much-studied processes in a few lines. Hence,
just a few observations only on the topic at hand: the ability of external
powers to engineer large-scale social change.

Countries that developed over a hundred years or so did draw a
great deal on others. For instance, the U.S. industrialization during
the 19th century greatly benefited from the importation of a labor
force, capital, ideas, and technologies from Europe. But these inputs
were sucked in, due to internal dynamics, and not shipped to the
United States as part of any plan or of the foreign policy of a nation
seeking to develop the United States or to help it do so. The same
holds for the four Asian tigers—South Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, and
Hong Kong—considered the most successful cases of economic
development. The same must be said about China and India. In con-
trast, the beneficiaries of development assistance from the U.S.
Agency for International Development, the World Bank, and from
other countries, have been much less able to develop, especially
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African and Arabic countries, even when they had great wealth of
their own due to oil exports.25

The Elements of Economic Reconstruction

What does economic reconstruction require? To answer that, I will draw
on a previously published study26 in which I examined the seven “needs”
that were satisfied when the American economy was first developed
(roughly 1830 to 1930); showed the ill effects that followed when six of
the seven factors involved in satisfying these needs were allowed to
deteriorate (from 1950 to 1980); and examined what needed to be done—
and a great deal was done—to reconstruct the American economy. Like
the elements of democracy, the factors of economic development
support each other and rushing one while neglecting the others has a
deleterious effect.

• Expeditious transportation of resources and goods
• Effective communication of knowledge and signals
• Secure supplies of power
• Prepared and available human capital (the mobilization and prepa-

ration of labor)
• A high level of innovative capacity
• Supportive legal and financial institutions
• The accumulation of capital and capital goods

I suggest that a study of successful reconstruction efforts—such as
that of Germany and Japan after World War II—would show that many
of the needed elements were in place. Although their economies had
deteriorated, they could be relatively readily resupplied and reactivated.
In contrast, when one uses the same list to examine the conditions of a
country like Afghanistan, it becomes readily evident that economic
reconstruction is not possible because most of the needed elements were
never in place or only in a very rudimentary amount. Moreover, import-
ing them en masse is not practical. Even in those exceptional conditions
in which large-scale economic reconstruction was successful, it took
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much longer and cost much more than is now commonly implied.Thus,
the notion that if the United States simply provided a new Marshall
Plan to aid weak economies and countries, they would develop (and
democratize on the side), repeated like a mantra,27 has little validity.

Cultural and Psychological Predispositions: A Shared and Demanding Factor

There is a set of sociological factors that can ease—or severely hinder—
all three forms of nation building: unification (pacification included),
democratization, and economic reconstruction.The reason this set is often
not listed (although it is included in several, more informal, treatments) is
because those who invoke it are sometimes considered prejudiced, at the
least politically incorrect, or because those who adhere to rationalist
schools of social science, according to which self-interest and rational
calculating dominate, are blind to this set of factors. The notion that
cultural and psychological factors are at work constitutes prejudice only
if one assumes that there are some inherent genetic factors that make it
impossible for some race or people to become democratic or developed,
as some have written about the Arabs (known as Arab exceptionalism).28

One commonly given reason is that Arabs have a sense of being victims,
tend to blame others for their condition, and demand that those others
act, rather than place those demands on themselves.

I am merely drawing on the insights of a sociological giant in suggest-
ing that some cultures—which in turn are embedded in personalities—
make economic and political development much more difficult than
others and are especially resistant to change. To avoid any misunder-
standing, I do not agree with those who hold that Arabs are congenitally
unable to develop a liberal democracy; merely that their culture (actually
one might better say cultures) will have a much longer and more diffi-
cult time doing so than several other cultures. I agree with those who
remind us that at one point or another it was said that Japan could not
be made democratic or that Catholicism could not be made compatible
with a liberal democratic regime. But it takes time and effort. After all,
the British and the Americans did not develop democracies overnight
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under the tutelage of a foreign power. And the conditions in Arab
countries are even less favorable for such development than in other
Muslim countries.29

Max Weber showed that some cultures are less disposed to capitalism—
and other features of modernization—than others. Specifically, Catholics,
Muslims, and Confucians are less so disposed than Protestants.30 Culture
in this context does not mean art, music, or artifacts, but social and
moral values. It is expressed in personality predispositions, especially to
save much and work hard, essential for building up a modern economy.
What Weber showed for economic development holds for the other
elements of nation building. Various scholars have referred to the cultural
and psychological factors in different ways.

As I see it—as someone who grew up in the Middle East—the most
important value and trait in this respect is self-restraint. It is what allows
a person to work hard rather than laze around; save rather than spend;
follow rules rather than follow his own whims; refrain from acting
violently against those who are different or with whom he disagrees.
Self-restraint is not inborn. It is introduced into people who grow up in
some cultures (e.g., Britain and Japan), and not in many others. It, by
itself, does not guarantee that the nations involved will be unified,
democratic, or developed. But it is an important facilitating factor, often
downplayed by those who believe, or want to believe, in quickie nation
building. Some critics may say that it is Americans who are hedonistic,
lascivious, and prone to self-indulgence. However, the foundations for
the polity and wealth America now enjoys were laid during the days
when Americans worked hard and spent little, and were far from sexually
permissive. Even today, Americans have fewer vacation days and holidays
than most Europeans and are less permissive.

To the extent that the importance of culture is recognized, it is all too
often assumed that one can change cultures quite readily, via communi-
cations (Voice of America, the State Department’s new “HI magazine,”
etc.), in what might be called a Madison Avenue approach: change
attitudes, values, and habits by sending messages, undertaking educational
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efforts, developing leadership training, and encouraging cultural exchanges.
An example of this approach, which would be humorous if the conse-
quences were not so saddening, is the work of Charlotte Beers, a former
public diplomacy chief at the State Department. Under Beers, the State
Department developed commercials, websites, and speakers programs
to “reconnect the world’s billion Muslims with the United States the
way McDonald’s highlights its billion customers served.”31 According to
Robert Satloff of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, “[t]he
results were disastrous.”32 Yet, some people would argue that Beers did
not go far enough, “that blitzing Arab and Muslim countries with
Britney Spears videos and Arabic-language sitcoms will earn Washington
millions of new Muslim sympathizers.”33

The Madison Avenue approach works only when very large amounts of
money are spent to shift people from one product to another when there
are next to no differences between them (e.g., two brands of toothpaste)
and there is an inclination to use the product in the first place. However,
when these methods are applied to changing attitudes about matters as dif-
ferent as condom use34 and the United Nations,35 they are less successful.
Changing a culture is many hundreds of times more difficult.

Germany and Japan: Exceptions that Prove the Rule

The successful reconstruction and democratization of Germany and
Japan after World War II rested on many conditions that are unlikely to
be reproduced elsewhere. First of all, they had to be defeated in a war,
and then occupied.The occupation lasted longer than many assume. For
Japan, occupation lasted nearly seven years; and for Germany, while the
occupation lasted four years, full control over foreign relations and trade,
industrial production, and military security was not turned over to the
Germans until 1955, ten years after the occupation.

Also, many facilitating factors were in much better condition than
they are in most other countries in which nation building is attempted.
There was no danger that these countries would break up due to a civil
war among ethnic groups, as is the case in Afghanistan and Iraq, for
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instance. No effort had to be expended on unity building. On the
contrary, strong national unity was a major reason change could be
introduced with relative ease. Other favorable factors included a high
level of education, a high income per capita, a sizeable middle class,
competent government personnel, and a low level of corruption.36

Others cite “technical and financial expertise, relatively highly institu-
tionalized political parties, skillful and visionary politicians, well-educated
populations, [and] strong national identifications.”37 And there was a
strong culture of self-restraint.

Political elements were also more favorable in these two countries.
After World War II, Germany and Japan were completely defeated
powers whose leaders no longer held sway. The United States had a
security interest in these countries, in particular because it was trying to
hold off the advance of Communism.

Not only were the conditions in the targeted countries different, but
conditions in the United States were different at that time as well. As
John W. Dower has argued about the difference between the American
occupation of Japan and that of Iraq in 2003, “We do not have the moral
legitimacy we had then, nor do we have the other thing that was present
when we occupied Japan—the vision of the American public that we
would engage in serious and genuinely democratic nation building and
that we would do this in the context of an international order.”38

Both occupations also cost more than is commonly assumed. Further,
the commitment level of the United States to reconstruction after
World War II was significantly greater than the foreign aid commit-
ment the United States makes today. In 1948, the first year of the
Marshall Plan, the aid to the 16 European countries under the Marshall
Plan totaled 13 percent of the entire U.S. budget, without even counting
money spent in Japan and all of the costs of occupying Germany.39 In
comparison, the Unites States today spends less than one percent of its
budget on foreign aid. (Although the United States has pledged billions
of dollars to Iraq, most of the funds are dedicated to bolstering security
and not to reconstruction.40)
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When all is said and done, suggestions that a Marshall Plan would
work for a typical African or Arab country are simply ahistorical.

A Restrained Approach

One may argue that the viewpoint here presented is exceedingly
pessimistic—indeed outright discouraging. On the contrary, I believe
that there are several good reasons to support many forms of foreign aid
to countries in need of it, most of which are humanitarian. Thus, helping
nations fight malaria, tuberculosis, and HIV is a good thing, even if it
will not significantly contribute to nation building in any sense of the
term, and not even stem the pandemic. Vaccinating and feeding children
and providing them with elementary schooling is good in itself but
should not be dressed up as something else. And surely pacification—
preventing genocides of the kind that occurred in Rwanda, halting ethnic
cleansing like that in Kosovo, and stopping civil wars, as in Liberia—
are fully worthy causes, even if they do not result in nation building.

As far as nation building by external powers is concerned, a much
more restrained approach is called for: an approach that in an optimistic
moment greatly narrows the scope of factors it tackles. As Robert Kaplan
suggested, still at least a bit optimistically, “We shouldn’t try to fix a
whole society; rather, we should identify a few key elements in it, and fix
them.”41 It follows that the first criterion by which a restrained policy is
to be measured is the scope of its ambition. Does it seek to advance on
all three fronts, or limit itself largely to one? And on that front, does it
recognize that progress is slow, takes the form of a crab-like walk of at
least one step backward for every two forward, and requires a large com-
mitment of resources for long periods of time? Does it recognize that
there will be no glory down the road—the new nation (if successfully
formed) will not appreciate the help given nor necessarily be an ally of
the external power that heavily invested in its construction? The more
narrow the goal, the greater the commitment, the lower the expecta-
tions, the more likely—I do not say it is “likely”—that the approach will
make some progress.
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Second, a restrained approach entails initially working with whomever is
in power (as the old regime implodes or is decapitated), rather than start-
ing with dethroning them. This is in sharp contrast to the hyper-
ambitious approach, which assumes that one can undo the warlords, the
tribal chiefs, the ethnic leaders, and the religious authorities and replace
them with national leaders, often selected and appointed by the external
power, and “neutral” professionals and civil servants (one of the first goals
of the U.S. occupation of Iraq after May in 2003). In the process, one
hopes to shift from tribalism and favoritism to a rule of law that deals with
all citizens in the same manner, to move from corruption to transparency,
to switch from dealing with contraband, drugs, and guns to serving local
and global markets in consumer goods and services. This is, for instance,
what the United States tried to do in Afghanistan when it promoted and
supported Hamid Karzai as the national head of government and largely
refused to deal with the warlords after the war was over, which they largely
had helped to win. This is what Britain is trying to do in Bosnia, which is
in effect in trusteeship under British rule. This is what the United States
and its allies are trying to do in Kosovo. Progress in all these places is ham-
pered by going against the sociological grain, rather than using the lay of
the land to change the country gradually.

To put it less metaphorically, over-ambitious societal engineering
seeks to overcome prevailing social forces and long-established societal
structures and traditions and construct new ones. It tries in vein to
quickly undo and then remake deeply ingrained cultural and psychological
predispositions, strong emotional ties, and often religious beliefs, as well
as powerful reward allocations by tribal chiefs or warlords. A restrained
approach would start by dealing with whoever is in power. This is what
worked in Germany, where many of the Nazi officials were initially
allowed to stay in place because there were few others to run the country—
in contrast to the initial attempts to remove all Baath officials, high and
low, down to the cop on the beat, in Iraq.

The next step entails hammering out deals and agreements to gain
the support of the various warlords or chieftains or mullahs for select
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new national efforts, such as building a connecting road or forming the
first units of an integrated national army. Gradually, and often slowly, as
commercial classes increase, middle and professional classes expand;
and as national institutions are able to dispense resources and rewards,
the social forces that support nation building will be enhanced, and the
power of the warlords and their ilk can be scaled back.42 In addition, the
more the external power allows local people to work things out among
themselves, even if the emerging patterns are not exactly the way things
are done in their home country or do not fit a master plan, the more
likely the new regimes are to develop. Foreign powers would do best if
they limited themselves to setting some broad “do’s and don’ts,” but
otherwise let “nature” take its course. Details differ from place to place,
but the experience in Iraq, from 2003–2004, illustrates the thesis here
advanced. In Iraq, the United States, under the Coalition Provisional
Authority headed by L. Paul Bremer III, has tried to “do it all.” Not
merely were American troops and their few allies training the police,
forming a new army, patrolling cities to prevent looting and other
crimes, ensuring that the various ethnic groups did not fight each other,
and sorting things out among Kurds and Turkmen and Arabs in the
North, but U.S. soldiers were also selecting new “professional” judges
and civil servants, ensuring that no Baaths were among them, taking
sides in fights among various mullahs, firing a media minister for
censoring a local press, trying to jump-start the economy by providing
jobs, renovating schools, drawing up final exams for medical students,
supervising the construction of a women’s shelter, and making deliveries
to nursing homes—among many other things.43

It might be said that the purpose of all these activities was not to
remake and run the Iraqi society but to gain goodwill. The United
States has long accepted the notion that if you seek to win a war against
local guerillas, you have to win over the support of the civilian population.
There is some merit in the policy (referred to in Latin America as
“Acción Civica”). However, it too can be readily oversold. Iraqis, for
instance, are a very patriotic people. They have a long and bitter memory
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of foreign occupations and caused tens of thousands of casualties to the
British when they took over governing Iraq after the collapse of the
Ottoman Empire. Providing a few goods and services here and there,
even learning to speak a bit of Arabic and gaining some understanding
of the local culture—as the Special Forces are trying to do—will not
lead Iraquis to accept a government run by a foreign power. Moreover,
the scope of the social engineering attempts in Iraq and elsewhere
clearly show that much more nation building is being attempted than
gaining goodwill. Hence, although there is nothing in the restrained
policy to oppose generating goodwill, the notion that it will win over the
population at large is unrealistic and, above all, it should not be used to
justify an over-ambitions agenda of societal change.

A restrained approach sets priorities: it focuses first and primarily on
pacification (to avoid inter ethnic armed conflict) and security (of the
American and allied forces) and prevention of support to groups such as
Al Qaeda, and of course the production and acquisition of weapons of
mass destruction, but initially little more. Developing domestic police
forces that are professional rather than political or corrupt—say, by
Jordanian standards or even of those of New York City 50 years ago,
rather than, say, London’s standards today—comes next. All the rest
follows gradually, in line with the needs and policies worked out by and
with the changing local leaders. If in Iraq this would have meant that a
religious regime would have been established in southern Iraq, it would
have been left to the Iraqi people who opposed the regime to struggle
with it, the way the majority now does with such a regime in Iran. If it
would have meant that Baath members would have initially run the civil
services, as long as these did not undermine the security of the
American forces and allies, it would have been left to the Iraqi people to
oppose them or replace them. Gradually, as commerce was restored,
thousands of Iraqis who lived in the West repatriated, as the fear of the
decommissioned Saddam secret police waned, the demand for various
development measures would increase. But these would be driven
largely by Iraqis and they would be the address for all things that would
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not work. The result might well look, for the first years at least, like some
kind of mixture between Lebanon and Egypt, maybe like Jordan, at best
like Putin’s Russia but it would be distinctly better—for all concerned—
than the U.S. fate in Vietnam, Somalia, Haiti, Afghanistan, and Iraq.
Less is more.

More generally, advocates of nation building would greatly benefit
from following the Serenity prayer: “God, grant me the serenity to
accept the things I cannot change; the courage to change the things I
can; and the wisdom to know the difference.” Greatly curtailing foreign
ambitions and promises will lead to much greater credibility of these
drives and those who make them; will provide stronger domestic support
for such efforts among the taxpayers and donors who have to foot the
bills; and will pay off by focusing more resources on the few facets that
are relatively easy to change rather than tackling numerous facets with
little discernible effect.
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